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Crash and burn? 
A federal report says the 
fears of airport fires are 
overblown\NEWS A8 
public' 
Waste not 
-- .r .. TheTerrace First Nations Council 
• of Women will pick excess  
•; fruit\COMMUNITY B1 
Wimbledon, it's not 
Tennis hot shots Melita Bracken 
and Richard Kriegl score in 
Kelowna\SPORTS B4 
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Trustees to slash school budget 
By ALEX HAMILTON 
SOME TRUSTEES like an ef- Ramsey says board should follow most of the recommendations 
ficiency team's plan for emergency 
surgery on the school board's  
budget. 
Others don't. 
But education minister Paul Ram- 
sey has told the board it should fol- 
low most of the team's  42 recom- 
mendations and balance the district's 
budget by July 15. 
The three-member fficieney team was 
sent in Ramsey to help the board find 
ways to deal with a projected $1.345 
million deficit in the 1998-99 budget. 
Trustees decided not to pass the budget 
in April after planned music program 
cuts drew mass protests fzom local 
parents. 
Natives 
to defy 
fish ban 
Gillnetters stage 
protest in the park 
By CI IRISTIANA WIENS 
and ANITA DOLMAN 
NAT IVE  COMMERCIAL  
f ishermen here vowed Fr iday 
to keep on fishing in defiance 
of salmon fishery closures 
this summer. 
Ray Guno, who organized and 
led a parade and rally here Fri- 
day to highlight the aboriginal 
commercial fishery, said he and 
others are prepared to fats ' ja i l  
or boat seizures rather than obey 
the drastic restrictions imposed 
by the Department of Fisheries 
and Oceans (DFO). 
"We are here because of  the sal- 
mon and the salmon are here be- 
cause of us," he told the group of 
about 90 demonstrators who con- 
verged on George Little Park. " I f  
,ou take the salmon away, you are 
commit t ing  
cu l tu ra l  
genocide." 
Guno is 
president of 
the 4-15 Sur- 
vival Coali- 
tion Associa- 
tion, a group 
of aboriginal 
commerc ia l  
g i i inet ters  
who fish area 
4-15 at the 
mouth of the 
Ray Guno Skeena. 
They maintain DFO has mis- 
managed the fishery and that they 
would now face undue hardship 
from the fishing closures aimed at 
protecting endangered upper 
Skeena eoho stocks. 
"In the past, whenever we were 
abused by the bureaucratic elite, we 
were content o crawl back and the 
perpetrators would go on their 
merry way. We're not going to do 
that anymore," Guno said. "We, 
the 4-15, are going to go out fishing 
as usual." 
Guno said natives are being un- 
fairly blamed for declining stocks 
of coho while a burgeoning sport 
fishing industry is the real culprit. 
The team emerged June 26 with nearly 
$2.3 million worth of poss~ie cuts. 
Music program cuts are near the bottom 
of the list, with huge cuts to administra- 
tion and closure of the Kitimat board of. 
rice near the top. 
In a meeting June 29 with school board 
vice-chair Linda Campbell and super- 
Intendent Frank Hamilton, Ramsey said 
he'd help the school board to retire its 
deficit in every way possible ~ as long 
as trustees S~: to  the report's recom- 
mendations. 
In particular, Ramsey said he approved 
of carrying a $762,000 extraordinary 
deficit over into the 1998/1999 budget 
year, as long as the board agreed to sub- 
mit a preliminary budget by the July 15 
deadline. 
The board must also retire that full 
1997-98 deficit at the end of the 1998-99 
fiscal year, and must not go further into 
the red without his permission. 
Ramsey said he would approve the sale 
providing additional special grants to 
amalgamated districts "to support the 
extraordinary costs still to come in the 
merging of collective agreements." 
Coast Mountains School district will 
also not receive any additional money 
under the new B.C. teachers' contract. 
of assets and transfer of proceeds to the Campbell promised Ramsey a balanced 
operating budget on condition that these budget by the July 15 deadline, but she 
proceeds are set against the deficit said it wouldn't be easy. 
He also said he would consider approv- "There are some;pretty big decisions 
ing access to the local capital and annual that have to :be "made," she said. 
capital allowance reserve fund, but only "There's lots of debate on administra- 
if the money is set against he deficit and rive cuts within the board itself." 
"other one time amalgamation r special As for the $2.3 million dollars in cuts 
purpose xpenditures." that the report says can be eliminated, 
What the minister didn't agree to was Campbell said some of them aren't pea- 
LAX KW'AL.AAMS DANCERS from Port Simpson cry out in response to aboriginal speakers at 
George Uttle Park Friday. The dancers rushed to the protest after deciding to join Thursday night. 
"Coho and steelhead for biologi- 
cal reasons have always been low," 
he said. " It 's a finite mimber, but 
when you have an ever-expanding 
sports fishery, the salmon dis- 
appear." 
Guno says the commercial 
fishery, which he says is 85 .per 
cent aboriginal in the zone near the 
river mouth, does take more salmon 
than the sports fshery. 
But he says they take more of the 
sockeye, pink and spring salmon, 
while anglers upriver take more of 
the coho and steelhead. 
He said native fishermen were 
being used as a scapegoat to save 
face for the DFO on the conserva- 
tion front 
His group is considering taking 
legal action against DFO, which he 
says has not fulf'dled its fiduciary 
responsibility to rationally manage 
the fisheries. 
Guno said the group's members 
are expecting prosecution sad boat 
and equipment confiscations. 
"They'l l  come down with a ham- 
mer,"  he said, but added he doesn't 
believe that police can put all of 
them in jail. 
"We' l l  be seeking alliances with 
international organizations to claim 
back our fisheries," he said. 
Continued Pe- 
Salmon angling ban maybe tough to enforce 
WHILE FISHERIES officers maintain there mon, fisheries officers will be forced to'judge tlon or technique to avoid catching salmon. 
will be no fishing for salmon on the lower based on thelrbehaviour. 
Skeena after July 26, enforcing that could be s "The fishery officen Will have to use a judge- 
problem, ment call on tha~i said DFO recreational 
That's because anglers will still be allowed on fishefl~ coordina toi'l iimer Fast. 
the river to fish for steelhead andltout. " I f  people are catching salmon after salmon 
Exactly how will fisberieaofllcers tell if local after salmon and not steelhead, [think the inter- 
tnglem are legally fishing fo~ stcelhead Or Ii.: pretatlon; will be:~thatl hey'\e: 'trying to catch 
letp!ly catching and releasiitg,salmon? ' them. '~ , ' 
Unless anglers admit they're fishing for sal, They'll be expected to change their gear, Iota- 
sible this year because of contracts. For 
example, the recommendation to lay off 
two trustees isn't possible until their 
present terms expire in December, 1999. 
Overall, Campbell wasn't happy with 
the report and was disappointed that the 
team opeldy criticized trustees and eln- 
ployces. 
In the 67-page report, the team used 
terms such as "dysfunctional condi- 
lions," "siege-like mentslity,"and 
"confusion reigns," in order to describe 
. the situation in the school district. 
The report also talks of "aligned 
groups of trustees" frequently battling 
each other, and of "the we-they" 
syndrome in terms of Terrace and 
Kitimat trustees. 
Continued Page A2 
Fires burn near 
Telegraph Creek 
MORE THAN 40 Telegraph Creek residents left the haze- 
shrouded town over the weekend as apprehension rose about wo 
forest fires blazing nearby. 
Residents were told to brace for a full evacuation if the winds 
went the wrong way, but by early Tuesday it appeared the town 
would not be threatened. 
T.,,hose who left.town.were pdmadly~ the elderly, the yery, • 
young, people with respiratory problems, and others who were 
too anxious about staying. They're staying at h school in Dease 
Lake. 
The fires are both west of town and erupted in the tindei'-dry 
northern woods after a series of lightning strikes Thursday and 
Friday. 
One is a 2,000-hectare blaze about 20 kilometres southwest of 
Telegraph Creek, and across theStikine River. 
The other fire is more than 1,000 hectares in size and about 25 
kilometres west of the town - on the same side of the dyer. 
It's believed to be closeto the Bali Ranch, beyond the histodC 
townsite of Glenora. 
The fires are both out of control but are nowhere near the road 
that links Telegraph Creek with Dease Lake and Hwy37, 
The difficult terrain and the smoke has made the fires difficult 
to fight, leaving crews largely sidelined, said Northwest Fire 
Centre communications coordinator Gord Munro. 
They're working on preparing a fire guard to stop the blaze 
that's on the same side of the river, . . . .  
But Munro said neither fire was heading for Telegraph Creek 
as of Tuesday morning. 
Stikine Riversong lodge operator Dan Pakula said the fires 
have town residents on edge. 
'q'here's a lot of anxiety" he said. "Some people are packing 
valuables in boxes and that kind of thing so if it did take a turn 
for the worst hey would be ready tO go." 
Pakula said the smoke on Saturday had formed a spectacular 
column towering more than 30,000 feet in the sky. 
"It was huge - kind of like what a big explosion would look 
like, a big billowy smoke cloud," he said. 
Kitkatla loses 
injunction bid 
THE KITKATLA band has lost its bid for a court injunction to , 
stop logging by Intertbr south of Prince Rupert in the first sig- 
nificant est of the Supreme Court of Canada's Delgamuukw rul- 
ing on aboriginal title. 
The B.C. Court of Appeal ruled Monday that a lower court i: ~ 
judge was correct in dismissing the band's request for a n injunc- 
tion on logging in the Kumealon valley. 
The decision gives Intertbr the green light to continue cutting 
- something it's been doing in that area since 1985, 
The band had argued they had not been adequately consulted, 
which the high court's Delgamuukw ruling last December said 
must happen when development takes place on land where 
natives claim aboriginal title. 
The company •said it had consulted closely with the Lax ' 
Kw'alaams band, but later learnedthe area is also claimed by , 
the Kitkatla. Both bands belong to the Tsimshian Tribal Council, 
B.C. Supreme Court Justice Mary Southin dismissed the 
Kitkatla application on June 25. She ruled that because the 
Kitkatla do not live on the land in question, and because i t  
appeared they were using the aboriginal title process for "ge- 
neral environmental purposes", the weight of evidence in their 
favour was "thin" and not enough to displace~lnterfor's right tO 
log. 
Southin said higher courts may consider whether the welght0f' 
the evidence matters, or it's simply enough that natives~ claim 
land to override logging permits in the name of Delgamuukw. . 
"If the strength of the evidence is of no matter on the question Persistent offenders could be charged with 
harassing wildlife. . of title in truth the commercial life of die,province can be 
But guide'Steve Nlckolla Is skeptical, saying it / brought 'to a halt," Soutliin said, ,Perhaps that is what 
will be impossible for DFOto prosecute • anglers Delgamuukw says, but it is not for a Single judge to bring the i 
who fish eateh-and-r~ense for salmon, commercial life of the province to a halt:' 
And he said the reds are refusing to come The three-judge panel of the B.C. Court of Appeal bricked up 
clean about hat ' that decision on MoMay and suggested tile fact Inteffor: h0s 
"They!?e asking people to lie in order fo r  already, logged ne~irl~ 1,500 hectares there maki*.siihe:iregion 
, t  them to angle, . he said. . : hardly unique.. , . ;, . . . . .  . : : : ,  .-~,, :- 
( 
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FROM FRONT 
Trustees huddle 
to plan cuts 
Campbell - -  n Kit, mat 
trustee - -sa id  the efficiency 
team was supposed to focus 
on the budget and ways to 
save money, not to com- 
ment on advisory com- 
mittees and the amalgama- 
tion process. 
The report also referred to 
the board's "apparent lack 
of sense of priority" when 
coming up with possible 
cuts. 
"It is interesting to note 
there is no reference to 
making reductions as far 
away from direct instruction 
to students in school as pos- 
sible as the highest priority 
principle behind budget 
deliberations," the report 
said. 
Campbell doesn't agree 
with some of lhe report's 
proposed euts, in particular 
the recommendation to 
dose the Kit,mat office. 
"It won't be beneficial 
dosing i t - -  not to us in our 
community," she said. 
Unless the building is sold 
for $200,000, Campbell said 
there won't be real cost 
savings. She doesn't want to 
see the building sit empty. 
Perhaps, she said, it wi l l  be 
leased out to a teen mothers' 
program. 
" I  wouldn't have a prob- 
lfm following it carte blan- 
che," he said. "I don't 
think we could go wrong by 
doing so." 
Trustee Marj Brown also 
agreed the report was well 
done. 
She said that another way 
to save money would be cut 
trustees' salaries, instead of 
taking $20,000 from overall 
trustees' expenses. 
"When trustees don't 
travel because they don't 
want to or they're too busy 
or whatever, it's not a big 
deal. We don't really feel 
the pinch. And I think we 
should be feeling the piueh 
tOO." 
LETTING THE CROWD know what's up, local protesters let Terrace residents 
know why commercial  f ishers are angered over recent Skeena closures. 
FROM FRONT 
Natives call fishing 
restrictions 'genocide',. 
Frank Wesley, a represen- resources to bring them- ensure the survival of the 
tative of the Port Simpson selves out of a now-critical aboriginal commercial 
Fishing Committee who economic situation, fishery. 
gave Guno $500 to setup a Another Port Simpson Guno also stressed native 
legal defense fund, said corns,tee member, Stan people have always relied 
fisheries officials were Dennis, expressed anger on salmon and have never 
txying to starve natives out against he sport fishing in- lost that connection. 
of their land. dustry. "We have never severed 
Since the collapse of a "As long as sports our biological roots to na- 
Port Simpson cannery, We.s- fishermen are out there fish- ture," he said. 
ley said 98 per cent of his ing, I want to be out there 
people were out of work. too," Dennis said. 
Images by Kar lene 
• Welcomes ".": 
Terri Lynn Bahr  
to their  
team of styl ists ' 
Terri Lynn will be starting at Images 
as of July 6 and welcomes all past 
and present clientelle. 
Monday to Friday 9:00 am - 7:00 pm 
Saturday 9:00 am to 4:00 pm 
I U JI I 
4652 ..L~elle Avenue, Terrace 
635-4997 • 1-800-251-4997 ' 
Campbell said that Ram- A far cry from the eco- The Friday afternoon ............... ,,~, ..... :, :,  ....... ~::~:~, . :~  .~ :, ~ :,~ ~, ~. ~,,, ,~, , ~;~ ~:.,~:~:..,~:~i~:~,~:~  
down because he said that it during fishing season. Back Salmon Festival." 
segregates the district. ,, . . . :~ ~.~ /~.~,: ~ ~,~,: :: ~ ~ ~,~:,;~o,~.:.~.  ~, ~: :~,.,:. ~:~: ;~.. ::~..~,~ , ~ ~:  ~,;~,,~:.~ ~; ,~ .~ 
"I guess it has to be done Paul Ramsey We spend $8.5 million It consmted of a parade, : :  i~i:,:~ ,!;: ;:,:::;;:~.~:~:::~,~ 
m Prmce Rupert alone, dancing and a salmon bar- ::~: so that everyone has access 
to the district office in Ter- Christensen didu't agree said Wesley. - -  " becue. ~4[~iHX~: i i t [~ i ;  i~i !~i: i ;~ i l ;~ i i~  
, ,  , ,  , race, she said. But I m with reducing trustees pay Wesley went on to say he Kitsumkalum band elder 
not ha with this It was since it might deter candi- believed the federal Vera Henry, who led the ! i : i ! . :~!~!~r~]pqt~ ~~i ;~ i l  .ll':~i~,ff~:~i~~~jr_,lr~m/~w.~::~:~ 
hard to take." dates from running. 
Campbell also disagreed As for cutting music pro- 
with the recommendation to grams in Terrace, trustees 
cut advisory committees be- said they were looking at Weed Kill d 
cause then people wouldn't them as the last things to 
havescasuaifommtovoice at. Moose collisions i I :i , - , , - ,  i their concerns. "Can we find $228,000 i n  (R (fl 
Terrace ~.,ustee Stewart other areas to keep that ! , ~ [i~i~ ~ ~I!P 1 , O0  i 
Christensen, however, music program going?" ,~=, .~, , . - ,~ l . , ,  , , t ,~ .v . t ;~- t~ i Sale t )ea  Sale 99ea !! Sale II) ea :ri 
agreed with the report's said Campbell. "I don't .~,,~! I~" l /R  ~vr - t / I  i i i I t  i ;, . F~ ~:~I ~! 
should be advisory, we can find the money RCMP ATTENDED an accident between a moose and a i . ~ e l=c¢ lu l / I=M:  li~: ~aBDAL ,'~ii,!/ a r raeg  
, ,  * ' " ' • U I I k k l l  ~ - ~  ]Y"; ;  - - - - "  ~i :  n l  i n v l t  I believe we should get wherever, then we can keep ~l Chev S 10 Pick-up truck Saturday. ~ ~ ~' " i i!i~ 
advice from all of our part- that program going. If not, it The accident.happened half a km east of the Extew crossing ! : R.0~, ~ Of, Rhl~ Food ii~ .~ ~=, , ,e t~ l~ l l l ,~~: , :  z ~ & Garden Bug 10l~ 
on H~ghway,1 ...... .:;i-. , , - , • ' I~,.. .... ~ . i  ,,:~] net  groups, .and trustees has to be cut. • * ,, ' 6 . . . . . . .  ; =, , 2Kgbox , , ,, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,.,~. ~, .,,.,.,~ml, temsoi.. 
should ~ote :on that advice . Trustees .:wiil meet  ,,again ~ The~dfiver of,the vehicleand ~his,two daughters are from " (Reg,&49), ~, .... m,m",-'~'t"'~n :'.~:~ .' ~1"' ~,,i (Rug,.7.99), : 
.2_.  not:' advise ' teams tomorrow in.aprivate meet- P'rince;R~p'ert and :were taken to the hospital for; minor i tl~d=ll~[ ' I ~ ~ . . . .  " " ' ;A - -M ~;I ~ ~ ~ " 
ry  . . 
voting on it and passing it to mg to further discuss pos- injuries. * -,-, • , Sa le  -U - -ea  
us," he said. sible cuts. And there will be' The truck sustained extensive damages and RCMPsay Sale ea I;)!! Sale ea  ,~:i 
Overall Chfisteusen said another public meeting July there have been similar moose accidents near Extew crossing ~ .... ~,~:, ........ ~ ;, .................... ;~ : !i;~/:~::,, . . . . . . . . . . .  '11 ~' ~ '~'~' :~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ; '1 ~ '  ~ ~.~, ~3~ , .  
the report was very well 14 before the preliminary th~s ummer. .......................................................... ;~i! .. ......... '~ ............... .. ............. ":'":i:i~ .................. "  
done. budget is sent to Victoria. SPREADING I!i  PERRENNIALS i i~l PLASTIC 
k - - - -  • - - - -  -- Junipers I~iili ~ . i~il Outdoor Planters Suggested cuts , , t;auonz in me act 1.1 . . . .  SOmaments  , 
[ ]  Trustees expenses - $20 ,000  ~ . • (Reg. 8.99) i!!i (Hag. =~.~1 ~ / 
[ ]  Admhdstrat ive positions - $598,139 (over 3 yenrs) TERRACE RCMP arrested a man trying to hot w,re a veh,cle ,~- - .  ~,,~ li:;~ ~t~11 ~',iI ~ %  
[] Support staff positions - $246,369 in the parking lot of the Terrace Inn early Tuesday morning. _ . ~ IKU~ Iii~ e , , , "  " _ ' t " , , , ,  :~1 J _= '11"  " ~ 
[] Operations, maintenance and grounds - $80,000 The 33-year old Terrace resident is known to police and was Sale t,I ea oam v ~a ~il a~-V  U I !  
accompanied by another man Who ran off when police . li~:,! iq , [] Supplies and equipment - $280,000 
[] Special education reduction - $112,000 approached the vehicle. 
[] Music programs in Terrace (K/6-7) - $228,000 
[] PJE. in Kltimnt (1£]6-7) - $37,000 
North Coast Liquidators 
4450B GreigAve. (Behind The Terrace Standard) 
635-8883 
New Shipmentl 
Crafts, pan~ b.ie~cle p.arg., Ladies Wear 
KIOICtUOUS Frlces] 
(,I]IMI.  ~ m qh ) ) .  I ,Dit)l I 
Terrace Crime Stoppers are asking 
for your assistance in solving a theft of 
a boat from a residence on First ave- 
nue at Lakelse Lake, near Terrace, 
B.C. 
Sometime overnight between June 6 
and June 7, 1998, the boat, a two seat- 
er paddle boat, was taken from where 
it was tied along the beach, at that 
residence. 
The boat itself is described as a "sky 
blue" paddle boat with a cream 
coloured lower portion and removable 
cream coloured seats. The handle and 
lower fin are black in colour. The boat 
itself is approximately four years old. 
The value is estimated at nearly 
$1000.00 
If you have any informatiorf about 
this or any similar incidents, or if you 
know the identity of the person or per- 
sons responsible for this theft, Crime 
Stoppers would like to hear from you. 
i r 
Cdms Stoppem offem a r.nh nnvard of up to SI.SO0.O0 for 
InformMIon leading to an arrest end charges being laid 
ag|lnlt an Individual In this or other unsolved crime. If you 
ham any InformMIon call Crime Stoppers at 63S-TIps there 
635-8477. Callers will not be requlced to reveal their IdenUty 
nm tmdlfy In court. 
Call 63S-T IPS  
i i r i i 
The man was scheduled to appear in court for theft of motor 
vehicle Tuesday afternoon. Al l  F ru i t  
T rees  '=1 l 99ea 
Water- 8 Glasses a Day 
Keeps Fat Away 
Incredible as it may seem, water (purified is best) is quite pos- 
sibly the single most Important catalyst In losing weight and keep- 
ing it off. 
Water suppresses the appetite naturally and helps the body 
metabolize stored fat. Hem's why: The kidneys can't function pro- 
pedy without enough water. When they don't work to capacity, 
some of their load is dumped onto the liver. One of the liver's pdm- 
an/functions i to metabolize stored fat into usable energy for the 
body. But, if the liver has to do some of the kidney's work, it can't 
operate at full throttle, As a result, it metabolizes less fat, morn fat 
remains tored in the body and wegiht loss stops. 
Drinking enough water is the best trealment for water etention. 
When the body gets less water, it pure`eves this as n threat o sur- 
vival and begins to hold on to every drop. Water Is stored in extra 
cellular spaces (outside the cells). This shows up as swollen feet, 
legs and hands. Diuretics offer a temporary solution at best. They 
force out stored water along with some essential nutrients. Again, 
the body perceives a threat and will replace the lost water at the 
first opportune. Thus, the condition quickly returns, 
The ovenNeight person needs more water than the thin one. 
Larger pepis have larger metabolic loads. Since w~ know that 
water is the key to fat metabolism, it follows that the overweight 
person needs more water. 
So'let me raise my glsas of purified water and propose a 
toast,...to your good health. 
JRIFIED BoI"rLED WATER 
635-234.1  
4456 Greig Ave. 
For those invest ing in 
mutual funds without 
the help of a RBC 
Dominion Securit ies 
Investment Advisor:  
You shouTd consider the year-to.~daie per- 
formance, full-year performance," three- 
year performance, five-year performance, 
ten-year performance, average annual. 
tzed return since Inception, dividend 
schedule, BellCharts rating, Palrsck rank- 
ing, average P/E ratio, average market 
capitalization, cash position, currency 
exposure, long- and short-ten capital 
gains, the fund's Investment objectJve,~,'~  
investment strategy, research capabilities, 
adherence to investment style, pdor his- 
tory, reputation of fund company, tenure 
of the portfolio manager, portfolio turn. 
ever, tax efficiency, dsk Indicators; alpha, " 
beta, standard deviation; fund perform- 
ance in up markets and down markets, 
asset growth of fund, size of fund, fur~d 
composition, and past and present sector 
welghtlngs. By the way, you should also 
know there are over 1,750 mutual fund~ :: ~i~ 
in Canada. ' " ~: , i  
For more Informtio:nl p 
24 hours a da~;, 
For those investing in 
mutual funds with the 
help of a RBC 
Dominion Securit ies 
Investment Advisor: 
Smart choice. 
:.,. 
| week  . . . . . .  
Amnesty pulls in pile of guns 
TERRACE RCMP collected 
a bounty of firearms from 
Terrace-area residents in the 
past five weeks. 
One hundred and nine 
firearms, five rounds of am- 
munition, one butterfly 
knife and four prohibited 
items were turned in as part 
of the latest weapons am- 
nesty. 
'The aira of the program 
was to encourage people to 
bring ill unwanted weapons 
without fear of prosecution 
for possession. 
RCMP Constable Ray 
Griffiths' reaction to the 
amnesty was mixed. 
"We would have accepted 
any of the weapons anyway 
without charging any one," 
he said. 
Griffiths suspected 1998 
counts were higher than last 
year because 98 rifles were 
turned in by one local col- 
lector. 
~'Ail weapons are cut into 
:pieces with a metal chop 
saw upon receipt. 
The  total firearms and 
rounds of ammunition col- 
lected province-wide as of 
June 19 totalled 32,660. 
RCMP CONST. Ray Griffiths hows just a few of the 109 guns turned in here for a provincial gun amnesty that 
ended Friday. Most of the weapons were rifles turned in by one local collector. 
Vermette reward draws only tips 
Vigil marks anniversary 
of Kitimat triple murder 
THE ANNOUNCEMENT of a $17,500 
reward for the arrest of Kevin Vermette has 
skaken loose 40 new tips to police. 
So far, however, none have been definite 
sightings of the Kitimat triple murder suspect. 
Kitimat RCMP Staff SgL Greg Funk said the 
tips came from as close as Kitimat itself to as 
far away as Regina, Cornwall Ontario, the 
Lower Mainland and South Carolina. 
He added the Kitimat tip was ruled out quick- 
ly and others were made after the announcement 
of the reward jogged memories about possible 
sightings people made a couple of days or a 
couple of weeks ago. Funk said the latter tips 
are hard to follow up but they don't discourage 
anyone from reporting anything. 
" I f  someone reports eeing him in a particular 
Mark Teves and Michele Mauro - both 20 - 
and David Nunes, 21 were killed in the attack. 
Donny Oliveirn, also 20, survived and has since 
recovered. 
Family and friends have planned a candlelight 
vigil for 9 p.m. on Sunday in Hirsch Creek Park 
to mark the one-year anniversary. 
Police searched the Kitimat area extensively 
over three weeks last summer, and investigated 
more than 500 tips and possible sightings in the 
ensuing months, 
So far none have turned up their lone suspect 
for the crime. 
"This is encouraging," Funk added of the 
response since the announcement of the reward. 
"It means our press release was observed and 
our efforts to bring this to the public attention 
has obviously been accomplished somewhat." 
Funk added if someone thinks they have seen 
Vermette police ask them to call right away. 
area, we are canvassing,that particular'area:~But, , 'y The~ RCMP believes Vermette could still be 
(V.ermette) is.not in custody et,~' li~Ladded. : :~) armed and dangerous and if anyone sees him, 
Vermette h~s been at large since last July; ~2.,.; ~ are adviSed.not to approach; 
when he allegedly followed a ear with four male He is described as a Caucasian male, five-feet 
passengers into Hirsch Creek Park and gunned eight-inches tall, 177 pounds with blue eyes and 
them down in a hail of shotgun fire. brown hair. 
He wears glasses and has some distinctive tat- 
toos - -  one of a cat on his upper ight ann, with 
• the word " lucky" inscr~ed below. The others 
on his left upper 
ann are of a 
coyote and the 
moon, and a dag- 
ger through a 
rose. 
He is and ex- 
cellent carpenter, 
has good me- 
chanical knowl- 
edge and has 
worked as a truck 
driver. Vermette 
is known to pre- 
fer temporary 
employment. 
He is a loner, 
police describe 
him as antisocial, 
Kevin Vermette hot tempered and 
meticulous in cleanliness and organization. 
Anyone with information on his whereabouts 
is asked to call the Kitimat RCMP at 632-7111. 
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News In Brief 
New school planned 
PLANS HAVE begun to build a new elementary 
school in the bench area to help reduce primary school 
class sizes. 
Coast Mountain School District received $121,000 
last week to plan the construction of a new $3.6 million 
elemeatary school in a new subdivision. It was one of 
16 school planning rants announced last week. 
Education ministry spokesman Karen Johnson said 
the school should be built in two years time. 
Once complete, it would help ease pressure on 
Uplands Elementary, which relies heavily on portables 
to handle demand there. 
Terrace trustee Stew Christensen said three potential 
sites are being considered. One's on Halliwcll kitty- 
corner across from Uplands. Another is south of Dairy 
Ave. between Eby and Munro. And a third possible site 
is west of Bailey St., between Soucie and Mountain- 
vista Ave. 
Coming up, empty 
KINGFISHER REISEN, Europe's biggest our oper- 
ator for angling trips to North America, is demanding 
compensation for cancelled bookings to fish the 
Skeena. 
The company ~ which had booked nearly 1,300 
visitors to B.C. in 1998 at a total cost of $5.6 million 
says 70 per cent of those bookings come after sal- 
mon fishing bans take effect July 26. 
"Sixty per cent of our customers have already can- 
celled their trips to the Skeena River region," manag- 
ing director Herbert Lochel said in a letter to.f'tsheries 
minister David Anderson. "Further cancellations will 
follow." 
Lochel estimates the company's loss at at least $3 
million because he's unable to offer customers alterna- 
tive tours to Alaska on such short notice. 
More firefighters leave 
AREA FIREFIGHTERS have once again returned 
from northern Alberta, where they helped fight the 
latest outbreak of blazes. 
Two unit crews, with 20 firefightera each, two sector 
bosses and one liaison officer were all sent from the 
region, 
Meanwhile, four initial attack crews, including one 
from Terrace, were still in Ontario as of late last week. 
Lane change 
MUNICIPAL COUNCIL has approved a plan to *ex- 
tend the westbound, right hand lane of Highway 16 to 
the Canadian Tire entrance. 
The Ministry of Highways will be putting up $5,000 
for the project, which involves moving a hydro pole. 
The city will cover the remainder ~ of the $12,500 cost. 
Bus runs adjusted 
BUSES are running on their reduced summer sched- 
ule until Sept. 5. 
Terrace Regional Transit System manager Mike 
Dochertysaid the change reflects school holidays atttl :' 
lower trip demand by area residents. The new:seh'(~lble 
can be picked up at city hall, or call transit information 
at 635-2666. 
It's time to dust off the tackle box. 
It's time to practise your casting. 
It's Time 
To Start 
Your 
Engines! 
Every Evinrude 
Engine In Stock Is 
Now On Sale At 
8LOW OUY 
P#ICESI 
EVII'IRIJDE=:  
OUTBO/IFI~S 
FIRST IN OUTBOARDS 
Leona Klein 
638-6O25 
Telephone/Voice Mail Systems 
4" J 638-6090 
1-800-893-5033 
Official Suppliers of Norstar, Mitel, Lucent Technologies 
Formerly Tolsec Telecommunications 
AN 
IMPORTANT 
NOTICE ABOUT 
UNPAID 
TRAFFIC FINES 
I f  you  have  fo rgot ten  to  pay  an  outs tand ing  .... 
t ra f f i c  f ine ,  th i s  not i ce  is fo r  you .  
i nsurance  rates af fordable.  
For your  conven ience ,  f ines  
can now be paid at any Dr iver '  
Service Centre,  Government  
Motor i s ts  w i th  unpaid traff ic 
f ines are now required to  pay 
those  f ines before  purchas ing  
or renewing  Autop lan  vehic le  
insurance.  
Th is  new enforcement  
measure  w i l l  help make f ines a 
s t ronger  deterrent  to dangerous  
dr iv ing.  It is part  of  BC's  
cont inu ing  drive to prevent  
injur ies and crashes,  and keep 
Agent ,  or  Autop lan  broker. 
You can also inquire at these  
of f ices  if you  are unsure  
whether  a f ine has been paid. 
All revenue f rom motor  
vehic le f ines  is fo rwarded to  
the  provinc ia l  t reasury,  
BC,s Dr ive  to. Sa 
4 L 
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A WOMAN collapses with a heart attack at an 
airstrip near Kitimat. Her husband calls for an 
ambulance from a pay phone. 
A thousand kilometres away, at a centralized 
dispatch centre in Kamloops, a dispatcher ans- 
wers the call. 
He listens to the husband explain three times 
that he's calling from Kitimat and that they need 
an ambulance at the Kitimat Air Park. 
But the dispatcher thinks he must mean the 
Terrace-Kitimat Airport parking lot and confirms 
that as the final destination. The frantic husband, ~ 
probably no longer paying attention to anything 
but his stricken wife, says "right". ~. j~-  
So began a tragedy on June Zthat §aw Kam- 
loops dispatchers send Te~r~ce paramedics on a 
wild-goose chase to the Terrace airport while Ar- 
lene Moloney lay dying in Kitimat. 
By the time the error was caught, 20 precious 
minutes were lost and Moloney arrived dead on 
arrival at the Kitimat hospital. 
Her family, angry by the delay that could have 
been the difference b~tween life and death, say a 
local ambulance dispatch service should be es- 
tablished to prevent further deaths. 
Had the dispatcher even realized that a phone 
call from a 632- prefix means Kitimat, not Ter- 
race, the problem could have been solved. 
At one point dispatchers phoned the Terrace 
airport to ask for the firefighters firefighters 
who haven't been based there for six months 
betraying a further lack of local knowledge. 
Terrace city council three years ago went to the 
wall with the B.C. Ambulance Service over 
Kamloops dispatchers' failure to consistently no- 
tify the fire department's first-responders, who 
often reach the scene ahead of the ambulance. 
After a comprehensive r view and a "series" of 
-meetings, the service promised to :call tfi6 T6r ~' 
race first responders every time. 
It's time to have an even closer look at the way 
ambulance dispatch service is delivered here. 
Fish first 
t t  
FEDERAL FISHERIES MINISTER David 
Anderson is taking it from all sides for his 
punishing crackdown on virtually every type of 
salmon fishing in the province to protect 
endangered coho stocks. 
The medicine here is terribly bitter. 
Sports anglers - -  who turn fish into dollars at a 
far more productive and sustainable rate than the 
commercial fleets - -  are being sidelined. It's 
true they had little to do with creating the prob- 
lem, but the politics of fairness demands they 
share the pain now. 
While this seems overkill to some, we should 
be thankful for one *thing. I t appears Anderson is 
determined not to let coho and other endangered 
stocks go the way of the Atlantic cod. 
That's a sea change from the previous style of 
fisheries management that allowed the commer- 
cial fleet to inhale everything at the river mouth 
and had wild steelhead and coho destined for 
certain extinction. 
'W 
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Gay pension plan is wrong 
VICTORIA ~ There's an old 
story about a Canadian show- 
ing up at the U.S. border at the 
height of the Vietnam war, as- 
king for political asylum. 
Asked why he wanted to 
leave Canada, when thousands 
of American draft dodgers 
were going in the other direc- 
tion, the Canuck said: "Well, 
there was a time when 
homosexuality was illegal• 
Then it was tolerated. Next it 
was legalized. I 'm getting the 
hell out before they make it 
compulsory." 
The problem with writing 
this column is that it will al- 
most certainly be mis- 
construed, leaving me open to 
accusations of gay-bashing and 
being in league with the reli- 
I d ; i o l  L,~ i d | i : i l t ] fz |  "J II | z |  i 
HUBERT BEYER 
other, perfectly normal life- 
style. Well, it isn't. 
This latest advancement in 
gay rights, entitlements and 
benefits comes a year after At- 
torney General Ujjal Dosanjh 
librarians, municipal workers, 
college staff and bus drivers. 
Now, what possible harm 
could the proposed legislation 
do? Directly, none, but as I 
said earlier, I have a real 
pr0oblem with the increasingly 
popular portrayal of 
homosexuality as normal. And 
the legislation before the 
House now, reinforces that 
trend. 
With apologies to Ted Neb- 
beling, L~eral MLA for West 
Vancouver-Garibaldi, and Tim 
Stevenson, NDP MLA for 
Vancouver-Burrard, both of 
whom are openly gay, and 
both of whom I know, like and 
respect, homosexuality is not a 
normal ifestyle. 
Again, I have no problem 
gious far right. Nothing could introduced legislation giving with people being gay, openly 
be further from the truth, homosexual, couples the ~same or in,the closeL It's the gradual. 
• ,:, :" I. fully support: any .and all • rights as .':their-: heterosexual.:: shiftdn";0ur society towards 
• measures to protect he rights counterparts onchild custody, '~ giving homosexuality a 'status 
of homosexuals. I abhor dis- 
crimination of any sort, be it 
based on the eolour of skin, re- 
ligion or sexual orientation. 
But extending pension bene- 
fits to homosexual couples, 
however, as the bill introduced 
in the legislature this week 
proposes, has nothing to do 
with the protection of basic hu- 
man rights. Instead, it puts a 
legal, moral and ethical stamp 
on homosexuality as just an- 
access and maintenance issues. 
Same-sex partners were also 
included in the definition of 
spouse in the Family Relations 
Act. There was strong reaction 
last year from religious groups 
and others advocating "tradi- 
tional family values." I expect 
similar reaction this time. 
The changes to pension 
benefits would affect the pro- 
vince's 235,000 public sector 
employees, including teachers, 
equal to that of heterosexuality 
that a cannot accept. 
There is a distinction be- 
tween acceptable and normal. 
Heterosexuality is the norm. It 
is nature's way of assuring 
procreation and, thereby, sur- 
vival of the. species. 
Homosexuality is not the 
norm. It is the exception. I ac- 
cept homosexuality as some- 
one's choice, but don't try to 
convince me that it's normal. It 
isn't. And saying so doesn't '~  
make one a bigot and ~ 
homophobe. 
There's another aspect that .... ~i;i: 
ought to make politicians .::i 
thinks twice before giving ~ 
same-sex couples the same 
pension rights as heterosexual ,i 
ones.  
I f  the surviving partner of a -: 
homosexual relationship is 
entitled to .pension benefits, ;~ 
why not a broth.dr or a sister? 
Sooner or later, the law would 
probably have to bechanged to 
allow the allocation of survivor 
benefits to anyone.~ 
HOUSE ANTICS  
Summer is the silly season in 
the legislature. The ML,As 
lighten up and there's the oc- 
casional flash of humour, i-:: 
One day, this week, Liberal 
MLA ,Bonnie McKinnon was 
on a good old-fashioned rant, ~:/~ 
laying into the .NDP with. all !.,!!: 
she's got, when a baby started 
crying in the spectators' gal- [:: 
lery. ~ ~~ 
"Now look what you've 
done," NDP MIA  Helmut . ~:: 
Giesbrecht shouted across the ::i! 
floor, It was enough to make ~, .-i!ili 
everyone, including McK in -L :  ,:ii 
non, break into laughter. _. 
Beyer can be reached at: !,i 
Tel: (250) 920-9300; Fax: 
(250) 356-9597; E.mail: i - ~ 
hubert@coolcom.eom 
Westray boss eyes ' Cassiar 
"B.C• has the dubious distinc- 
tion of having one of the worst 
job safety records in the coun- 
lry," accordiag to Tradetalk, 
published by  B.C. & Yukon 
Territory Building and Con- 
struetion Trades Council. 
"Between 1990 and  1997, 
1,181 workers were killed on 
the job. Every working day, 
751 workers are injured on the 
job; 16 permanently disabled. 
Three workers are killed each 
week. ' ' 
"The construction i dustry is 
one of the most dangerous in 
the province; second only to 
forestry." 
Maybe it's B.C.'s high rate 
of worker deaths that's attract- 
ing the former manager of 
Nova Scotia's Westray coal 
• mine where 26 miners were 
killed in an explosion May 26, 
I I I l , I  [ t l l | t l , I I  llg[01o,I !151 
• CLAUDETrE SANDECKI 
to MLA Dan Miller, minister 
of northern development. Mil- 
ler came away from the meet- 
Maybe it's B.C.'s 
high rate of worker . . . .  
' ,: deaths that's attract- " '" 
Ing the former man- .... 
ager of Nova Scotia's 1992. He sees profit to be 
made retrieving magnesium 
even listen to a man with 26 
dead employees haunting him 
i beats me, unless Miller, too, 
cares more for cresting jobs 
and profit than for worker 
safety. 
D Last week Nova Scotia's 
chief prosecutor amtou,ced he 
can't lay charges against 
Westry management for the 
loss of 26 lives because he 
"lacks sufficient evidence to 
obtain a conviction." 
Lacks sufficient evidencel 
An inquiry into the Westray 
mine explosion took most of 
six years, cost millions of dol- 
• iara, and heard testimony from 
dozens of mine employees, 
government inspectors and 
bureaucrats, and independent 
mining experts. 
Witnesses told of too high 
. . . .  levels of coal dust, of methane 
derground explosion was the 
predictable and preventable 
result of human failure at al- 
most every turn. The disaster, 
he said, was a story of in- i i i  
competence, of mismanage- i i  
taunt, of bureaucratic bungling, . i: 
of deceit, of ruthlessness, of ~.i~ 
coverup, of apathy, o f  ex- ,*.: 
pedleacy and of cynical in - /7~!  
difference. Only the miners ~-i~ 
were free of blame. " •" 
"The fundamental nd basic ~ ~" 
respo,sibility for safe opera- i - : '  
tion of any industrial undertak, ' ~ i!i 
ing rests clearly with manage- 
menU" Judge Richard wrote in i i !  
his four volume report naming i: i~' 
names. He made 74 recom- . ~,:: 
inundations to prevent such a ~ 
disaster repeating itself. .. 
During the lengthy inquiry, i i !  
Nova Scotia's government ! i 
promised to hold responsible 
parties accountable for any 
criminal negligence. Yet 
SLt DE. bO~t4 0idloN 
rite (,OLP oFF.... /~ 
t 
P 
t 
t 
Westray coal mine gas buildup, of machinery used 
from the tailings of a closed where 26 miners were underground when it shouldn't despite Judge Richard's report, i 
killed In an explosion, have been because it produced " n utnr hag let the. Cassiar mine. He probably also " • ,, ~ . . . .  the cinef ,rosec . . . . . . . . . . . .  
May26, 1992. , . :. " isparks, of safety regulations ig- ~. matter drot) r ~ 
sees his poor safety record - -  ' . ' ,  ~ herod, of failure toupgrade to. ' .  NoW~ ~'  former manager 
being ignored for the sake of l ing,.dollar signs dancing in his ~,meetsafety standards. . . . . .  :' .... ' ' s ' " 
B.C. jobs. ~ wants to set.up shop in B,C. 
Already he's pitched his plan • eyes. ' .In the end, Judge Peter .... He.sounds like our kind of 
~ • How or why Miller would Richard concluded the un- guy .  
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the pain 
i Dear Sir " 
While reading through the newspaper dated July 
1 24, 1998. I as a commercial fisherman cannot sit 
back and let the general public think that only the 
recreational sector of the fisheries was dealt a raw 
::+i ~=~ deal. 
: Anderson's plan calls for a $400 million package 
: i for the commercial sector. 
$200 million for license boy-backs and early 
reUrement. If  the provinctal guverument-does not 
: meet the federal department dollars allocated for 
: early retirement this part of the program does not 
go ahead, ~rov i f i c ia l  government has decided 
~. ,wa .nt t io th ing  to do with Anderson's Plan. 
l iThe $100 million for displaced fishermen is for 
programs already in existence. These programs are 
programs offered by our local U.I. offices and they 
i don't work on the North Coast. We want real jobs. 
People in the recreational sector can at least apply 
for interest free loans, plus counselling paid for 
: courtesy of Department of Fisheries. 
Zero mortality on coho, is the word of the day. 
• :~But it is only confined to the commercial sector. 
~i  i :The recreation sector can still fish, using barbless 
" hooks. How can you avoid catching a eoho? How 
• i Often can you catch and release a coho without any 
~ii Li+ haml? 
i i  + If  Anderson's objective is to get out the small 
i owner  operators from the commercial sector at least 
i a decent compensation package for the 
in licences and boats. 
r is $6,500 for gillaetters, trollers, 
einers if we elect not to fish 1998. 
interest-free loans are not even in 
anyone survive on $6,500 with 
Is, and everyday expenses? 
• .rcial fisherman are being sold out 
~for tourism. But can we affordto feed or even start 
a: family On the $7.15 an hour that most tourism 
i~jobs pay;/And tourism is only a few months of the 
~ii~ear. Pray tell what will we do the rest of the year? 
' ;."/Most'anglers and charter-boat owners have their 
i jobs that they can fall back on. 
..... Seine boat crews, shore workers, packer boats op- 
/erators to date have been offered no compensation. 
iii~Away of life for many generations i being wiped 
Ot't~the face of our country. Our country is becom- 
ing uo more than a dictatorship, free euterprise for 
only a select few. 
I can 0nly wonder is your job or way of life next 
to be exterminated? 
~ Communities and villages up and down our coast 
!are facing financial disaster. To the commercial 
sector, Anderson's plan is no more than a welfare 
cheque. 
!~" One portion of you~"artieie dated~Juii~ 24~ 19981 +: 
~+ ,++ ~,  , , . ,  * . . ~ , .  " - -  , , ,  ++ , .  ~f ' ,  ~"  ,f:'+ , ; . -~; .2 .+.+g '~ :stated gp0rt'fislimg operators feel that they are 
:tufty responmble for a much smaller fractton of the 
decline of coho." 
~ But:if you go to your DFO office you will find 
:that he percentage is very much the same. 
: So let's all accept equal blame. 
I f  it's a red zone (no fishing) for one sector it 
ilshould be for all. 
I thought one law applies to all. Let's all be made 
to conserve. 
Barbara Krause 
Terrace B.C. 
mn unjustified 
~+ ::Dear Sir:. 
~+Lower Skeena River guides and lodges are being 
~eated unfairly. 
&The 1997 attgling guide reports ubmitted annual- 
ly to +the Ministry of Euvironment show from July 
:1st through August 30th show a total of zero coho 
encountered. This represeuts 12 guiding operations 
with more thau 2,150 guided angler days. 
=:i+ The same data in 1996 showed an encounter of 18 
coho and all fish were released. One cannot assume 
~hat hese were the endangered fish because the en- 
counters occurred in mid to late August in Skeena 1 
and 2. 
These fish could have been bound for the Lower 
Skeena River tributaries of which none show any 
• problems with eudangered Coho. 
-. + Referring to the "Living Blueprint for B.C. Sal- 
~ i~"  son  Habitat" publicatiou, specifically referring to 
: . B.C. coho stocksat high risk of extinction, show 
out of the 20 creeks and rivers in the whole Skeena 
• ~- system oaly two were noted in the lower Skeena 
• ~' and they were "small"  tributary creeks on the 
- :+  Kalum River, namely Glacier Creek and Goat 
• ~' ~.~ Creek. 
Eighty four per cent of the coho have been en- 
~ countered by the commercial fishing fleet and 2 per 
" - ) '  -:++ceit I by anglers. 
"iii I~-. + Of all saimonids, 4 per cent are harvested by the 
native food fishery, 4 per cent by recreational 
anglers attd 40 per cent by commercial fishermen. 
The balauce of 52 per cent is left to spawn and 
regenerate. 
It doesn't ake a rocket scientist o see where the 
problem lies. 
With the above data, does it justify a salmon 
closure on the Skeena River from July 26 through 
August 6? I think not. 
Noel Gyger 
TerraCe B.C. 
feeling + The Mail Bag 
Doctors aren'thurting 
Dear Sir:. 
On June 17th you printed a letter signed by seven 
local doctors who take issue with the chairperson of 
the Terrace Area Community Health Council on the 
C.H,C.'s attempt to control costa at Mills 
Memorial. 
Doctors are the only workers that expect o have 
COLOURFUL PLAINS Indian dancers like Saskatchewan-born Oknese performer Dale 
Stonechild were at the recent Tribal Fest Powwow in Terrace, but local shutterbugs weren't 
allowed to take photos inside. This photo was taken when a Terrace Standard photographer 
persuaded some powwow participants to pose outside. 
.Powwow camera ban was silly 
Dear Sir:. 
The first Powwow in Terrace has left behind a 
lot of disappointed people. It started off with all 
the rules that governed the feats elsewhere. 
It changed directions in May with the outlying 
bands concerns with picture taking of their sacred 
~.~dancesx:~o appease their concerns, it was decided 
not'toaUow any camerasat the event. 
However, the organizers continued to place arti- 
cles in the local newspapers that cameras would 
be permitted, and leaving the impression that this 
would be a camera buf fs  paradise. 
When the people arrived with their cameras, 
there was a sign on the door stating no cameras 
were allowed. 
To back this up the security people were in- 
structed to seize any cameras and destroy the film 
in it. This was told to me by one of the security 
persons. The police are interested in anyone else 
having this experience. 
Caught in this sting operation was a festival cir- 
cuit member from Onion Lake, Sask. Being an or- 
ganization member he had used another entrance 
and was unaware of the ban. He was one of the 
two announcers there to run the event. 
His camera was also seized and the film that 
was filled with scenic shots of this area and 
Prince Rupert was destroyed. He was very bitter 
about this and told me that Terrace was the only 
place ill his ten years with the circuit that had not 
allowed cameras. 
His partuer had twenty years behind him, was 
all over North America and had never heard of a 
camera ban. 
When asked how they dealt with the sacred 
dances, they said there was never a problem. The 
camera buffs always respected the performers' 
wishes and did not take pictures of their dance. 
It wasalways mandatory to stand and remove 
caps at these dances as a further indication to any 
one who wasn't paying attention to the announc- 
ers. 
The bands that were so concerned about picture 
taking got the protection they wanted, but it 
turned out to be a double edged sword. 
They also were unable to take pictures of other 
events there, that were far, far more interesting 
than what they had to offer. 
They went home with nothing to show their 
friends and neighbours. Their demands also 
deprived all the other visitiug dancers and their 
families of any souvenirs of their visit here. 
It was quite a price to pay for a concern that 
never existed in the first place. 
It was hoped by the circuit feat announcers that 
these concerned bands would eventually realize 
their mistakes and would fall in line with the rest 
of the continent. 
If they don't, they may well find that local sup- 
port for their tribal feat will no longer be there. 
Larry Sommerfield 
Terrace B.C. 
will point out that they must pay overhead as weli. 
This is true but the amount does not include the 
payments they get from ICBC or WCB. 
l agree, doctors should be fairy paid for their 
work, but let's not forget that B.C. already pays the 
highest fees in the country. 
Given the state of the local forest workers, the 
doctors just seem to be greedy when they engage in 
their political games. 
Maybe they should cooperate with the C.H.C. At 
least doctors don't seem to be hurting like many 
others. 
Walter MeConnell 
Terrace B.C. 
Hospital board should 
eat the same food 
Dear Sir:. 
Recently I was a patient at Mills Memorial Hospi- 
tal. The treatment, care and services provided by all 
sta ff was excellent. 
But, what upset me and others happened on 
Thursday June 11, 1998. 
The hospital board had a meeting and supper was 
provided, no problem. 
The disgusting part is the extra attention to detail 
that took place in making the rmeal more appealing 
and presentable for the board members. 
No attempt, even with extra staff on, was made 
with the patient meals. This whole farce was ob- 
viously part of a survey that the hospital had circu- 
lated a week earlier. 
The survey asked questions about respondents' 
expectations about a hospital meal and what their 
hospital meals were like. Well, the meals might be 
the next time you make cuts. 
N. Kendall 
Terrace B.C. 
Keep dogs leashed 
Dear Sir: 
I am writing to address the idea of Ferry Island- 
becoming a leash-free zone for dogs. 
I must state that I was not afraid of dogs nor do I 
dislike them. It is the owners of the dogs that have 
to face the reality that dogs are animals and there- 
fore are unpredictable. 
Sittce I have been working down at Ferry Island, 
(one and a half months) I have had a German 
Shepherd run at me and end up with its nose in my 
face, I have had a very large dog jump up on the 
front of me and cover my shirt and pants with mud. 
Last night I had my pants literally torn off me by 
a retriever. 
In the first incident here was no harm done, other 
than a fast beating heart, the owner was very 
apologetic, was aware that her dog was not overly 
friendly but was still walking in the park wiht her 
pet unleashed. 
I must state that since then, who, I have seen her 
attd her pet, it has been leashed. 
The second incident, there wasn't even an apol- 
ogy. Perhaps they left in a hurry becunse my hus- 
band seeing this huge dog jump up on me came fly- 
ing out of the track and demanded that they leash 
their dog or leave . . . . .  
The third incident happened last night, I was on 
my ronnds in the evening, I walked half-way into a 
compsite, said, "Hel lo" to a young person sitting 
by the picnic table, I didn't have time to even real- 
ize what was happening. The dog came at me with 
• never do anything like thafl" One day they had 
company over and the dog attacked a little girl and 
literally tore her face off. 
This could have very easily have been a child that 
this dog attacked. Anyone who reads the paper or 
watches the news can quote a number of incidents 
where the family pet has killed or maimed a child. 
Just recently a dog owner was sentenced to 12 
years in jail, because her pets killed a child. Well 
someone should be respons~le. 
What if that was your child or grandchild? Dogs 
are animals, their owners have to take the responsi- 
bility. 
Joyce Findlay 
Terrace B.C. 
Liked the columns 
Dear Sir:. 
Congratulations on Claudette Sandecki's column 
on "What Every Grad Needs to Know". 
We can trust B. C. teachers to give our children 
what the school system requires. 
What you also need to know is that when the ex- 
pensive fridge refuses to work in the early evening, 
it's because the cheap moulded plug at the back has 
melted. An electrician once condemned my fxidge 
to death because of a 14-cent plug. Fortunately I 
got a second opinion. 
When the same eleeltician made a second visit to 
replace the plug on an electric heater he said (magic 
words) "You can do this yourself". 
This hadn't occurred to me. I thought electricians 
were God. 
Since then I have learned to thaw pipes attd 
frozen car doors with my hair dryer. 
Judy taught me that WD-40 is the answer to many 
problems. Wilma introduced me to circuit cleaner 
• and helped me prolong the lives of many TV sets 
and radios, even to resuscitate dead onesl A Iong- 
goue TWU member taught me how to deal with 
balky phones. 
Claudette thinks there should be a eati:h-all course 
taught in this. Maybe "Housewifery 101" or 
"Grad meets World". And different life-skills are 
needed in different places. 
I graduated in Gibsons. Didn't need Northern 
skills - -  like the preparing-for-the-power-outage 
routine which I now perform each September. 
The parents of the grads who are going into the 
great big world could choose more sens~le gifts, 
too. Not suitcases or trips or cars. The most sens~le 
gift my older daughter received on graduation was 
a sewing machine from her grandmother. 
I would advise a copy of Readers' Digest "Fix it 
Yourself Encyclopaedia" and "The Moveable 
Nest" from Ten Speed Press. An electric screw- 
driver would be good, too. 
lu additiou to Claudette's wise advice, I liked 
Char Tocws' Not the Bad News column, full of 
people going about their daily business, enjoying 
their lives. 
Most of the news in the paper is printed because it
is nnnsual. It's refreshing to read about ordinary, 
pleasant hings happening. Worth lhe Pr i~ of a 
subscription. . . . . . . . . . . .  
• " + Marguerite+Clarkson 
Terrdi/i! B.C. 
Try a different spot 
for skateboard park 
An open letter to Mayor & Council: 
For some time now the activities of young skate 
boarders on the apparatus beside the arena at the 
top of Paul Clark Ave. has interfered with the sleep 
of sick and elderly people in our housing unit. 
We have had several complaints of excessive 
noise as late (or eady) as 2:30 a.m. It is especially 
irritating to resideuts of the southeast side of the 
building. 
Perhaps the city ought to consider moving the 
skateboard park to a more remote location (eg., be- 
hind the curling rink). 
Alternatively, the council will take into account 
the seniors who live here and at least put a midnight 
curfew on its uses. 
Margaret Cooper & Floyd Dean 
Willows Tenants Association 
Terrace B.C. 
Zombies attacked town 
Dear Sin 
Okay, kids, you can check this out with your local 
history teacher but Hubert Beyer is wrong againl 
As I recall the story it was Prime Minister Wilfrid 
Laurier who said the 20th Century would belong to 
Canada, not WW2 Prime Minister Mackenzie King. 
Laurier began his political career in 1871 and was 
just being optimistic about he Canadian way of life 
when he made his remark. 
King on the other hand said, "Conscription if 
necessary but not necessarily cmrscription", 
promising that conscripts would uot be sent over- 
seas but would be used as home defense forces in 
• case the Axis invaded Canada. 
They labelled these conscripts "zombies" after 
King's remarks and sent them to Terrace where 
they mutinied, taking the whole town hostage 
which is a whole other story. 
Buyer did get it right about King being a 
necromaacer - -  holding seances and talking to his 
dead dog without a leash. Perhaps the dog read 
Laurier's peeches and informed his masterl 
Speaking of dead dogs I see people want the right 
to run their dogs without leashes in public parks. 
Twenty years ago when I had a dog I took him up 
a logging road to enjoy the scenic route. We both 
got out of the car and got some exercise walking. 
My point is there is enough wilderness urrouud- 
ing Terrace that we dou't need to encroach on 
pedestrian public parks with dogs today anymore 
than past days. Take your dog berry picking or go 
smell the skunk cabbagel 
Brinn Gregg 
Terruee B.C. 
About the Mail Bag ~e r J unresmcteo+" . . . .  access to the taxpa-yer's p-ocket. An-y . nutritious, . . . .  but appealing? No. , ++ : + . , no wanting, I turned away. and he bit me on the 
' ++ ~; ..... :" " ~-em tto contr01hos"itai ~ts  0r ~" Hospital.boiird.members in the fature sh6uid esf ~ back oftny leg before the owner could stop h!m.i Letters to the editor can be mailed to the +~,+. ume mere ls an an p- p + . .  , .... .~  .~:  . . . . .  ~+ ' ..... + . 
the exact same meal as patients, presented in the the' cost ~of the MedlcaiServiCes: Plan they are . ' . . . . .  Gu6s~what he'said, " I  can t bdleve he did that, Terrace Standardat a210 Clinton St. Ter- 
a-ainst it. ~ same way. he has never done anything like that before," Oh race, B.C., yea  SR2. You can  a lso fax let- 
t~Th~y_., ~-~=u . . . . . . .  m,  ~,,,,,-,,,=.~-"'- o-~ . . . . . . . .  ,, -,, . . . . .  " h"s""o'v . . . . . . .  ~,.,d. You are the public'S+ representati~,es. If the supper yes, this dog was tied up with his leash to the picnic tera to u= at 2so .~e-e432.  Or you can emall  
ln~ than other taxpayers yet their livelihood is de- leaves you feeling like.a hamburger on the way table, He snapped it like a string, yourletter to u= at standard@kerm'ode.net 
+. ~.:.~.C.~.i~.:;+:.~,,~s=,,,:~,,.~ K~,;.,a,i.~,4o,-~.,~ " .  : +.~ .;.,,.home.,fate;Patientsrdou't have that 0ptioni +~ +.: .: il A shod time after'this tnddenti was sitting at,+the + Name, address and phone number  I= re: 
::~ ++-+'+++~+~ ..... "+;-+,+":+ . '+"' "+'~ ~" + "~ "+~::, ",+::"+"++ " $%"~X~II~I + atl+nt ~+e. t+.W tfl :Mills Mmnodal +.:.trailer+Waltl.g:;t'+r my ilau~t+Z to ~Jellver me some .+ :+,,, + ,+"+The +eve+ ilocto~+~ml~o s etl+ the |emr  ~dt ie r  +-,++ . +  , + r .+ P . . . .  . . . . .  b'+ "'+ . . . .  ' . . . . . .  ; ' " . ' " " qu i red ior  verif ication. 
, received $3 2 million fromM S P in 1996/97 They Hmpltal should be about. Please keel~ this in mind thing to wear and waiting for my heart o get out Of 
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I 
i Final tears flow for Co-op 
!' IT WAS A taarful fairwell 
:i for Co-op employees last 
". Tuesday, as the doors dosed 
~; on the store for the" final 
'+'. time. 
,: Staff got together to sa), 
their goodbyes at the store 
i; before heading to a farewell 
i: barbecue. 
" " I t 's  really going to bit us f 
,'. in a fewdays when we have 
?' to shop and we head here by 
i~ accident,,, said Shelley 
~', Heynen. 
CASHIER Karen Carrita rings through the final purchase at the Co-op department 
store. She and others said their farewells at the store's closure last Tuesday. 
'~: " I  think the community is
:~ going to miss it a lot more 
:: than they think," said Gail 
' Fell. 
,: Food court manager Brian 
Tait, who is transferring toa 
~ Co-op in DawsonCreek, is
one of only two employees 
to transfer outside of Ter- 
race.: 
He estimates that more 
than half of the store's taff 
still haven,t found work. 
:zts be n "Today " e fairly 
npbesL There!s been a few 
tears,,'hesaid. 
" I 'd like to say thanks to 
all the staff fo r  their hard 
'0 work and friendship and to 
, the customers and friends found out. I 'm okay now," 
t 
, that supported us. Just thank said Kathy Galuska. 
; you very much," he said. Unsold goods were picked 
" I  cried my tears when we up bY a liquidation company 
Out & About 
Bank cuts teller hours 
THE BANK of Montreal June 26 extended its hours 
but cut back on the times when people can deposit, 
withdraw, make bill payments or make transfers be- 
tween accounts. 
The new times are 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. for a variety 
of services but contact with tellers for deposits and 
withdrawals i limited from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
.. Other Bank of Montreal branches in the northwest 
.have already had their hours changed in this fashion. 
Gas station goes 
ONE OF THE oldest gas stations in Terrace is 
making plans to shut down. 
Imperial Oil is dosing its Terrace Esso service sta- 
tion on Lakelse Ave. effective Sept •13. 
"It's not viable,!' said Imperial area manager Chris 
Cutlan. "The+ property isn't' large enough to ac- 
comodate the kind of offerings customers are looking 
for." 
He said the company plans to sell gas here through a 
local Copperside Foods location, 
The Lakelse Ave. location will'go through an en-. 
vironmental testing and cleanup process before being 
sold. 
Garage operators Jay and Lanrene Kelso are 
moving to anew location in Thornhill. They'll operste 
under the name Central Garage at 3359 Hwy 16 East, 
beside Skecna Animal Hospital, starting Sept. 13. 
Baby's Name: 
Aldun Fmddck Roy Thomas 
Date &'nine of Birth: 
June 25,1998at7:22 p.m. 
Weigh,- 10 lbs 2 oz. Sex: Male 
Pareats: Aus0n & Ikbble 
~/ 's  Name: 
tV= mchut t~queue 
Date & 1~me ofBirth: 
June 24, 1998 at 8:55 
Weight: 8Ibs 14 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Klm Guun & Marc Paqueue 
Baby's Name: 
' Geo~ Rlchtrd Danlds 
Date & llme of Birth: 
June 29, 1998 al 9:08 am. 
Weight: 8 Ib+ 71/2 o~ Sex: Male 
~areats: mchard & ~tmmy Dmeb 
Bab~s Name:  
K~e Michael An&men 
Date & llm¢ of Sirtl~ 
June S, 1998 at 10:10 am. 
Weight: 8II~ 9 or. Sex: l~le 
Parents: Mike & Uanun 
l~ld~ Roz Broesuun 
Date & ~ of Sirth: 
June 19,1998 at10:40 p.m, 
Weight: 9 Ibs Se~ Feamle 
Paree~ Mike a Pa~/ikunme~ 
BaI~s Name: 
KrLs~ Vdede r~is~ 
ikt/e & lime of Shth: 
June 22, 1996 at 8:38 am, 
Weight: 711~l! oz. Se~Female 
Pat.cart: oll & Gor~t ~uisen 
Y 
Get A 
Free  
Baby Gift. 
(Simple, huh?) 
• Just see our ~ervice desk for more information 
. earlier in the day and shelv- " response has ranged from 
ing and other equipment sadness to disappointment 
will go to local businesses, to bitterness over the clos- 
Tait says customer ing. '~ 
Building pegged 
at $2,3 million 
A PRIME piece of 
downtown real estate is on 
the market with the closure 
of Terrace Co-op's main de- 
partment store building on 
Greig. 
Financially troubled with 
the downturn in the econo- 
my and by competition, Co- 
op directors two months ago 
decided to close the main • 
store. " 
The adjacent garden 
centre and the bulk fuel and 
building supplies centre on 
Molitor remain open. 
Co-opmanager Ed Burney 
and Co-op chair Sandy 
Sandhals say several inter- 
ested parties have made in- 
quiries. 
"An appraisal we had 
done lists the value at $2.3 
million;" said Burney. 
The land takes up 189,000 
square feet, the main build- 
ing 46,700 square feet and 
the garden centre 2,400 
square feet with 3,600 
square feet of storage space. 
Burney and Sandhals once 
again squashed mmours that 
Save On Foods/Overwaitea 
has either bought he land or 
is a serious contender. 
" I 've had no firm offers 
from anybody," said 
Bemey. ....... 
Businesses within the 
buildifig have either moved 
elsewhere or, in the case of 
Kcenleysidc Insurance, are 
on a month to month lease 
pending a sale of the struc- 
ture. 
The Canada Post outlet is 
now across Emerson at the 
Saan store, opening July 2. 
Also moving is Copper 
Barber Shop, which had 
been kr~ated upstairs in the 
Co-op. It's now opened in a 
new location at 4650 
Lakelse Ave. 
Premier  Clark: 
:DON'T SAY "NO" 
TO OUR R IGHT 
TO KNOW 
B ritish Columbians are fed up with secretive government. Public business is 
OUR business, and we deserve the facts. 
In 1992, the NDP recognized that. They ran 
for office on a promise of "Open Government" 
and followed through by passing Canada's 
finest F reedom of Information and Privacy 
Act. 
Under  the Clark government, attitudes are 
changing radically. They  have launched an 
aggressive attack on the freedom of informa- 
tion act in an attempt to limit public access to 
information. 
The budgets of FOI offices are being slashed by 
50 to 60 percent, and fees for information 
requests are being increased rastically. 
The Campaign •for Open Government has been 
established to prevent a massive rollback of 
our rights of access to public information. 
Public scrutiny encourages responsible, honest 
government. Tell your MLA you want  more 
open goverment, not more secrecyl 
Suppor t  F reedom of  In fo rmat ion!  
CALL THE ~ CALL OUR 
604-878-4988 ~ .  ' ' 
STAndARD 
3210 Clinton St. Terrace • Ph: 638-7288 
i 
Overwa=tea 
.It ~t 
THE 1998 KINSMEN RIVER BOAT DRAW 
• took place on June 21st.  
The winner of the •boat is Steve Lampert of Terrace. 
The Kinsmen Club of Terrace would like to thank all the 
ticket buyers for making this draw a success. 
We would also like to extend a special THANK YOU to all the 
businesses and individuals that helped 
promote the boat and sell tickets on our behalf. 
Engineering Techno[ogy wi[[ bring Western Canada 
and the wor[d into the next century. Opportunities in 
this booming fie[d are limitless, and now there's an 
innovative new program that puts the power of this 
knowledge at your fingertips - no matter where you 
are. It's Access TechnoLogies. 
• DeLivered through the Southern Alberta Institute of 
TechnoLogy (SAIT), a Leading provider of engineering 
techno[ogy programs in Canada. 
• Access TechnoLogies enables students anywhere in 
Western Canada to study the equivalency of one year 
of courses towards one of more than a dozen 
engineedngtechno[ogy diplomas. 
• Curricu[um is delivered through the Tnternet~ 
te[econferencing or tmditiona[ print material at your 
home, workp[ace or community site, in conjunction 
numerous host co[[eges throughout Western. Canada• 
• Registering now for a September program start. 
Access Technotogies breaks 
the barriers between you and 
a chal|enging career in 
engineering technology. 
Cart: 1-888-284-7051, 
e-maiL: access.tech@sait.ab.ca, 
web: www.sait.ac,ca/a-tech 
' c -o  / 
BuRdfng B#sfness . ! -  
+.,  • 
+ 
.~ +" 
+ 
+ 
. . . .  Beat i~i. ~ 7~?,, 
POliCe Crash darkens holiday 
, : : , /- ~ . 
SUT'DAY r1OrD;'-Y " ,' .IUESD.' " JED ES[ )AY . .T  IU i .~S?A ' ,  FR ID:U  . SA.TUF2D,", ' 
Scam card 
in the mall 
r 
" POTENTIAL  winners of a 
scratch, and-win card tom 
out tobe losers after making 
• an expensive 1-900 phone 
call. 
Inside mailboxes last 
week were bright yellow 
~ "Summer Cash Madness" 
scratch-and-win game cards 
distn3uted by Cave Promo- 
tions Ltd. The cards were 
offering chances to win big 
bucks -- thirty $1,000 
prir.es and one $10,000 
grand prize. 
Cards told people that 
after scratching the play 
areas, ff tlnce identical cash 
prize figures were un- 
covered, they could win. 
gave CaRds Day an elec~c 
tWist. 
A number of Terrace 
homes lost power Wed- 
neady night when a green 
pickup truck blew a back 
.tire and rammed a power 
pole outside the Happy 
• Gang Centre for Seniom at 
!0:20 p.m. 
Approximately four 
vehicles chased the truck 
from the comer of Kalum 
St. and Lakelso Ave. to the 
Terrace Arena where two of 
the three occupants of the 
truck =caped. 
One person stayed with 
the truck and was ques- 
tioned by police. 
No one was injured in the 
accident. 
Two police cam, a fire 
truck and BC Hydro repre- 
sentatives attended the 
scene .  
But first, potential winners •Paul Ebling, a witness 
had to call a 1-900 number< who chased the track to the 
to see i f  they owned one of i ..arena said sparks from the 
the pre-selected winning accident could be seen from 
tickets, two blocks away. 
The cost of this call? A : "It's a miracle those guys 
whopping $24.99. weren't electro,ted," he 
What many people don't said. 
realize is that on the backs Although RCMP believe 
ofoards, thesmailprintlists speed tobo a factor tn the 
an address potential winners accident, they say foul play 
can mail the tickets, thereby is not suspected. 
avoiding the expensive long 
distance call. 
RCMP Staff Sergsnt Doug 
Wheeler has a card himself, 
but he noticed the 1-900 
number immediately. 
"You always have to be 
aware of 1-900 numbers, "
he said. "The trick is if you 
make the call, you'll be 
charged long distance, and 
you have no idea what 
you'll win. God only knows 
what you'll get after making 
the call." 
"Be careful," he said. 
B.C. HYDRO workers hefted a new pole into place 
on Fdday, replacing one that was knocked out when 
it was hit by a pickup truck July 1st. 
The adult driver of the 
truck has been charged un- 
der .the Motor Vehicle Act 
for failing to remain at the 
scene of an accidenL 
Crash victim 
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LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
JULY 1998 PA LA C E JULY 1998 
1 TerracePea~ 2 Te~elJ~e 
Gym~ aub ~so~ 
~aub /L~odc~ 
3 Te~ceC~e 
fll6-Tmce 
4 TmzeSean~ & Re~So~et 
exc~c~ 
Te~eS~ 
C~ 
5 Ca~o~ 6 Terrace 
Minor 
Pa~ Ho~ey 
co=~ Association 
eol~ty~re 
Re f= 
I~I lt idad 
9 "~=c~ 10~ 
~mm~yS=d 
Ov~o~ ~oa'aT~C0m~ 
I~1'~ T~t=al 
12Skeena 13 
Junior Terrace 
Secondary Minor Hockey 
School Paten 
Auxiliav Assodation 
14c,= 
Nor~'m~. 
ealdey/Sl=~ 
W,e¢= 
1RT~= 1~ Tmze/~e- 
T ~  
& Sislm dTerrze 
ltsga'aT~ Coerd 
TmaceLocal 
1 ~'=' TenmU0mm 
18~,c~ 
0fTnce 
KamdsF~s~S0~ 
~r, mV~p=S~ 
19 20 
ThomhZ Jun~ Terrace Minu 
S~c0~da~ Sc~o~ Base~ 
Pamot Ad~fis0q 
Cou~ Assoda~on 
i 
21== 
pm~ 
e~stm 
22 Tenace 
Stem Club 
te~onm 
2q Temmk~ 
T ~  
=~ 25~=~" 24~.~ . =
Tmme Ti~t~m~t 
26 27re~ 28=~ 129 ~= 
Ca~o~a.~n~x Minor pe~p~eOic~ G~aub 
S~co~da~ ~ Hockey 
Pm~t Comdl TmamFm~Ce 
Assod¢~ Sul~ma 
Sat. Afternoon Games Doors 11:30 a.m. 
Evening Games Doors 4:30 p.m. 
Wed,Thurs., Fri., Sat. Late Night Games Doors 9:30 p.m. 
0~la t~a'aTr~a 
~o Coua.Tmce 
Games 12:45 
Games 6:15 
Games 10:00 p.m. 
Bingo Every Saturday Afternoon Last WedmHKlay of the month Is DOUBLE BINGO 
ToV. MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
4410 Legion, Terrace 635.2411 
Western Phone Directories Company 
brings you 
The New Terrace/Kitimat/Prince Rupert 
Phone Directory & Community 
I . 
wai ts  hours  Information Guide 
A TERRACE WOMAN is ~.: , ~- 
in hospital after lying in- . ~~ - " " '  ~"  
jured on the H ighway16 . •~ ./ , . : . i i  i:i?i.iiiiii~:~i.iil :!i/:!:ii:.i i : i'.. 
shoulder for up to five hours 
:before being noticed. 
The woman's vehicle 
went off-road in the early 
hours of June 29 near Usk. 
She crawled her way 
through 25 metres of dense 
bush and climbed a deep 
ditch before being spotted 
by a passing motorist. 
RCMP snspoct fatigue 
may have been a factor in 
the accident. 
Police seek 
log rustlers 
TERRACE RCMP are 
looking for anyone who 
knows information about 
the theft of seven cedar logs 
from an area along Beam 
Station Road. 
The logs were taken be- 
tween June 25-27 and were 
cut into 2 foot lengths. 
Suspects also smashed 0qt 
the windows of a 330-button 
top loader. 
Anyone with information 
about this theft should call 
Crimestoppera or the Ter- 
race RCMP. 
Asleep at 
the wheel 
RCMP ARE investigating 
an accident 42 km west of 
Terrace when s snoozing 
driver crashed into a 
mountain Sunday evening. 
The driver of a 1974 full- 
size Chevrolet van was 
heading eastbound on High- 
way 16 when the van left 
the road. 
All three van occupants- 
were taken to hospital, one. 
was admitted overnight for 
observation. 
:;~-"~- Two Injured 
-.~i i~ in ro l l -over  
TWO LOCAL females 
were sent to hospital June 
27 after they lost control of 
their vehicle on Old Lekelse 
Lake Drive. 
The accident happened at 
10:35 p.m. when their 
vehide hit the 8 rsveli= 
shoulde~:,~and tumbled}0ff:: 
the road." ~'~ 
Injuries are not life- 
threatening. 
~Medic~le i ' t l .  ~ 
S N E A K  S f ' . (3  f~ ~ O O ' : "  
1 - E]rlo - AGE] -150,7 
www,  med(ca  :b rt".  ( ,'t 
/ '., ..- FREE to every home, business, hotel & motel 
• Complete  addresses including postal codes / i  i/i!:!!i ¸
• ~i~ • Dining Guide w/th menus 
~ Numerical cross reference guide; look up a name by the phone number 
- • Full regional street maps 
• . • Custom & additional white page listings at NO CHARGE// 
~ : ~i !,'- :Addyour  spouse's name, e-mail address, and your cellular phone number ~ .... 
• Community Information/Activity, Tourism sections 
• Maps, Activity Guide, Calendar of Events, Community History, Goff Course Layouts etc. 
, : , . . . :  ~ /,3 
Western 
~hOl lO  
, ;ompany 
Class i f ied  
Yellow 8ectio~ 
- . ,  . .  . 
Simply, A Better Phone Book! 
1-800-228-0801 
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Airport fire fears irrational, report says w-- Caledon 
Seconda  
CANADIANS shouldn't worry that 
there are no firefighters on duty 
fulitime at most Canadian airports, 
indicates a report released last 
month by Transport Canada. 
"No reasonable argument, moral 
or economic, supports it," says the 
report ordered by transport minister 
David Collenette after the crash 
landing of a plane late last year at 
Fredeficton, New Brnuswick. 
Instead, report author Dr. Vernon 
Grose suggests  some of the prob- 
lem lies in how Transport Canada 
tells people what it does. 
And that's tied in with unfounded 
public fears that the move to 
privatized airports will compromise 
safety, he said. 
In essence, Orose says Ca nadians 
view firefighting services at air- 
ports on an emotional and not ra- 
tional level. 
"Make certain that the role cost- 
effectiveness plays is proportionate 
with public concerns for their own 
safety," said Grose. 
"Confirm that benefits are fully 
identified before they are aligned 
against associated costs in cost- 
benefit radeoffs." 
Grose said there is no connection 
between turning airports over to 
private groups and the decision to 
abandon on-site firefighting. 
In Terrace, where the federal 
government is getting ready to tum 
over control of the airport o a local 
society, the last airport-based 
firefighter left in January. 
Transport Canada officials have 
said Terrace is one of those airports 
where the risk isn't sufficient 
enough to justify the expense of on- 
site firefighting coverage. 
Groso did say that there should be 
separate evaluations of northern 
airports compared to those in the 
south because the former have dif- 
ferent circumstances. 
Grose was critical of news reports 
and of firefighter union statements 
following the Fredericton crash 
which injured seven people. 
"The facts, implications and sig- 
nificance of  the Air Canada Flight 
646 accident at Fredericton in De- 
cember 1997 was misrepresented to 
the public by news coverage and 
resulted in distorted public percep- 
tion," said Grose in his report. 
"Using the Fredericton accident 
as a cause eelebre, firefighters have 
unnecessarily alarmed the Cana- 
dian public." 
Ironically, Fredericton is one of 
28 Canadian airports to retain 
flrefighters, but their shift had 
ended shortly before the aircraft 
crash landed. 
OFFICE 
The o f f i ce  will1 
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Decision 
awaited 
IT'S GOING to be awhile 
yet before there's any deci- 
sion on the kind of firefight- 
ing service to be based st 
the airport here. 
Transport Canada's 
Stephane Corbin said the a 
department report, which 
concluded that fullthne 
firefighting coverage isn't 
needed at the majority of 
Canada's reports, wi l l  form 
the basis for any new 
recommendations. "The 
minister has received the 
report and it has been 
passed along," he said. 
Meanwhile, there is no 
firefighting or rescue 
coverage at the airport and 
two  specialized fire trucks 
once based at the airport 
have been sold to the city. 
City fire chief Randy 
Smith says part of the equa- 
tion concerning airport 
firefighting coverage rests 
with the federal government 
and the new society which 
is in the process o f  taking 
over the facility. 
"They first have to devel- 
• op a business pla n and look 
at the economic feas~ility," 
said Smith. 
In the meantime, three of 
Terrace's firefighters age 
undergoing specialized air- 
craft firefighting and rescue 
training, so they'll be in a"  
position to provide ongoing. 
coverage if it's required. 
Talks are 
on to buy 
airport 
NFX3OTIATIONS are final- 
ly underway that should 
lead to a local society taking 
over the airport. 
Talks between Transport 
Canada and members of the 
Terrace-Kitimat Airport 
Society are expected to con- 
tisue through the summer 
and into the fall. 
Issues being discussed in- 
clude the operating subsidy 
for the airport, how employ- 
ees are transferred, how the 
land and buildings are trans- 
ferred, and other questions, 
such as whether there's any 
environmental contamina- 
tion on the property. 
City officials had delayed 
negotiations with Ottawa in 
hopes of first getting the 
province to rum over title to 
Crown lands at the airport. 
The city sees the land as a 
potential light industrial site 
which would attract 
businesses. They would in 
turn pay rent to the non- 
profit airport authority, 
giving that body a steady 
source of revenue. 
But city economic devel- 
opment officer Ken Veld- 
man said the provincial 
government has given no 
answer to city proposals. 
"Frankly we don't under- 
stand where the province is 
coming from on this," he 
said. "But the clock is tick- 
ing as far as this transfer 
goes so we decided to bite 
the bullet and get into this 
transfer process and see if 
we can't jog the land situa- 
tion along from inside the 
transfer process." 
Regular operating grants 
to the airport run out in two 
years time. 
While the airport lands 
transfer proposal is still up 
in the sir, Veldman said it 
appears the city's plan to 
extend the municipal bound- 
ary out to take in the airport 
is moving forward. 
He said it's being exam- 
ined by Victoria now and 
public hearings should be 
announced soon, 
Off 
groceries! 
4 ~  
• 2 Litre 
• Assorted varieties 
• FIRST THREE 
Combined varieties 
SAVE up to 60¢ 
lay's 
'otato Chi 
Assorted varieties 
170 g 
FIRST THREE ~,, 
Combined varieties 
AVE up to 80¢ 
Sc0tchBuy 
0range Jui( 
• Frozen Concentrated 
• 341 mL 
e FIRST FOUR 
SAVE up to 50¢ 
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12 IA'I SafewaySE 
Franks 
• Regular or,All Beef 
• 450 g 
• FIRST TWO- Combined variq 
SAVE up to $1.90 
Wmnipeg Rye Bread 
• 450 g 
SAVE up to 99¢ • 
Fresh Blueberries 
* Product of Canada 
• No. l Grade * 340 g 
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KITSELAS BAND members occupied the band office on Queensway Ave. last 
Thursday in protest against chief councillor Mel Bevan. 
Protesters take over 
Kitselas band office 
. . .  +Manaaer  says ' project to renovate band Band councillor Orlando 
homes. Bolton, who was also pres- 
band must fix Re. Nyce, spokesman for ant at the demonstration, 
financial mess me protesters, also cited said key band council meet- 
successive deficits incurred tags, including the one 
:i THE KITSELAS band by the band's fisheries pro, where O'Connol was 
could face financial ruin if a gram. terminated, have been held 
dispute thcre isn't quickly And he said Bevan - -  without notification of him- 
resolved, who is also paid to be the self and one other council- 
That's the diagnosis of band's treaty negot iator-  lor. 
newly hired interim band is in contravention of the "They fired her on the 
manager Hal Stedham, who collective agreement hat 19th of May when I was in 
was barred from entering says a band council member Vancouver/' Boltonsaid. 
band offices on Queensway cannot be an employee of But Stedham said his ap- 
Ave. last Thursday by two the band. pointment was made with 
dozen protesters who oc- "All of these grievances the approval of all members 
copied the building, will be examined very care- of the band council. 
Stedham said social as- fully," Stedham promised, Nyce said the chaos at the 
, sistance cheques need to be "Where we find there's band office since 
issued, paperwork has to be been an injustice, we'll be O'Connoi's termination has 
completed so a student doing our best to correct resulted in the shutting 
employment program can those injustices." down of a housing renova- 
begin, and ongoing f'mcal "I 'm very interested in tion program that meant 
problems that have led to a listening to both sides," he jobs for some band mem- 
deficit have to be added, bars .  
straightened out. Stedham is hoping to at- Because the band has been 
He said important grants range a meeting between the unable to pay bills, he ex- 
will be missed if the band band council, a representa- plained, local suppliers and 
doesn't catch up on its tire from the protesting contractors have refused to 
paperwork now. community members, and a extend credit. 
" I f  some of these issues Department of Indian At- Nyce said he's also 
aren't resolved soon it could fairs official who would worried some band sam- 
result in terrible financial serve as d mediator, bars won't receive their so- 
woes," Stedham said. " I t  Nyce said one of the key cial assistance cheques on 
could be devastating finan- concerns is that Bevan has time. 
cially." acted without due process 
He's promising to take a and hired Stedham without 
neutral look at all the com- the knowledge of two band V :plaints raised byband mere- councillors. 
bars. ~ ~, : i + ,"He does not ~nsult any. CORRECTION OTICE 
They took up Rlacards::and:~ body~bv,~taey~on~uncil or WEWlSHTODRAW¥OUR 
occupied the b~nd offi'c~;'i:~ lh~ p~ol~ +~  ~dded.  ATTENTION'rO-THEoN UR CURR NTFOLLOWING'. 
Thursday, calling for chief He said they're hoping to 'SUMMER SAVINGS' FI.YEq 
. , . . . . . . .  - + Page 3 - Item#8, Junior Nr Bed,TG- 
councillor Mel Bevan's force Bevan's resignation ~'n-s. cop,/roads: 39"x 7¢ Should 
resignation, aad new band council elec- m~:~x~ 
Page 8 - I~n~18, Multi- Pmdtion 
The protesters are angry tlons, sling Lounge, 88.0101.2. Copy 
about he May 19th firing of "We've come to the deci- re~: Reg. 34.99, Sa~e 22.99. Save 
• 34%, Should read: Rag, 28.49, 8ale 
previous band manager slon to shut down the office ~2.09. Save 1~/~. 
Valerie O'Connal, the tO put pressure upon them," WESINCERELYRRGRETANY 
band's current financial he said. "We're going to INCON~NIENCEWEMAY 
plight, and irregularities sur- stay here until we resolve it HAVECAUSEDYOU. 
rounding the completion of one way or another." =~'~'~ ~ 
tf, l 
I 
I . . . .  James W. Radelet 
RADELET & COMPANY ~.~,~. a sotici~ 
Tax Law • Trusts • Corporate & Commercial 
1330 - 1075 West Georgia 51met, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3C9 
Phone: .604-689-0878 Fax: 604-689-1386 
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Look Twice. 
it's Motorcycle Season. 
l l 
LIST OF SPONSORS FOR 
4 U Enterpdm, A~e Off 1he Top W'dh Colleen Hair Stadia, ~W, 
Air BC, Alolne & Angle Spaflcs, All Star Shoes Repair, 
All Seasons Source for Sports, Aqua Clear Bolflers, Bargain Store, 
BC Forest Service, BC Tel, Benson Optical Lobomlodes Ltd., 
Beta Sigma Phi- Chapter XI Beta Mu, Beudo Masonary, Billia Williams, 
Birch & Sons Mechanical Conlracling Ud, Blue Ridge Ventures Ltd., 
Brian LeClair, Burdelte D~bulors, Caledonia S.S. Administrative Staff, 
Cam M(Kay, Canadian Aidines, C=[son Wagonlit Travel, Cenlral Flowers, 
Chalky's Billiards, Cdy of Terrace, Coca-Cola Bolfling Ud., Colleen Findley, 
Coral. Jr. Walker, Ccea~ve Zone Cra~, Dalryland (Daiqmodd Foods), 
David D. Hall, Doug & Dana Viguers, Dr. Peter Okimi, 
Dr. Brace hokopelz, Dr. Elk R. Guslovsen, Effective fitness, Elan Trovel, 
Bedr0nic Fulures, First Nations Education Cenlm, Bed Woods, 
Gomma's Boutique, Glenn Beard, Grade i l  Perents, Grant Causay, 
Groundworks, Gm', Hopp~ays Handbag & Luggage Ca., 
lEon Office Solutions, Images by Kodeno, Jeans llerlh,Jods 
Photographics, Josefle 6robom & Dry Grad '97 Committee, Just Legs, 
Konlucky Rid Chicken, Kermodei Beverages, Kormedei Trading Co., 
Kill K'Shen Primary School, Kilimal Dry Grad 'gB (ommi.ee, 
Kondela's Fumitm & Appliances (Terrace) Ltd., Led McRoo, 
Morg & Terry Brown, Me,hew Cuflerbutk, McDonald's Resloum~, 
McEwan GM, Nechako Harlhcoml Road Maintenance, No,toast Addidioo 
Services, Ho~lmm Sevin~ Credil Union, Norlhem Drugs, Nodhem Motor 
Inn Ltd., No,hem Mounlain Halicoplers Inc., Nodhem Photo Ltd., 
No,land Communizations, Overvmilea, Parks & Reueatioa Dept.- 
Terrace, Parkside Primary School, Progrmsivo Venteres, Rathael Mould, 
Randy Trombley, Re/max, Reunion of 72, Robin MocLeed, Roger Harris, 
Royal Canadian Legion-Branch 13, Royal Canadian Mounted Pulice -
Terrace Detachment, Sendra Konkin, Sears Canada Inc., Shoppers' Drag 
Mart, Sidevmlkers, Sight & Sound, Skeena Sawmills, Skeena Broadcasting, 
Skeena Cellul~, Smart Set, Snap-On Too[s, Spoe-Doe Printers, Spring 
Creek Coffee Co. Ud., Stan Bevan, Subway, Tenace CHperative 
Association, Terrace & Dislrirt Credit Union, Terrace Filnms Zone, Te,aca 
Lonns, Temco Home Hardware, Terrace Rotary, Terrace Chrysler, 
Terrace Totem Ford Sales Ltd., Ten'ace Standard, Terrace Search & Rescue, 
Tarrace'fimos, 1he Kinsmen, Toronto-Dominion Bank, 
Totem's Countrywide Furniture &Appliances, ~light Spas & Pump 
Supply, Valhalla Pure Oulfilters, Venlures- Scouls Canada, 
Wayside Grocery, Wedges Fro, Workwndd. 
. Headquartered in Richmond on the immediate outskirts of Vancouver, the Workers" Compensation Board of BC 
is a provincial statutory agency committed toprevention of workplace injury and occupational disease, and to 
providing quality rehabilitation and fair compensation toworkers injured in the course of their employment. 
Visit our homepage at www.wcb.bc.ca 
+:: ~'" Nmional& Part,time ::;;i' 
MEDICAL 
ADVISORS 
Play a key part in driving a 
paradigm shift in the deflvery of services 
to injured workers & their employere 
• Cranbrook 
Terrace 
T he WCB has identified aneed for a number of sessional or part-time positions pecifically in Cranbrook and Terrace and potentially 
throughout the Province. They call for enterprising physicians with a strong 
pioneering spirit, to work wit b existing medical advisors in various +, 
communi t ies .  Selected ph3midans 'w i l l  assist in the deve lopment  and  ~ . . . .  ' "," "i 
i" "i~p!dmeht~tinh"of~i~i~a-.~eT~'~'gement approach ' tO  WorRp!ace in J~ +: +:'~ .... 
: and' disease.' ' :' : ' + '~  `~ :i,;.;+~ :: ++, . ;++~.! .+,: . + ' ::.:+ ~+ ":" 
Working closely with an interdisciplinary case management team whose focus 
is the safe, timely and durable mtum'to-work of injured workers, you will: 
• engage in collaborative, pro-active individual case planning with attending 
physicians and other health care providers • examine injured workers to 
provide attending physicians and the case management team With diagnostic 
and treatment advice •emphasize evidence-based practices and gnal-oriented 
outcome analysis • perform educational presentations to colleagues and WCB 
staff to build the concepts and promote the practices of case management. 
In addition to an unrestricted licence to practice medicine in BC and effective 
team-based problem-soLving skills, you ideally have: • formal training and/or 
experience inoccupational medicine •additional training in muscul0skeletal 
injuries and family medfi:inei• an understanding of modem concepts of 
rehabilitation f ~ft  tissue inj~ties as exemplified by the WCB's "Continuum 
of Care" Initiative vfamiliarity with Windows 95 and Microsoft Office 
programs. 
An informational meeting is planned for early fall to provide interested 
physicians with the Board's vision for rehabilitation ofworkplace injury 
I ' and disease. ' I 
I l l lIP,% WORKERS' A competitive salary and benefits can be anticipated. If you are interested ] 
I ~ COMPENSATIOM in  these opportunities, please contact Dr. W.P. Neufeld, Senior Medical I 
I ~Wl[  BOARD ~%."~,~ Advisor, at (604) 279-7627. I 
T'es p The Pocket Coil Comfort Bedding Sale 
• th la b if+on now with premium beds by . to  e :t z te  and + 
. . . .  . +++:+ +.+:.:(i++i,i++:i+++++;+ . .  
, • + + .~. , :Y  ... ', %'~'+'F  : ' ,  : 
Six mode ls  to choose f rom' -on  sale s tar tmg from '+'''''~+++:+r+~'+++'+~++~+++Y+.++..__,+ 
Queensizem+tre+++ i+ ,
& box spr ing .  ' 
Delivery&set up included. 
P lus  as an added bonus  to he lp  you  s leep a Htt le easier,  your  cho ice  of  e i ther  no  
payments ,  no  interest ,  o.a.c, unt i l  March  1999. 
Or  a de luxe set of  bedd ing  sheets  112 pr i ce  w i th  every  queen size pocket  coi l  bed  
purchased.  
Mode ls  and  quant i t ies  a re  l im i ted  - don ' t  de lay!  
Totem's  Cou  nt rywide  
, & App l iance  
 #+n ver been better' 
+o. ,  
1-800-813-1158 688-1158 
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Lomak drivers walk out 
Teamsters say firm 
is using rival union 
By ALEX HAMILTON 
LOI~L, kK  TRANSPORT Corp. truck 
drivers here are on strike in support of 
30 fellow drivers who have been laid 
off in Prince George. 
At issue is what drivers here say is 
the company's move to funncl work 
from Lomak Transport ~ which is 
organized by the Teamsters ~ to sub- 
sidiary Lomak Bulk, which is 
orga~dzed by the lower-paid Christian 
Labour Association of Canada 
(CL~C). 
The Teamsters claim CLAC's  mem- 
bers at Lomak Bulk arc working for 
$4 less an hour once benefits are fac- 
tored in. 
And that, they say, has resulted in 
conh'acts formerly won by Lomak 
Transport shifting instead to Lomak 
Bulk, and throwing Teamsters drivers 
out of work. 
Terrace shop steward Wcs Patterson 
said the 30 Prince George drivers 
were laid off June 30 afl~r Lomak 
Bulk won a contract to haul fibre for 
Prince George-based Northwood. 
Laid off employees, he said, were 
told they could apply for work wi th  
Lomak Bulk. But according to Patter- 
son, that means doing the same job, 
with the same trucks, under the same 
management, for four dollars an hour 
less. 
Patterson said truck drivers here are 
picketing to support employees in 
PICKETING: Lomak Transport drivers here are tying up the compa- 
ny's trucks in support of laid off drivers in Prince George. 
Prince George, since they are part of 
the same bargaining unit. 
And he said drivers here are worried 
most of Lomak's bids for new work 
will come from Lomak Bulk to get 
cheaper labour, and that the practice 
will spread to this area. 
" I f  it happens in Prince George, it 
will happen here," Patterson said. 
"We're trying to hold onto the jobs 
that we've got at the rates of pay that 
we've got." 
The Teamsters have m~,eh of 
Lomak's trucks and trailers tied up 
behind picket lines in Terrace, Prince 
George and Williams Lake. 
Lomak president Run Gilbert.son did. 
not return The Standard's calls. 
Child death rate. twice as high 
BY ANITA DOLMAN 
CHILDREN IN northcm B.C are 
twice as likely to die as those living in 
some southern communities, accord- 
ing to data collected for the provincial 
health officer's report for 1997. 
The mortality rate for children be- 
tween the ages of 0 and 18 was 9.5 
per 10,000 in the Northwest between 
1987 and 1995. 
B.CTs overall child mortality for the 
same period was 6.6, while some 
communities on the lower mainland, 
such as Richmond and the North 
Shore, had rates as low as 4.4. 
"Most of the variation is due to a 
combination of the poverty rate, 
employment rate and the education 
level attahted," says provincial health 
"'Most of the variation is 
due to a combination of 
the poverty rate, employ- 
ment rate and the educa- 
tion ievel attained," 
officer, Dr. John Millar. 
Millar says that mortality rates for 
children in the Northwest were higher 
for every cause of death. 
The report shows a correlation be- 
tween child mortality and the percent- 
age of the population that is unem- 
ployed, is on income assistance or has 
less than high school graduation. 
Overall, provincial rates for child 
health have steadily improved and the 
gap between the North and other areas 
in B.C. has been narrowing in such 
areas as infant mortality. 
The report says that regional dif- 
ferences in the child death rates are 
not explained to any significant de- 
gree by access to health care services. 
Reformer won't take $1 m pension 
SKEENA MP Mike Scott 
says be will once again turn 
down a pension that would 
soon be worth at least a mil- 
lion dollars to him. 
He was responding to the 
Liberal government's ta- 
bling in the House of Com- 
mons of a bill that will in- 
crease MPs' pay two per 
cent a year every year until 
the next • election and allow 
MPs like Scott to opt back 
in to the MP pension plan. 
Scott and most other 
Reformers had opted out of 
the plan 1995, which they 
had lambasted as "gold 
plated" in the 1993 elec- 
tion. 
"I  do not intend to opt 
back in to the pension 
plan,'! Scott said. " I  don't 
seehow I could look voters 
in the eye and opt back into 
Mike Scott 
it at this stage." 
Scott would pass the six- 
year mark " and become 
eligible for his pension in 
1999. At that point, he said, 
it would be worth about $1 
million. 
Scott says thatby holding 
out the option to rejoin the 
pension plan, Liberals are 
attempting to create con- 
troversy in the ranks of 
Reformers. 
"The Liberals have put it 
in specifically as a means of 
attempting todivide Reform 
MPs by dangling what they 
think is a big carrot in front 
of our noses," Scott said. 
Under the plan, the 
govermnent contr~utes 
about $4 to the pensions for 
every $1 put in by the MP. 
Scott and other Reformers 
have always aid that's far 
more gcnemns than private 
pension plans. 
Also irritating, Scott~ays, 
is the Liberals' contention 
that the government won't 
make public which MPs.opt 
back in to the pcnsion plan, 
raising the.spectra that some 
Reformers could sneak back 
in; 
"That should bc some- 
thing that's wide open," 
Scott said. "The taxpaycris 
paying the bill, they have a 
fight to know who is col- 
lecting these pensions and 
who isn'L" 
As for the salary increase, 
Scott says it's not a huge 
change, working out to 
about $70 to $80 per month. 
MPs currently make about 
$64,000 a year. 
But the value of expenses 
MPs can claim if they have 
receipts doubles from 
$6,000 to $12,000 ayear. 
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Family 
counselling 
at no charge. 
G) 
rOUNDAlr lON 
Box 22, 
IMPROVING lbrrace, B.C. Major Credit Cards 
YOUR " V8~ 4A2 Accepted 
ODDS AGAINST Anne Evans Your donati0nJa 
tax deductible CANADA'S 638-1966 
#1 KILLER 
Your In Memoriam gfl is a last ng tribute. Please send 
your donation to the address above/along with the name 
and address and the name and address of the next-of- 
k2n, !or, anacknowledgement card. 
What's happening 
on the street these days? 
COLORFUL 
SCENES 
Buttery blondes. Edgy reds. 
Bittersweet brunettes. 
Ask us to personalize 
a Redken haircolor for you. 
~'n r'k ~ HAIR 
GALLERY 
4711D KEITH AVENUE, 635"3729 
l ..! ~; ,:),.;., 
• " ~ " ~ . ~ . ~ ,  "~" ' "  " ~: - " . ~ !':' - 
It's Not About Time. 
NoTime Limit On 30 Calls Every Month. 
No Time Limit On Weekends. . . . . . . .  
• Free airtime on your first.3Ocalls every - i -  -- 
month - no matter how long you talk. 
• Unlimited free calling each and " I - 
,~ : :}  ,,... every weekend 
.=. : .  I..~,.~, , • First 30 days of usage free 
• ,::i,. :~ i~!!? ~:: ,i . Just 30¢ per minute. 
~ ~i'ii!!:il/! :;~ i$~0/ io  
~T 
Sm ~.m.- l,,.~ ILL"1" un U[~ !),"~1,,,.~11 i ~,' u ~ I N - = ;  ~ '- ~ - -- ares '1~1 
KEITH AVE. MALL CITY CENTRE SKEENA MALL 
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Visitor 
The sheer rock face staring you in the face. The home team has the size. The visitors have the willpower, if the 
• mountains can bring out the best in people, imagine what they can do for your beer. This is our Been 
• j i :  
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Around Town 
Money going to libraries 
The Terrace Public Library was awarded a slight in- 
crease in operating rants last week from the province. 
Tcrrace's library can expect more than $15,000 this 
year from the provincial government to provide easy 
access to information. 
All of British Columbia's 71 public libraries, 
representing 227 public library branches, were given 
operating rants totalling more than $8.3 million for 
1998 to ensure free access to l~raries. 
Opportunities for youth 
The Terrace Anti-Poverty Group Society is starting 
'Opportunities for Youth', a new community service to 
help youths aged 15-29 to fred and keep jobs. 
Through the program, youths will be able to upgrade 
their skills, further their education, and learn job find- 
ing and maintenance skills. 
At the new Youth Resource Centre, youths will have 
access to a photocopier, fax, answering machine, mes- 
sage board and telephone. 
They will also be able to access the Human 
Resources Development Centre's job bank, Internet, 
and labour market information. An employment 
counselor offering one on one assistance, peer counsel- 
ing and tutoring will also be available. 
The office's grand opening will be on Tuesday, July 
7 from 10-6 pm at 6-4717 Lakelse Avenue. Coffee, soft 
drinks, and barbecue items will be provided at no cost 
and gift certificates from Sight and Sound and Coles 
books will be presented as door prizes. 
Principal retires 
Thornhill Primary's principal Rick Olson is retiring 
this year after 32 years of running schools in Terrace 
and Thornhill. 
Olson has been a principal at Uplands Elementary, 
E.T. Kenney Primary, Clarence MichM Elementary 
and spent his last six years at Thornhill Junior 
Secondary. 
Students at Thornhill Junior Secondary gave Olson 
an Australian hat for wearing when he learns to fly 
fish, and the school band played him a song they 
named "Mr. Olson's Opus." 
Scott Corp, vice principal of Thornhill Junior 
Secondary said Olson will enjoy retirement operating a 
Bed and Bieakfast at Lakelse Lake with his wife. Next 
spring, the Olsons are planning on travelling to Spain, 
Portugal and England. 
Thank you 
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the 
community of Terrace for its generosity and its 
tremendous support of the Big Bike event. 
It was yet again a very successful day for both the 
teams who participated and the Heart and Stroke Foun- 
dation of B.C. and the Yukon. Heart disease and 
strokes are still the number one killer in Canada. 
All efforts to support this cause are greatly ap- 
preciated. I thank everyone for their time and effort. 
Please call 638-8464 for questions and concerns. 
Sincerely, 
Christine Walkinshaw, community development 
coordinator Terrace. 
Scouts to get 
High school credits 
Starting this fall Scouts in B.C. will receive four 
Grade 11 credits and Venturers will receive four Grade 
12 credits when they successfully complete the Chief 
Scout's Award and the Queen's Venture Award. 
Scouts who complete these awards will be given the 
equivalent of a full senior secondary school course. 
The earning of these awards includes passing Scout- 
ing requirements in conservation, first aid, voluntary 
community service, youth leadership, citizenship, and 
outdoor skills. As well, challenges in the areas of 
athletics, science and technology, cultural arts, home 
and family care, and personal development must be 
met. 
Dry Grad committee 
gives thanks ' 
Dry Grad is over] We would like to say this year's 
event was a huge success. Approximately 200 grade 
12s attended the Friday night party at the arena. 
Arriving in decorated buses at 10 p.m., grads partied 
until 6 a.m. The students were having so much fun they 
didn't want to leave. We were pushing them through 
the door. With lots of food, entertainment and prizes, 
the class was overwhehned. 
The Caledonia dry grad committee would like thank 
the community of Terrace, the volunteers, parents, and 
supporters for their input and long hours of labor to 
bring this event o a success. 
There was only one negative issue that happened 
from the entire event. During clean-up, full cases of 
pop and juice disappeared after the Dry Grad. These 
eases were purchased by the conunittee fund and could 
have been returned for refund. All monies left from this 
year's Dry Grad are passed on to next year's committee 
fund. 
Parent participation is what really makes this event a 
success. The mote parents to assist, the easier the 
workload is on everybody. Through our efforts and 
mistakes, we will be passing on a Dry Grad workbook 
for next year's committee. 
We hope it will ass!st next year's group. This chance 
comes but once in a hfetime, and the rewards are even 
more worthwhile, i 
PICKING RHUBARB: Instead of letting your excess fruit go to waste this year, let 
the Terrace First Nations Council of Women will pick it for you. They will distribute 
it to elders and other people in need. Picking rhubarb in the photo above are 
members of the Terrace First Nations Council of Women: Judith Benson, Frances 
Stanley, Rosalee Morgan, Eva Mercer and Connie Little John. 
Seedlings 
for sale 
CITY COUNCILLOR Rich McDaniel is selling 30,000 
hemlock, spruce, pine and fir seedlings at bargain prices 
because of Terrace's poor economic situation. 
The seedlings were donated to McDaniel by Eell Pole Co. 
because the company didn't cut down enough trees this 
year in order to replant them all. 
Since forestry companies have to order seedlings two years 
in advance, they have to forecast what areas they think 
they will log. 
"Because of the economic situation over the past 12 
months, we've had to adjust our logging schedule," said 
Ian Smith, Bell Pole's area manager."It's a very unusual 
situation that we hadn't anticipated." 
Smith said he tried to sell the seedlings to other companies, 
but everybody had extra trees this year. 
Profits from the seedlings will go towards the future 
skatepark and to Terrace's Beautification Society. 
A case of 360 seedlings will sell for $4.50. A bundle of 20 
trees is only 75 cents. 
"WE'LL MISS YOU": That's what students at Thorn- 
hill Primary School were saying to Armand Lapland 
June 25 as they left his blg, yellow school bus. 
Lapland, a bus driver, is retiring after 13 years. 
They'll pick 
your fruit 
TERRACE FIRST Nations Council of Women gather un- 
wanted fruit so they can give to others. 
Since spring and summer are normally food gathering 
times for native people, members of Terrace's First Na- 
tions Council of Women thought i was important to carry 
on the tradition. 
"Last year we thought it would be a good idea to collect 
fruit so we could bring boxes to families and elders who 
can't climb trees or walk the fields themselves," said 
Frances Stanley, president of the council. 
Last year, the seasonal gatherers were very successful. 
They collected a variety of fruits and wild berries like 
pears, apples and crabapples, oapberries, blueberries, al- 
monberries, raspberries and strawberries. 
"People with no use for all of their fruit let us come and 
pick it," Stanley said. 
Once picked, most of the fruit was put into boxes and 
distributed to those in need. The rest of the fruit was 
calmed and given as Christmas gifts to homeless people 
and elders. 
If you don't want your vegetables, fruit or berries, call 
the First Nations Council of Women at 635-9429. 
EXTRA SEEDLINGS: Terrace[city councillor Rich McDaniel is selling Bell Poles 
Company's left over seedlings~t low prices. Profits will go toward Terrace's future 
skatepark and to the BeaufificaUon Society. 
Bye-bye 
Mr. Bus 
driver 
THERE'LL BE no more big 
yellow buses or school chil- 
dren for Armand Lapland. 
After 13 years of driving 
school buses, Lapland is 
retiring so that he can fish 
and relax with his wife. 
To celebrate his last day 
of work June 25, dozens of 
balloons filled the bus's 
aisle. 
Lapland said that his 
Thornhili students went 
crazy when they saw the 
balloons. 
"There was no use set- 
fling the kids down this 
monling," Lapland said. 
"We had a lot fun." 
When asked about retire- 
ment, Lapland said he was- 
going to miss the children. 
And Thomhill .primary 
students are going to miss 
him, too. More than a few 
girls ran back to the bus to 
give Lapland one last good- 
bye hug. 
Volunteers available 
for work 
The Skcens Native Development Society's first Sum- 
mer Student Youth Program is looking to assist seniors 
and others in need. Students aged 14-17 are available 
to help with yard work, car washing, small painting 
projects, and other small jobs. If you need help, call 
Beverly at 638-1180. Please leave a message. 
Rotary Outstanding 
"student award 
Caledonia graduate Kyla Rice is the first recipient of 
the Rotary Outstanding Student Award for School 
Citizenship and Social Responsibility. She receives a
scholarship worth $1,500. 
World's best 
resume contest 
The Human Resources Centre for students are hold- 
ing a resume writing contest in search of the "World's 
Best Resume". 
Students are encouraged tosubmit heir resumes to 
be evaluated and prizes will be awarded to the top 
three. All resumes submitted will be returned with 
helpful suggestions, hints and comments. Workshops 
will be held to learn how to create perfect resumes. 
If you're interested in attending a workshop, call 
Natalie or Alison at 635-7134 local 303. Students can 
drop off resumes for the contest at 4630 Lazelle. 
Two paddlers quit their punishing trek 
Paddling across Canada wasn't as fun as two 
canoeists hoped it would be. 
After battling giardia, broken r~s, hunger, and 
deadly currents, Frank Wolf and Ben O'Hara 
abandoned their grueling cross-country tour 
June 6, half way down the Peace River in Al- 
berta. 
Wolf of North Vancouver said he and his pad- 
dling pa~ter O'Hara of Inglewood, Ontario 
were just not personally motivated anymore, 
and had to make the hard decision to quit. 
In his final Royal Canadian Geographic Inter- 
net journal entry, Wolf described their quest as 
"snakebitten" from the start, as he detailed the 
series of difficulties he and O'Hara faced. 
The two were rescued in May on the Babine 
River north of Hazelton, when they lost their 
canoe in rapids as they were returning to 
Hazelton after a long bushwhacking portage left 
them weak and running out of food. 
Wolf suffered two broken ribs when he fell on 
the canoe prow, and O'Hara was coping with a 
bad case of Achilles tendinitis developed on a 
portage. 
With four months ahead of them, and their 
health and spirits at a very low ebb, their in- 
juries meant four months of pain ...... 
Paddling 7,000 strokes a d~iy forced Wolf's 
ribs nearly through the skin, and portaging 
made O'Hara's ankle swell like a balloon as he 
hobbled along. 
The two adventurers had to face the reality of 
their physical and mental barriers. They had 
been travelling about six weeks, and covered 
1,500 of 7,000 kilometers that lay ahead. 
Wolf says instead of looking forward to each 
day, they had begun to dread the journey and 
only want it to be over. 
" I f  you're not doing it for the right reasons, 
you have to quit," said Wolf, who crossed Can- 
followed by the physical problems. 
However Wolf, on the phone from Van- 
couver, said he has no regrets and that it was a 
good adventure and learning experience. 
They've got about 160 good photos, and will 
still do a piece for their Canadian Geographic 
sponsors. 
Their several sponsors, who twice have pro- 
vided clothing, gear, cameras and film, as well 
as two canoes, are just glad the men are alive, 
says Wolf, and there is no obligation. 
"When they take on an expedition, it's part of 
the game," explained Wolf, "you have to think 
of the beaefits," such as the photographs. 
O'Hara has returned to Ontario, and Wolf is 
back in North Vancouver. Wolf said O'Hara 
may do some solo canoe tripping. Wolf will be 
doing local road races, and is planning to enter 
an adventure race, Raid Gaulotses, to be held 
next year in Ecuador. Racers are dropped from a 
They got new gear from sponsors, and set out ada by canoe in 1995 from east o west. helicopter in a remote area and kayak, mountain 
again pulling their new canoe 140 kilometers on ,  "On the last trip we had good breaks, but on bike and mountaineer their way out, 
land from ~Iazelton to s ta~ again at  Lake " this one things just piled up," satdWolf¢ii6i~g Cons~dering his experiences on the Canadian 
Babine. they had glardla early on, then the loss of canoe, Quest, Wolf may be better prepared than others 
Physical Im~ was part of the decision to quit. equipment and nearly theb lives on the Bahia, for thechallenge, i 
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New" 
CITY SCENE Mountain.Cats 
I I P lay ing  
MUSIC , s ,~ ,M~s MOUNTAIN,  Enjoy J u ly  10 & 11 
Christmas in July with Christmas caroll- 
ing, Santa, live entertainment, decadent 
• Enjoy KARAOKE every Thursday deserts and spectacular scenery at the Back From Prince George 
night at GEORGE'S  PUB, every Fri- S'hames Mountain day lodge July 26 
day at the THE THORNHILL  PUB, South Bound Express ~from noon to 5 p.m. Reservations call 
and every Sunday and Monday night at : 635-6244. Ju ly  14 to Ju ly  25 
HANKY'S. ~Shames Mountain Blueberry Fest is on 
Sunday, August 16 from noon until 5 
AGIGI 'S PUB presents Real Zero, a p.m. Bring your buckets and pick your , Ju ly  17 at 6 pm 
four-piece rock 'n' roll band. THE 
LOUNGE features DJ Burt Ljungh own blueberries. They will weigh them U l t imate  Fighting 
and award prizes for the most picked. 
playing jazz and swing. Enjoy delicious blueberry deserts. , Ju ly  18 at 6 pm 
Reservations call 635-6244. Roy Jones Jr. Fight 
E T C E T E R A  . . . . . .  
' ' N I G H T S  "l;ou esy gall ll'  reNe  T'NeIRT'. 
AKISPIOX MUSIC FESTIVAL: The children under 6 are free. Camping Running" Thursday-||: Tough,.,_ -Times1 
fourth annual musie festival presents costs $S per person. No one under l7 ALIVE ,, 
northwest performers of all genres of will be permitted to camp without an Sa Nite, We / i [  2 for  1 
music July 24-26. Headliners include adult, pick up anddrop //Ste k Sandwich  
the Mavens (a three-piece group), Big • Friday nights are for youth from 8- 
Fish Eat Little Fish (Frank Zappa meets •PENCIL ,  PEN AND INK WORK-  midnight at the Carpenters Hall. yourpa  / /  & 2 for  1 . 
Tom Waits), Painting Daisies (all fe-  SHOP: This beginner and intermediate at Georges. ] i lBeverage  Special  
male contemporary band), Linda workshop on Friday, July 24 will ex- Make the 'Scene! Ca11638-7283 or fax 
McRae (used to play with Spirit of the plore various shading and line drawing . to 638-8432 to add your eiJent to the 
West) and Zubot and Dawaon (blue techniques, washes and the use of con- Standard's free entertainment listings. 
grass band). Tickets for the weekend trast. The instructor is Anita Klein of The deadline is 5p.m. Thursday for the 
cost $35 and can be purchased at the Artcetera Design and Illustration. Time: following week's paper. 
entrance gates. Family passes are $85. 7-10 p.m. Cost: $35 per person. Sup- 
Single day passes are $20. Seniors and plies provided. For info call 638-8884. 
KlSPlOX VALLEY MUSIC FEST Camp is running from July 13 to Sunday, September 6 SKEENA SQUARES - -  Join them first Monday of the month in members' [ 
needs volunteers to work July 24- 
26. Rewards are offered. For 8 
hours of volunteer work, you can 
receive a weekend pass; for 4 
hours work, you can get a day 
pass; for 24 hours work you can get 
a weekend pass plus food. For info 
call Ruth at 842-6551 or Shad at 
842-5061 or Sandy at 842-6157. 
TERRACE FIRST NATIONS 
COUNCIL OF WOMEN SEA- 
SONAL GATHERING OF FOODS: 
If you don't want your rhubarb, fruit 
or berries, the First Nations council 
of women will pick. Don't let your 
fruit go to waste. There are others 
who can benefit from it. Please call: 
635-9429. 
WILUNG TO DO VOLUNTEER 
WORK: The Skeena Native Devel- 
opment Society's first Summer Stu- 
dent Youth Program is looking to 
assist seniors, and those in need. 
We are able to help with yard work, 
car washing, small painting 
projects, and other small jobs. If 
you need some help, call 638-0797. 
Please leave a message. 
Wednesday, July 8 
RESUME WRITING WORKSHOP: 
The Human Resource Centre for 
students will hold resume writing 
and job searching skills workshops 
July 8 from 7-9 p.m. at the Terrace 
Public Library and July9 from 1-3 
p.m. at the Student Centre in Ter- 
race. 
Thursday, July 9 
TERRACE ORIGAMI CLUB: all 
ages are welcome to join in at the 
Terrace public library at 7 p.m. 
Bring your own supplies and ideas 
to share or purchase supplies at 
the meeting. For more info, call 
Karen at 638-6398. 
Saturday, July 11 
MIXED SLOW PITCH TOURNA- 
MENT at the Thornhill Ball Fields 
July 11-12. An event for the whole 
family put on by the Terrace 
Volunteer Bureau. To register con- 
tact 638-1330 or fax 638-1331. 
Registration deadline duly 3, 1998. 
Registration fee is $100 per team. 
NORTH WEST REGIONAL ARTS 
COUNCIL: general meeting will 
take place on the Queen Charlotte 
Islands on July 11 at 10 a.m. at the 
Skidegate Seniors Centre meeting 
room. For more information, call 
Anne-Marie at 559-8860. 
SENIOR GAMES ZONE 10: 
Monthly meeting is Saturday, July 
11 at 2 p.m. at the senior's centre 
in Kltimat. For more information, 
call Maxine 638-8648. 
Sunday, July 12 
PERENNIAL GARDEN TOUR 
AND TEA: sponsored by Terrace 
Women and Development from 1- 
3:30 p.m. Tickets are available at 
Side Walkers. For information call 
638-0488. 
Monday, July 13 
TERRACE EVANGELICAL FREE 
CHURCH: Space Mlssion Bible 
July 17. Registration'is at 12:30 at 
4640 Park Ave (Evangelical Free 
Church) For more info call Pastor 
Chris at 635-5115. 
Wednesday, July 15 
TERRACE WOMEN'S 
RESOURCE CENTRE: is offering a 
soap making workshop on July 15 
from 1:30-4 p.m. They will make 
vegetable oil-based soaps scented 
with natural essential oils. A small 
cost will be involved, thouth they 
are hoping to avoid the fee by 
women bringing small amounts of 
ingredien% For more info and to 
register call the Women's Centre at 
638-0228. 
Thursday, July 16 - 
THE FAMILY PLACE: hosting a 
painting workshop for toddlers to 
children aged 8 from 1-3:30 p.m. 
For info, call 638-1863. 
Sunday, July 19 
ANNUAL BEST GARDEN CON- 
TEST: Judging for the Beautifica- 
tion Society's best garden contest 
will take place duly 19-25. Entry 
forms are available at CFTK and 
must be returned by July 17. To 
register call Laurie Lindstrom at 
638-1388. 
Monday, July 20 
TERRACE FIRST NATIONS 
COUNCIL OF WOMEN: There will 
be a potluck dinner at 5 p.m. at the 
Terrace Skeena Health Unit. Bea 
Richards will speak on the topic of 
Healing from the impact of 
Violence. 
FIMO BEAD • MAKING WORK- 
SHOP FOR TEENS: with Diana 
Wong Adams will take place at the 
Terrace Public Library on the fol- 
lowing days: Monday, July 20 from 
1-4 p.m.; Wednesday, July 22 from 
1-4 p.m.; Thursday, duly 23 from 1- 
4 p.m.; Friday, duly 24, from 1-4 
p.m. Workshops are free, but space 
is limited. Please register by calling 
library at 638-8177. 
Tuesday, July 28 
WOMEN'S COFFEE NIGHT: A 
potluck and dessert is planned for 
July 28 at 7 p.m. Join in on an eve- 
ning of desserts, music and con- 
versation. Performers are wel- 
comed. For more info, call Sarah at 
638-0228. 
THE FAMILY PLACE: presents a 
water workshop for toddlers to chil- 
dren aged eight. For more info, call 
638-1863. 
Thursday, July 30 
RIVERBOAT DAYS is happening 
from July 30 to August 3. Event 
forms are available. Contact Dawn 
at 638-7688. 
Tuesday, Sept. 01 
POETRY DEADLINE - -  All young 
poets must submit their poems for 
the library's poetry contest by 
today. Contest open to those aged 
12-16. Cash prizes. For more info 
drop by the library and pick up an 
information sheet. 
25th ANNUAL LABOUR DAY 
CLASSIC: The interior's oldest 
footrace held on Sunday, Septem- 
ber 6 in Prince George is accepting 
entries. All former competitors are 
especially urged to attend tie an- 
niversary event, and new competi- 
tors are welcome. Entrants can 
choose f~pm an 8.5 mile run, 17 
mile run, a 3-by-3 mile relay, or 
wheelchair, walk, and parent with 
stroller divisions. To enter or for in- 
formation, call 962-7672. 
WEEKLY MEETINGS 
.; MONDAYS 
TERRACE ADULT CHOIR meets 
Monday evenings until further notice 
from 7-8:30 p.m. at the Skeena Jr. 
High band room. Everyone welcome to 
join amateur singing group. For more 
info call 635-1951. 
TERRACE YOUTH ACTION 
Society meets the second Monday of 
each month at the Skeena health unit at 
7:30 p.m. If you're interested in sup- 
porting youth projects and the 
skateboard park, please attend. For 
more information call Maureen at 638- 
0263 
for square dancing Mondays at 7 p.m. homes on an alternating basis. For in- 
starting September 8 at the Carpenter's fonnation or to volunteer call Linda at 
• Hall 3312 Sparks St. Beginners wel- 635-6849 or Michele at 635-3087. 
come. For info call Jim at 635-6724. Birthrite offers free, confidential preg- 
nancy services and is located above the 
SENIORS GET together for Five-Pin Tillicum Theatre, suite #201. Office 
Bowling at the Terrace Bowling Alley. hours are 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. Monday to 
Meet at 1 p.m. Friday. Call 635-3907 or call the 24- 
hour hotline at 1-800-550-4900. 
• NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS meets 
Mondays, Wednesdays and Saturdays ARE YOU RAVING trouble seeing 
at 7:30 p.m. at 4542 Park. For more .your grandchildren? Call Marge at 
info call 1-888-706-1780. 635-7421 for info. 
TERRACE DOWNTOWN LIONS MILLS MEMORIAL Hospital Auxil- 
meet the first and third Monday,' of iary meets the third Monday of each 
each month. New members welcome, month in the education, room :at 7:30 
For more info call Ray at 635-3589 or ..P'm' Everyone iswelcome . . . . . . . . .  
Lesat635-9405. The Terrace Standard offers tl~" 
community calendar as a public $er- 
SKEENA VALLEY FALL FAIR As. vice to its readers and community or- 
soeiation meets the second Monday of ganizations. 
every month at 8 p.m. at Thornhill Jr. This cohtmn is intended for non- 
Secondary inthe library, profit organizations and those events 
for which there is no admission 
ORDER OF THE ROYAL PURPLE charge. Items will run two weeks be- 
meets the 2nd and 4th Monday of fore each event. 
every month at 7:30 p.m. at the Elks We ask that items be submitted by $ 
Hall. Call 635-2415 aud 635-9228 for p.m. on the TImrsday before the issue 
more info. in which it is to appear. 
Submissions hould be typed or 
BIRTHRIGHT volunteers meet the printed neatly. 
UBARU  
98 Legacy B"ri ghion 
%: 
• 2.2 137 HP Boxer Engine 
• Full Time All Wheel Drive 
• Am/Fm Stereo 
• Cassette 
• Power Mirrors 
: 60/40 Split Rear Seats 
Block Heater 
• Dual Air Bags 
• Tilt Steering 
ForLease 1 299 
Special Edit ion has all the great  
features of Legacy Brighton Plus: 
• Air Conditioning 
• Power Locks 
• Floor Mats 
• Rear Bumper Protector 
• Cargo Mat 
Lease 
, For  per/me 
299 per/me  SUBARU 
T~npml'mm~lnn.':lRmnnthawlthg~.~(~dnwnnnvm~n! 1n~nnvr~:~n~nntl~.-ifvdn~aifmlln~w~nld P~n~fanh,n .~ l l~K l^6 . . . .  
Two old friends 
reunite again 
CURLEY RAY of Terrace 
and Buster Gunn of Calgary 
have met again after 62 
years of being apart from 
each other. 
The two men were 
playmates when they were 
ten years old. They went to 
school together in Grade 1 
at the Little Smokey school 
house in the Peace River 
country. 
And now, I will tell you 
their story. 
"Curley" Hubert Adrian YVONN'E MOEN 
Ray was born Feb 12, 1926 
in Cadillac, Saskatchewan. 
His family left Cadillac when Curley was three years old 
to set up on a homestead at Little Smokey District in the 
peace River area. 
"Buster"Charles Thomas Gunn was born on March 28, 
1926 in Washington state. 
'. In the early thirties, his family left the U.S.A. and moved 
to the Peace River area. But when the depression struck, 
Buster's family headed North and seltled in the Little 
Smokey DistricL 
' This is where the boys' friendship began 62 years ago. 
When the boys started school together, the Little Smokey 
schoolhouse was only a small log home housing Grades 1- 
9. Curley said there were 40-50 students at times. 
The school was heated by two barrel drums. When it got 
to be 60 below Celsius, students would stoke up both bar- 
reis. Children were of course, respons~le for hauling the 
wood. 
Both boys remember packing their lunch to school in 
lard cans. They would have moose meat sandwiches. Lard 
was spread on the bread and a dash of salt was added for 
flavour. 
The boys would walk two to three miles to and from 
school in winter and summer. And Curley remembers that 
they never wore shoes in warm weather. During the winter 
months they had moccasins and rubber boots to wear. 
Both Curley and Buster ran a trapline and would check 
their traps on their way to and from school. 
Both boys used to hunt for deer. Curley remembers when 
he was eight years old, he shot his first moose. 
Moose meat and potatoes were staples. Everyone made 
do and they shared what they had. 
' Curley and Buster remember that life back then was 
pretty tough, but they fondly remember the good times 
they had growing up. 
"Both boys remember that their mothers always had a 
family bible. They were taught at home to read, spell and 
write by that bible. Plus, all the family records were kept in 
ft 
When Curley and Buster were in their early teens, they 
left the Little Smokey District and went their own separate 
Ways. Both youths joined the forces during the war. 
Later, both men married. Curley married Joyce in 1945 
and had four children. They now have 9 grandchildren. 
• Buster married his wife Cathy in 1964. They had two 
Children and now have four grandchildren. 
Sadly Buster had some sadness in his life. He contracted 
polio in 1952 during the polio epidemic. He has been con- 
fined to a wheelchair ever since. 
He and Cathy settled in Calgary, where they live in a 
high rise apartment building. 
' It was Terry and Kathy Gunn who live just down the 
street from the Rays in Thornhill who was responsible for 
Buster and Curley's reunion. Since she's Buster's cousin, 
she made sure both men found each other last year. 
' Buster drove to Terrace to meet up with Curley after all 
these years. 
' On Saturday, June 13, I was invited over to Curley and 
Joyce Ray's home to listen in on the two men reminiscing. 
It was a 3vondcrfui evening spent with both men trying to 
)iece together their past lives together. 
Good luck and good health to both Curley and Buster. 
Built for a 
rough day at 
Xplorer 400 
• 400 2-stroke, liquid-cooled, oil-injected engine, ' 
Exclusive, long-travel rear suspension (8.5 inches) • Tight- 
turning MacPherson strut front suspension (6,25 inches) • 
Push-button, true 4-wheel drive • Automatic transom,amen 
• Single-lever hydraulic disc brakes. 
$7,395,nn 
Includes 
Free 
2000 lb 
Warn Winch 
POLI:i l: I I5 
RIDE THE BEST 
_ AUTOMOTIVE & INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY 
. F p] l l  i l l  "./!1 .]llk'l;.Ik'l "IIMJ [fl | t l  | P I I It, l l  
4641 Kelth Avenue, Terrace, B.C. • 635-6334 
149B City Centre, Kitlmat, B.C • 632-2224 
1~ ATVe may not be ridden ~.an~.one under lS, and all.rt@ra eh~!d...t~m.a 
taf~ eounm, For =~d'e~y and tmnmg mmrmauon ~ee your ~e~uer or eaa reran= 
=t f~764,  ATV~ ~ be hua~l, eel. ~ .opera~. For yeo~ saret~ s l~  
war u helm~., eye pmteouon.t p.mve, elommj~ ou{I never, arty 
rouwul  lnuu8t r lea  1110, 
• ~i~iiiil ~!~iiiii!~; 
! .': i.:!~ 
;iiili / i 
.........  !!:i!i;iiiiiiiiiii!iiii  !!ii:::! ! 
OLD SCHOOLMATES:  Cur ley  Ray (right) and Buster Gunn were  reunited after 62 
years  Both men attended Grade 1 together  at the Ut i le Smokey  school  house in 
the Peace River  country.  They  they met up again last month to reminisce about  
days gone by. 
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Prevent 
"Hamburger Disease" 
Be Aware..• 
Cook all ground meat until there is 
no pink and the meat juices run 
c lean  
For e free ~ on stops to prevent 'F/evnbuq~" D/sease, ca/The 
tOdney Foun~ of Canada, BC Bm'ch, toll fme: 1.~00 567-8112 
/ 
In a recent raffle held by the Skeena Valley Rotary Club, 
first prize was a complete computer system. That's 
raffle chairman Bill Caufield (left) presenting the prize 
to winner Tom Logan. Proceeds from the raffle go 
towards various community projects. 
--------1 .... I Park 
Report I:it   IBCX: I 
b [ . . . .  i Pa~.~. 1 
Marie-Josee Banvil e 
What is a habitat? 
Everybody has a home, It may be an aparlment, a house or a trailer 
but everybody has a speclal place that hey call home. Your home is also 
called a habitat, It is a habitat because it provides you with shelter, food 
and a place to live and play, The same thing holds true for a rotting log, for 
an anthill, for a pond, etc, All of these different types of environments pro- 
vide e home or a habitat for many different animals and plants, Habitats 
vsw In size from a rock to a whole tree that Is 30 meters high to a whole 
forest community. Each organism has a certain type of habitat or habitats 
where it can survive, Have you ever seen a fish living in e tree? Have you 
ever seen a tree growing in the middle of an ocean? Odds are no, 
Your home is also part of a larger community. This larger community 
may be the city of Terrace or Kitimet, The habitats that we find in nature are 
also part of a bigger community. This community Iscalled an ecosystem, 
Ecosystem Include all the Interactions of ell living (plants, snails, 
microbes) and non.living (air, water, rocks) pads of an environment in a 
particular area, All ecosystems are connected in one way or another, They 
all work together to keep our planet healthy, 
Just like humans, the survival of animals and plants Is very dependent 
on their habitat, However, many of these habitats are not being well cared 
for. Garbage Is being dumped into forests and fields, Wetlands are being 
filled in for development projects, Industrial waste is being dumped in lakes 
and oceans. When e healthy habitat becomes polluted, it no longer 
provides e good home for all the animals and plants that may have pro. 
viously used it. 
The only way to stop these precious habitats from disappearing isfor 
us to work together to dlscover asustainable solution. Asolution that would 
allow animals, plants, and humans to live happily together, 
LAKELSE LAKE PROVINCIAL 
PARK VISITORS PROGRAMS 
4:00 pm 
7:00 pm 
4:00 pm 
7:00 pm 
Plunge Inl Explore the homes and habits of 
the aquatic animals that live in BC Parks. Bring 
little fish nets if you have some. 
Bear Aware Learn more about the largest 
predator living near this park, 
Hike a Treel Looking through a magnify glass 
can reveal a whole new miniature world In our 
forests. 
Twin Spruce Trsll Walk and learn some secrets 
about the Old Growth Coastal Ralnforest, Meet 
at the information sign near the R.V. dump 
station. 
Animal Woodslsa Talk about animals In the 
park and make your own animal to take home, 
Children's craft, 
7:00 pm Jerry's RangerFlaah from the Past Lear!~ . 
about First Nation and pioneer use of the Torest, 
History Hound, 
4:00 pm Jerry's Ranger"Miniature Homes"White 
looking at a tree's bark or leaves, you can end 
up d scoverlng amazing things, Earth Explorer, 
7:00 pm Huo.A.Trea Learn what to do if you are lost in 
the woods. Family presentation and slides. 
Mg.~gEY..,,LU~ 
7:00 pm Walk with the Glante Discover the Old Growth 
Coastal Rainforest, Meet at the Information stgn 
near the R.V. dump station. 
All are Welcomel All Programe are FREEI 
All programe will be held in the AmphltheMre 
unleas otherwise posted. 
4:00 pm 
Your Home or Office May Be Making You SICK! 
INDOOR AIR POLLUTION could be a contributing factor to many allergic conditions. 
The EPA estimates that indoor air pollution is 1,000 times worse thap outdoor air pollution. 
Remember this... You are what  you breathe. 
A i r  filters are a thing of  the past l l l  
This is not a filtering system. Experience a new, state-of-the-art technology which 
produces activated oxygen and radio wave ionization that cleans and purifies the 
air Just as nature does during a thunderstorm. This amazing system oxidizes harmful 
particulates and contaminates that exist in every home and office. 
4~ "Indoor air pollution is becoming the #1 ~ ~,~ 
environmental health problem in America." ~ ~  
(U.S. House of Representatives) . : : : :~:: i!~i; i!~:i i~ , 
@ "40% of all buildings pose a ser ious  ! ~ ~ ~  ~. ,  
health hazard due to indOor air pollution" ~ ! ~ ~  
(World Health Organization, 1992) .... ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  .... 
This breakthrough technology effectively reduces: 
mold • mildew • pollen • dust • tobacco smoke and adam • chemical gases • pet adam 
dust mite particulate • animal dander • static electricity • cooking odors and much morel 
Independent lab tests have proven these purifiers effectively 
reduce the following forms of bacteria: 
E-COLI, SALMONELLA, STAPHYLOCOCCUS, OANDIDA, ASPERGILLUS 
A "must have" item for restaurants, beaut/shops, day care centeR, paint 8 carpet stores, 
pet stores, vetednary clinics, night clubs, bowling alleys, medlcal and dental labs, 
hotels, realtors, auto dealers, prlngng shops, RV's etc. ' 
Ca,: Clear Fresh Air (250) 635-4311 ce,: (250) 63 7139 
i i 
You BE THE JUDGE 
Liars Don't Prosper 
"Darling, why are you sitting at your desk in the 
middle of the night, head in your hands? 
Eleanor swept into the living room dressed in her 
nightgown and put her hands on Ivan's shoulders, ACrUALCOURT 
Ivan covered her hands with his, . 
"Eleanor, we are in a terrible mess, You know 
Mother left me most of her property?" 
"Nothing to sneeze at $140,0007" 
Ivan looked dejected. 
"1 just came across a later will which leaves most 
of the money to charity. We are doomed," 
Eleanor was a fighter. 
"Not at all, Come 9:00 a,m., I'm calling Daddy's 
old law firm, They'll handle it. Don't worry about a 
thing and come to bed." 
That afternoon, the couple were sitting In front of 
Mr. Winston Jr,, signing the contract hiring the 
firm's services. 
"You understand what you're signing, Ivan? 
Because you say you're in dire straights, we agree 
that you will pay a percentage of your mother's 
estate to us if we are successful. Should you 
decide to terminate our services, you consent to 
pay our hourly fee for all services rendered to that 
date." 
Ivan signed with a flourish, 
In the elevator, Eleanor gave Ivan an angry stare, 
"Why did you lie to Mr, Winston, Ivan?" 
Ivan pretended he didn't understand, 
"You know full well what I mean, Ivan, You lied 
about being in dire straits," 
Ivan looked defiant, "Frankly, I don't want to pay 
their hefty bills, I have a right to protect my 
income," 
A week later, Ivan received a letter from the law 
firm. 
'Winston and Winston have Just learned that you 
lied about your income. We cannot represent 
someone who is not completely forthcoming with 
us, Please consider our services terminated. 
Enclosed Is our statement for $20,000, for servic- 
es rendered to date,' 
Ivan went out of control "Our contract didn't 
~ay they could collect if they ended the relation- 
ship. They'll have to sue me." 
The firm sued Ivan. 
The firm presented the situation, "Your Honour, 
Ivan lied to us. He lied about his income. He 
could've been lying about other things too, We 
didn't feel comfortable representing him, But, 
Ivan benefitted our services. He can take that 
information, give it to another lawyer and speed 
up the process. Make him pay us for our hard 
work." 
Ivan exclaimed, "Your Honour, I don't owe them 
anything, The firm was working on a percentage 
basis, I signed a contract, but it didn't say that I 
would have to pay If they dropped me. They 
dropped me, It wasn't my choice. I have every 
right to that Information that they discovered. 
Don't make me pay what I don't owe. 
Should Ivan have to pay the lawyer? 
Youl Be The Judge. Then look below for the 
decision: 
SPONSORED BY 
"Helping People Cope with the Legal System" 
#2 4623 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Grant L lndsey Holly Grueger  
Criminal Defence Law Genera/Law 
Phone 638-1764 
Marshal l  Mat las 
Family Law 
Fax 638-7249 
YOU BE THE JUDGE - DECISION 
"Ivan, you lied to your lawyer, This behavior is not accept.bier" the Judge declat~l. "Since you stepped out of 
the bounds of proper behavior, you must pay the firm for the work they did." 
YOUI BE THE JUDGE s based on actual court cases, Today's dec~ion is based on the facts of the case end the 
law of the i~'ovlnce ofManitoba, Ifyou haves elmiler problpnl~ plebe consult Llndeey & Greaser. Claire uerneteln ISa 
Montreal lawyer and nMlonldly s~dloated Oolumnlnt, Copyright 199T HBIKO ~-merpnses, uz~>, 
J J 
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ROB BROWN 
Phone Wars 
• "Someone iscalling me in Terrace Tonight, 
Calling me on the phone. 
l pick up the receiver and say hello, 
But all I get is the dial tone." 
-Joe Young, from The SYWIPE Chronicles. 
Canto IV 
S 
he's a big woman, big like a sumo 
wrestler. Sh~ sits behind a big desk, 
dark brown, heavily grained, heavily 
veined, oak or black walnut or leak 
stained the colour of Earl Grey. Her skin is 
Naugahyde, gray with lumps. Her hair, bunned 
and pinned with a clip that looks for all the world 
like a knitting needle, is the same hue. She looks 
over her grannied glasses over the ranch sized 
desk to a directory the size of all the phone books 
from all the large cities, towns, villages and 
whistle stops in North America combined. 
She reaches out with an ample arm, and grunts 
as she opens the rhinoceros hide cover, Light 
glances of the holographic script on the front 
filing the room with an ethereal glow and the 
words WORLD WIDE DIRECTORY. The book 
has spills open to the B's. She pounds a page with 
an index finger the size of a bratwursL The loose 
flesh under her ann shakes, the desk creaks, the 
floor groans. 
She looks up and over the glasses. Her grin is 
yellow. 
"Rob Brown, six three five zero zero five 
. four,~, her maniacal-laugh caro~as off the W~ill~;; ~ 
., "Go forth and make his life a living hell." .... L.'..', 
At the command a swat squad of telephone 
men, clad in distinctive telephone pole motif of 
Bell Tel camouflage, belts a-dangle with tools 
and sophisticated igital machinery, scramble 
over each other and themselves, toexecute the or- 
der, barking phrases like 'consider itdone, Ma," 
No sooner are they out the door then the whole 
episode plays itself out again, more vividly this 
time with slight, irritating changes to some of the 
details. 
My eyes open, I 'm sticky, I sit up and pull back 
the curtain. The air is warm and full of summer 
rain. Because of the shower there is no bird choir, 
just an occasional short complaint from a robin. 
It's still dark, or at least, as dark as it gets in the 
continual dusk of a June night. The slurping and 
sucking sounds of big trout spread across the 
pebbled lake. I lie back down and look at the in- 
diglo of my watch: 4:17. 
Four hours later, after breakfast, we're dragging 
dragons over the weed beds, Webb lifts the 
paddle from the water and slides it between us 
with arasp and clunk magnified by the boat and 
water and lack of meaningful sleep. I yawn and 
mb my eyes. 
'You tired?" he asks. 
mPhone dreams...paranoid phone dreams," I say, 
which inspires a look of bewilderment, so I tell 
him one variant of the dream then the inspiration 
for it, just to convince him I 'm not completely 
mad. 
There is a fine line between dream and reality. 
The soil that feeds the roots of my phone 
phantasms i  easily located. 
I tell Webb how, eighteen years ago, my phone 
bills began to thicken and lengthen. I slit the en- 
velopes to discover page after page of lengthy 
third party long distance calls punctuated with a 
whopping bill for hundreds of dollars. 
Alarmed, I went to the local B.C. Tel offices 
and swore I hadn't made any of those protracted 
long distance calls. The clerk was kind and under- 
standing, assuring me everything would be taken 
care of. I returned to the telephone company when 
I started receiving overdue notices from them. No 
problem, I was told by the same clerk, who as- 
sured me I would not be billed for the calls I had 
not made. I wasn't. BC Tel cut off my phone in- 
stead. 
After another trip to the phone company and an 
inconvenient wait my phone service was restored. 
Shortly thereafter another bill came with another 
long list of long distance calls billed to my num- 
ber and a charge for reinstalling my phone ser- 
vice. I went back to the BC Tel offices. I was 
~assured everything would be fne. It wasn't. We 
went through a replay of the f'wst scenario, and I 
was back at the phone offices once more asking to 
lave my phone reconnected. 
Then, on one cold winter night, an operator 
called. Florence Brown would like to make a long 
distance call an charge my number, was this OK, 
the operator asked. This was she, the lady who 
fell in love with long distance, the burr under my 
saddle, the source of my phone woes. "No," I was: 
emphatic. I explained the problem, "Have her at- i 
rested. Get the Phone Cops on it.", " ! 
Next week Phone Wars II,,, ~ i ' 
It's tennis time! 
THEY MAY NOT be pro's 
but Melita Bracken and 
Richard Kriegi are putting 
Terrace tennis on the 
provincial map. 
Both competitors ranked 
high in the Kelowna Grand 
Prix Number Four Tourna- 
ment June 25-28. 
Bracken squashed her 
competition i  the women's 
singles C Category, but lost 
ill the B event o the nmnber 
one seed provincial player 
DOUBLE TROUBLEI Tennis duo Alex Kotai, who was raised 
ill her third set. 
Kriegl lobbed his way to 
the quarter finals in the 
men's open singles only to 
lose out in his third set. 
Kriegl also competed in 
doubles events with Alex 
Kotai. 
Both Bracken 
and Kriegl expect 
to be one of B.C.'s 
top 50 tennis 
players this season. 
If Bracken does 
well at an upcom- 
ing match in Prince 
George, she could 
nail a top-10 slot in 
the women's 
singles C events. 
Kriegl hopes to 
place within the top 
30 of the singles B 
Category after 
tournaments in 
Richmond and 
Vancouver's Stau- 
Icy Park this sum- 
in Kitimat, and Terrace's Richard Kriegl in action last week. mcr. 
Kamloops stalls 
local fastba!l heroes 
THE NORTHWEST Mer- "Our bats went cold on Taylor and Taylor last 
chants are at it again, the last day," said Mer- weekend at North West 
Hot off a4-1 tournament in chants representative Ken Community College fields 
Prince George, the Mer- Veldman. in Terrace. 
chants placed third out of 11 An ahnost unbeatable It was one of few op- 
teams in the Williams Lake Rebels' pitcher shut down portunities many locals had 
Stampede Tournament June three Merchants' hitters, to see the upstart eam play 
26-29. Adding insult to injury, on home turf. 
Pitcher Rod Funk shut out the Rebels then hit three The rookie team is new to 
the hometown Williams home runs off Merchants' the Prince George League, 
Lake Overlander Bulls 7-0 pitcher Rod Funk. but many team members are 
in the team's first game. The struggling Merchants comfortable with each other 
In the second match, Greg lost the game 1 -4 . . , :hav ing  played together since 
!~ike pit,ched:i '9/.whining / I l l  the'second game'.oflhe t[ittle l~agui~.' . . . . . . . . .  '~ 
:'game, over~ the. j00 .Mile day the Merchants .did bct,-=~ ~' Players will .use two up- 
House Journeymen. ter, hitting three runs in the coming tournaments in 
Jonathan Hunt hit a homer seventh against the Kam- Prince George July 10-12 
in the fourth inning to put loops Juniors. and again on July 18-19. 
the Merchants on top 4-2. Unfortunately, the Mcr- They plan to use the corn- 
Then there was trouble, chants lost the game a re- petition to sharpen their bat- 
The first-place Merchants spectable 5-7. ting skills before they head 
met their match against wo League play continued to Provincials in Vancouver 
different Kamloops teams, against Prince George's at the end of July. 
' ' t  i 
PUT'lING THE pedal to the medal, local logger James Braid won first place at the 
Prince George All Bikes Drags Race last week. 
Braid revs up Prince 
George speedway 
AFTER WINNING the finally, first. Kitimat Regional Airport. 
Prince George All Bike He rides a highly-tuned "We're looking at a place 
Drags Race last week, Jim 1982 Yamaha Virago, for a Molorplex park," 
Braid has become one of slightly lightened and Braidsaid. 
B.C.'s top ten Street Class modified to boost the car- He said a park would be 
racers, buretor and exhaust system, safer because itwould allow 
And he doesn't plan to But there's not many different kinds of bike 
stop there, places near Terrace where speedsters from Terrace and 
By mid-,August, after Ca- Braid can practice. Kitimat o race on a control- 
nadian Motorcycle Drag He currently tows the bike led track going one dtrec- 
Races in Saskatchewan, to an old stretch of highway tlon. 
Ashcroft nnd Mission, Braid near Shames Mountain. Braid hopes it will deter 
plans to accumulate enough As a member of the Road highway accidents like the 
points to be one of B.C.'s Runner Motorcycle Club one on Highway 16 three 
top-five racers, and together with the Ter- weeks ago when a new dirt- 
Who would of thought it7 race Drag Race Association, bike rider, Kristtn Acker, 
Four years ago Braid lost Braid is looking at possible died while attempting to 
the Prince George drag. sites for a dedicated rag- cross Highway 16 with her 
Gradually, and with a lot stdp near Terrace. 
Of practice, Braid moved up 
the association's food chain, 
: placing seventh, second and 
friends, 
One track !contender " I 'm a firm believer in a 
would be a piece of forestry bike area where kids can 
land near the Terrace, go."  
i I 
MEUTA BRACKEN with toumament organizer, Tony 
Lamprect after winning the women's singles C 
Category in Kelowna June 25-28. 
Copper climb a 
real challenge 
WELCOME TO the Copper Mountain Hill Bike Climb in 
Thomhill. 
The race is, well, rugged to say the least. 
The 8-10 Inn track runs straight up Copper Mountain on 
loose gravel and is considered one of the area's toughest 
climbs. 
Seventeen participants biked uphill, scoring race times 
five minutes faster than last year. 
First place winners won bike accessories and $100 worth 
of tires, but the competition was stiff. 
Chris Scarborough won the expert category race in one 
hour 13 seconds queaking past Brandon Smoley who tilt- 
ished just 20 seconds later. 
Lance Pierce smoked the sport category by winning his 
race;in one hour 12 minutes and 52 seconds--- approxi- 
mately eight.minutes before Vincent Drovin and Mike 
Baber. 
Debbie Ferguson, the only women competing, finished in 
one hour 25 minutes and 35 seconds. 
All competitors were from Terrace. 
I I '  
Sport Scope 
It's back! 
RUN, WALK or roll the 25th Annual Labour Day Classic 
footrace in Prince George on Sunday, Sept. 6. 
Thousands of competitors including Terry Fox and Rick 
Hansen have taken part in what is known as the Interior's 
oldest footrace. 
Runners ign up for either the 8.5 mile or 17 mile run. 
Participants can also walk or join wheelchair, 3-by-3 relay, 
or parent and stmlh~r divisions. 
For more information call Dick Voneugea in Prince 
George at 250-962-7672. 
Round-robin Soccer 
CALL IT soccer, world-cup stylel 
The Terrace Nisga'a Tribal Council is holding two open 
round-robin soccer tournaments a t  Thornhill Junior 
Secondary and Primary fields July 24-26. 
Two age groups - -  kids under 12 and kids under 10 m 
will form eight teams each. Come watch as the teams 
battle ach other to collect points and trophies. 
For more information call Lome at 638-0452, Paul at 
638-8644 or the council office at 635-4422. 
Wrestler wins big 
SPORT B.C. has awarded a $750 scholarship to 
Hazelton graduate, Catherine Eckhardt. 
Eckhardt is a straight-A student attd was a member of the 
cross country, soccer, track and field, volleyball and wres- 
fling teams. 
She placed tl~ird in the 54 kg class at the Girls' Wrestling 
Championships in February and plans to study sciences in 
Alberta this fail. 
Get Synchronized! 
WANT TO learn how to synchronize swim? 
Barb Essay at the Terrace Pool is organizing Terrace's 
first-ever synchronized swimming class for adults. 
Classes would start this fall and interested parties can 
sign up by dropping in or calling the pool at 615-3050. 
Golf tourney to benefit 
local MS charities 
SKEENA VALLEY Golf Club will be hosting a 12-hole 
Texas scramble tournament on Sunday, July 26. 
All proceeds from the Terrace Totem Ford Multiple 
Sclerosis Society Charity Golf Tournament will go to local 
MS charities. 
Prizes will be given to first, second and third place teams 
and a free 24-month lease of a new vehicle will be 
awarded for holes-in-one. 
Registration is $200 per person and includes a bnnquet 
and entertainment. 
There is room for 24 teams of four, Singles will be 
organized into teams, 
To register, conlact he Skeena Valley Golf Club or call 
Jake DeJong or Cathy Frennette at 635-4984. 
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ACTION AD RATES I 
638-7283 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 4 P.M.  
Display, Word Classified and Claadfled Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When astat  hol iday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline Is 
Thursdev at 4 p.m. for all disPlaY and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE 
PREPAID by either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When 
phoning in ads please have your VISA or Mastercard 
number ready, 
CLASSIFIED WORD ADS OBITUARIES 
T, Standard& Weekend Advertiser $25.50 for 3 inches 
1 Week $12.00 (+tax) *Additional t $7,00 
3 weeks $19.99(+tax) per column inch. 
NO COPY CHANGE NO REFUNDS *Additional words (over 20) 
i5¢ PER WORD PLUS GeT 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
$11.06 per column inch Pickup $3.50 Mail out $5,00 
BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY LEGAL ADVERTISING 
$25.50 for 3 inches, includes 1 photo. $13.30"per column inch 
,*Additional t $7.00 i~er column inch 
For regional coverage place your ad in the weekend 
edition of the Weekend Advertiser. 
CTION AD 
OVER 30 
CLASSIFICATIONS! 
10. Real Estate 
20 Mobile Homes 
30 For Rent 
40 Commercial Space 
For Rent 
50 Wanted to Rent 
60 For Rent Mlsc 
70 For Sale Mlsc 
80 Wanted Mlsc 
85 To Give Away 
90 Cars For Sale 
100 Trucks For Sale 
110 Aircraft 
120 Recreation Vehicles 
130 Motorcycles 
140 Snowmobiles 
150 Boats and Marine 
160 Heavy Duty Equipment 
170 Farm Machinery 
180 Pets 
190 Uvestock 
200 Farmers Market 
210 Garage Sales 
220 Lnst and Found 
230 Personals 
240 Births 
250 Card of Thanks 
260 In Memorium 
• 270 Obffuarles 
280 Business Services 
290 Bus Opportunities 
295. Courses 
300. Help Wanted 
320 Work Wanted 
325 Situations Wanted 
330. NotJces 
340. Legal Notices 
,10:REAL ESTATE 
The Terrace, Standard reserves the right o classify ads under appropdats headings and to set rates therefore and to detarm!n?.pa, gelocal on. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that it Is against the provincial Human Rights Act to diseflmlnata on the ~asts or cnnoren, manta= status ano 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords can state a no.smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard mservas the right o revise, edit, classify or reject any advertisement and to retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
Service, and to repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on 'Hold" instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing instructions are received. 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send odglnai documents o avoid lose. 
All claims of errors in advertisements must be received by the publisher within 30 days after the first publication. 
It is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that he liability of the Terrace Standard in the event of failure to publish an advertisement aspublished 
shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one Incorrect Insertion for the portion of the advertising space occupied by the Incorrect or 
om~ed item only, and that hem shall be no liability In any event greater than the amount paid for such advertising. 
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1150 SQ.FT. Upper 3+1 bdr., 2 
baths. New roof. Garage. N/G 
Heat. Newly renovated. 2 
woodiNG fireplaces, Large lot. 
3904 West View Dr. $159,500. 
635-7113. 
1682 SQ.FT. rancher with full 
basement on 2/3 acre lot. 5 
bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, large 
5 BEDROOM home in the 
horseshoe area close to 
schools and town. Great family 
home. Call to view 635-1605. 
5.6 ACRES with mobile :and full 
addition, 22kms S0utl~ of Wil- 
liams Lake. Nicely treed lot, 
Southern Exposure. 
Fenced/crossed fenced set up 
kitchen. 3904 Spring Creek for horses. School bus route. 
Drive. $230000. 635-5460. N/G. Within Fire Protection Dis- 
1976 BENDIX Trailer 12 x 68, trict. $98,000. 250-296-3381 af- 
addition of 13 x 68, 3 bed- tar6pm. 
rooms on 5 acres in Houston, 
B.C. $69,000. Call 1-50-845- 
3466. 
3 BDR 900' sq ft home, 5029 
Afar. Large yard with fruit trees, 
deck, and shed. N/g heat and 
water. F/s, w/d. $97,000. 638- 
1507. 
0800 SQUARE ft assembly hall 
and revenue property for sale. 
3222 Munroe. Reduced to 
$169,900.00. Call Nell, 638- 
8897 or 635-1518. 
73'X290' LOT on Aton Street. 
Lot #10. Located on bench, Ter- 
race. $47000.00. 638-8736. 
ACREAGE IN TOWN! 
1732 sq. ft. rancher on 
appox. 4 acres on the 
bench near Uplands 
School. Open floor plan 
with 3 bedrooms, 2 balh- 
rooms and large country 
kitchen. Double attached 
garage ond large shed. 
Several gardens and fruit 
trees. $273,000. For 
appointment to view call 
635-4913. 
For Sale By Owner 
2 Ue~oom Woodgreen 
~;onaominium 
_ 10=~2 sq, ft. 
Main floor teatures: 
• Bedreom 
• FuU Balh 
• U~g room/Dining room 
Kitchen 
• Natu~ ffas Firephce .
Upstairs features:. 
• ~e  loft style bedroom 
• Ens~ite 
• I~e  deck 
Includ~ ~dge, stove 
dishwasner. :~cufiWemrance 
covered c a~,,~, fi~ h~dr 
iacility in Du~ding, very ShOt 
walk to downtown. 
$99,800 
(;all 635-2402 
(No Agents Ph~Ls¢) 
John Evans 
~ RF/A/II~ of Terrace 
638-1400 
Acreage 
15 minutes north of town. 
$69,900 +GST MLS 
Brand New 
1/2 duplex in town 
$139,900 MLS 
Rustic Features 
Modvrn Facilities 
$169,906 MLS 
I,az~e Lot 
CIESe to town, 
$139,900 ML8 
'rocB Of 8pa~e 
Renovated throughout 
Reduced $195,000 MLS 
A Good 8tm't 
3 bedrooms, on bm~ement 
$105,900 MI,8" 
JUST UKE new, 9 yr old com- 
pletely finished house with 
many extras. Horseshoe area, 
near schools. 3+1 bedrooms, 
living room, dlningroom, kitchen 
with eating area, and mountain- 
view. 3 bathrooms, includes 3pc 
onsutta, 4 piece + 3 piece large 
family room and laundry room. 
Double garage w/ openers, 
fenced yard and large storage 
shed. Reduced to $189,900. 
638-8869, 
5 ACRES, SOUTHERN expo- 
sure with view of Burns Lake. 
Nat. gas & hydro adjacent. Lo- 
cated on corner of Romeau Dr. 
& Schritt Cras. $25,000.00 firm. 
692-7955 or 692-2395. 
fSherr~' Anderson" 
Notary Public 
Real Estate, 
Conveyancing 
Wills, 
Mobile Home 
Transfers, 
Declarations, 
Morlgage 
Documentation, 
Notarlzafions Member 
4921 Gair Avenue 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 2K1 
Tel: (250) 635-5988 
~,, Fax: (250) 635-5926 
QUEEN CHARLOTrE Is. Prime 
6 acre ocean front lots/Alaska 
view. Beach, forest, dune serv- 
ices. .$165,000- $170,000. 
(250) 626-5051. 
HOUSTON-NICELY land- 
scaped 4 bedroom; 2 bathroom 
home, Many recent renova- 
tions. Carped. Large lot; good 
view. Quiet neighbourhood. 
$119,900. Call: Houston: 1-250- 
845-2779. 
HORSE LOVERS Delight: 5 
acres, 1200 sq ft older home, 
custom birch kitchen, 2 bed- 
rooms down, 1 loft bedroom, 
custom built in computer 
desk/office, open beam living 
room. Barn with 3 stalls and 
large hay loft, chipped dding 
area, rolling pesture/'oridge over 
pond/fruit trees, 10 minutes 
from town. Offers up to 
$185,000. 638-0089 evenings. 
Farm Tractor evallable/pdce ne- 
Clotiable. 
3+BEDROOM, 2 bath home on 
Southside. 60x400 lot. Huge, 
rich soil garden. Deck, Green- 
house, 2 sheds, paved drive- 
way, new siding and roof. Many 
upgrades. 6 appliances negoti- 
able. Asking $126,800. 635- 
9132, 
For sale by owner; beautiful park like setting, (2) 
10 acre parcels and (1} 35 acre & (1) 41 acre 
parcel lots. Must be seen. Just 10 km north of 
town. Being serviced with natural gas .~ 
635-5868 "----"°: 
" SMALL  ACREAGE 
Nicely treed & fenced with 6 bedroom house, 2 fire- 
~laces, 6 appfiances, close to town centre & schools, 
eated born, large workshop with 220 wiring, gloss 
greenhouse, fruit trees, garden plot. 
. ,  Price $195,000 Phone 635-4453 • 
LEAVING COUNTRY MUST SELL 
1300 sq fl unique condo in Terrace. 18 mo old hard wood floors, in floor oSant beat. 17 
fi ceilings, fir pesls & beam, glo~ railings to hrge lob. Large garage and stamped c~ 
crete dak. flaturd gas flrephce, 5new appliances. 1 has to be ~n to be al~'edot~. 
Leesepurdw, eopflon0vailahh.$132,000.00 635" 1754 
638-1400 or Res 635-70681 
RF/'A/Ii~ of Terrace I 
I Cooper Drive Thomas Street 
Reduced $1'/9,900 ~ Redaeed gff269,999 MI,8 
~mm~!!ii!i~i~i!:!;:!i: ~1  ~ . . . .  
"McConnell Avenue Old Lakelse l~ke Drive. 
Reduced $164,900 MLS 1/2 
$~9,900 MLS 
Davis Avenue 
1159,900 MLS 
Ib~md Street 
Reduced $219,900 MI.,S 
DEEDED LOT, Hudson Bay 
Mtn, nearly new cabin, big 
windows, electric heat, pellet 
stove, running water, covered 
deck, more. Asking $116,500. 
1-250-647-9681. 
FIRE SALE!! Leaving Prov- 
incell Sell, trade, purchase op- 
tions?? 2 bedroom doublewide, 
Kal View Court, Vernon. 
Cheap]l $25,000 OBO. Vacant, 
Highly motivatedll 649-0714 (1- 
250-547-6630) anytime (mess). 
FOR SALE: Houston: Comfort- 
able three bedroom home in 
Mountalnvtew subdivision. 
Close to schools. Finished 
basement. Nicely landscaped. 
Call: 1-250.645-7246 after 4 
p.m. 
LIVE AND expedance the 
bountiful Interior before you 
buyl Newer second house on 
remote rancb, on lake, w/power 
and radio telephone. Must have 
own vehicle, may bdng some 
animals. Available July for 1-4 
months, year around. For inqui- 
ries phone or fax message to 
Wholistach Land Man. Co. 
(250)694-3763 in English or 
German. 
LOG HOME Clearance, Sale: 
Cabin & Barn Grade 6x8 tongue 
and groove machined logs at 
low, low pdcos. Ideal for any 
style of home, cabin, garage, 
barn or other project you are 
planning. For details and pdclng 
contact Tara at Bigfoot Homes 
in Salmon Arm. Phone toll free 
1-088-632-8355 or fax 1-250. 
632-8395. 
NEWER 3 BDR townhouse. 
1340 sq. ft. 1 1/2 baths, patio, 
f/s, dw. Heated crawl specs. #1- 
5108 Medeek Avenue, Asking 
$115,000. 635-5478, 
ARE YOU looking for a cozy log 
home? 1600 sq ft log home with 
3 bedrooms, stone fireplace, 
large living area with vaulted 
ceilings, plumbing, wiring, heat- 
ing, etc. $55,000. 846-5962. 
Must be transported, assessed 
at $98,000. 
HORSESHOE. 5 yr old. 3 level 
split, 3 bdr, 2 bath. New 20x24 
shop with skylights and sun- 
burst door. House has neutral 
colours, tile, european cabinets. 
DW. Plumbed for vacuum. Re- 
duced to $155,000. Ph. 635. 
4233 or 635-5751. 
HOUSE FOR sale. 4727 Sou- 
cie. Horseshoe area. Central to 
schools and town. 3 bdr, 1 bath, 
ranch style, Pleasantly decorat- 
ed. Toolshed, fruit trees, large 
yard. 638-8858 after 4:00 p.m. 
3 BDR condo. Welsh Avenue. 
F/S, One full beth and two en. 
suite baths. Storage shed. 
Fenced yard. $79,000 o.b.e. 
Call 638-0648 or 635-6284. 
3 BEDROOM rancher-style 
home located on southslde in 
quiet cul-de-sac. 1230 sq ft, 2 
bathrooms, jacuzzl tub, built-in 
dishwasher, laundry room, lots 
of storage space, 8' x 10' shed, 
natural gas heat, immeculale 
condition. Asking $135,000, 
Call 638-8064. 
3 BEDROOM STARTER home 
in excellent condition, Large 
yard with storage shed, ptsy- 
house, garden area end many 
more extras. 4719 Olson Ave. 
Asking $134,900. To view cell 
635-0067 or 635-1339. 
3 BEDROOMS, 1 bath. Full 
basement, f/s, dw, garage, 
greenhouse, screened porch. 
Large fenced comer lot. 18' x 
26' wired shop. $154,900, Call 
635-1878. 
LAKELSE LAKE, west side, 5 
year old, Undal home. 100 fl 
waterfront, boat launch, dock, 
guest house, Artesian well, Call 
798-2017 for ap~ to view. 
LARGE ACREAGE for sale, lot 
#2 of DL777 Hwy 16 East and 
AJdous Rd Hazeiton area. Year 
round creek through property, 
has plateau with view, vendor 
will finance. Terms negotiable. 
250-635-6910. 
ONE LOOK and you will want a 
Chaparral Modularlll Factory 
tours - displays from $65,900, 
Sheldon Custom Homes, 3075 
Sexsmlth Road, Kelowna, Toll 
free 1-888-765-8992, DL10148. 
PRIVATE SALE by owner of af- 
fordable, quality homes, duplex- 
es, and mobile homes. Prices 
start at $26,000 to $135,000. 
Call 638-8084. 
Ct~"Y RANCHER with ground 
flay ~ 3ry and full basement. 
1100 sq. ft., 4 bedrooms. New 
roof, new stain. Solarium w/hot 
tub Inside. Large balcony with 
double car port below. Double 
detached/wired garage, Sauna. 
Fenced beckyard. 2 3 piece 
bathrooms. Quiet neighbour- 
hood on town bench. $163,000 
O.B.O. oh. 635.1454. 
R,V. CAMPSITES for sale on 
Vancouver Island. Fully serv- 
Iced oceanfront end forested 
sites from $28,000. Financing 
available, Avorado RV Resort 
Qualicum Bay. 1-250-757-8075. 
RECREATIONAL PROPERTY. 
Approx. 15 acres with 
Skeena River frontage. 
Ideal for campsite. Will 
oondsidar RV as part 
payment. 635-5061. 
RURAL ACREAGE approx 80 
acres. Excellent hobby farm po- 
tential, year round water, subdi- 
vision potential, 5.akm down 
• north ~ Sparks.., ('Terrace). Good 
timber value, vendor will 
finance. Terms negotiable. 250- 
635.6910. 
VANCOUVER ISLAND'S af- 
fordable retirement. Cherry 
Creek Estates Is a 31 unit, adult 
oriented patio home project with 
it's own pdvate clubhouse, Io- 
cetad in Port Albemi. This 
smaller but friendly community 
has all amenities,' plus e mild 
year round climate. Luxury with 
little or no maintenance, pdced 
from $149,900. (Includes net 
GST), for Information packet, 
cell Jean Toll Free 1-800-372- 
3931. 
VILLA FRONTERRA - carefree 
riverside living in beautiful 
downtown Ashcroftl One level 
townhousss from $79,900. No 
maintenance, sic 5 year new 
home warranty. Call 250-453- 
2035. 
14X70 MOBILE home e/c. Fan- 
tory expando and addition. 3 
bdr. new carpet and linoleum 
large kitchen has island and b/I 
appliances wood fireplace in 
huge livingroom. Large 4 pc 
bathroom. Big covered porch, 
attached shed on fenced pad. 
$45,000. 638-8505, 
14' WIDE mobile home in Bums 
Lake at $18900,00. No tax on 
our own B.C. registered homes. 
Delivery available. Call 1-250- 
692-3375, 
14' WIDE mobile home in Bums 
Lake starling at $18,900. No tax 
on our own B,C. registered 
homes, Delivery available. Call 
1.250-692-3375. 
1972 12X63 mobile home. In 
good conditlen. Oil furnace, 
C.S.A. approved, Wood heater. 
A.C. F/S. Ready to move. 
$12500.00 O.B,O. 100 Mile 
House, 1.250-395-3143. 
1975 LEADER 12x60 mobile 
home with 12x18 joey shack, 
Has to be moved. $7000. 849- 
5080. 
BRIGHT OPEN spacious 
14'x70' 2 bdr mobile home. 
New floor, countem, built-in 
D.W. fireplace. Well maintained. 
Must be moved, (250)632-4026. 
DOUBLE WIDE mobile home 
(24'x48'), Close to everything, 
situated on e very nice land- 
scaped pad in a quiet park. This 
home has an open floor plan 
with a family rm, two bed rme, 2 
bath rms, new roof, new doom 
& some windows, New carpet- 
ing, counter tops, front and 
back decks and much more. 
This home Is ideal, for someone 
who does not like apartment liv- 
ing and with low maintenance 
but still wants to have their own 
yard end space, Perfect for per- 
sons on the go or someone that 
Is retired. Drive by #1-3117- 
Clark Street, Please call 
(250)635-1326, for an appt. to 
view and leave e message. 
1993 NORTEC 14x70 mobile 
home. Sunken living room. Cus- 
tom designed. Many extras. 
12x40 addition. Snow roof. 
Wrap around deck. Elsworth 
camp. (250)638-9301. 
!994 MANUFACTURED home 
14x70 2 bdrs, 2 baths, vaulted 
ceiling, jacuzzi tub, 2 skylights, 
3 appl. Like new $70,000. 638- 
0052. 
1996 DOUBLE wide SRI manu- 
factured home, 2 bdrm, 2 full 
bath, NG fire place, 5 applianc- 
es, full window covering, in a 
quiet adult section at Timber- 
land Park. 635-1821. 
1998 14X70 SRI, 2 Br, located 
in Prince George. Ready for 
you to move into. 694-3446 or 
694-3680. 
J.+J MOBILE Home Sales has 
reconditioned newer homes. 
1982 14' widas to be moved to 
your location. Call for details, 1- 
403-458-6398. 
MUST SEE: Immaculate 3 
bdrm new vinyl siding & wind- 
ows, f/s, dw. Large fenced pad. 
108 Boulderwood .M.H. Park. 
$36,500. Call 635-1641. 
RIDGEWOOff' REN()VA'rED 
Mobile Home for dald; 14X70; 
washer, dryer, fddge, stove, 
window dressings. Skirled and 
insulated, Call: Houston: 1-250- 
845-7712. 
TRAILER PAD for rent. 
$300.00/month. Thornhill. 635- 
1326. • 
1 - 2 - 3 bedroom suites for 
rent. References required. 635- 
6428, 638-1595 available im- 
mediately. 4 
1 AND 2 bdr apts avail Immed. i 
On site management, 635-2424 *¢ 
or 635-5136 or 635-6428. 0 
1 BDR apt. Clean and quiet. 
Close to downtown. $500 
month, 635-7058. q 
1 BDR bachelor suite. Down- 
town. Avail. Immed, $585 month 
plus security deposit. F/S. 638- 
1965. Wayne or Nora. 
1 BDR basement suite. Close ~¢ 
to twon. No pets. Non drinking 
& smoking avail, now. Ref & i  
damafle deposit. 638-8874. 
1 BDRM duplex with F/S. No 
pets. 2 bdrm house with F/S. 
No pets. 635-5464. In town. 
14' WIDE mobile home on two 
acres in Jack Pine Flats. 2 bdr, 
2 bath. Avail. Immed. $600 
month, 635-9381 leave mess. 
2 BDR apt avail July 15th. F/S. 
No pets. Dam depositl ReI 
reqd. $600 month. 635-1126 or 
635-6991. 
2 BDR apt. $575 month or 1 bdr ,: 
apt. $475 month- beth ground : 
level. Close to town. On site 0 
menafler, 635.5338 after 6:00. ' I 
2 BDR home downtown. $700 0 
month. Utilities incl; or in ex- P= 
change for upkeep & manege- 
ment of nearby 5 units. Rent re- t 
duction considered. For more 
Info call 635-7415. 0 e 
I 2 BDR trailer. Nice clean quiet ,0 
park. 4 appl. $875. Rat reqd. 
Damage deposit, Avail. Immed. p 
635-2126. 0 
2 BDRM apt. avail. Aug. 1st. 
! $600 a month, No pets. Ref, re- , 
qulred. 635-6824. 
2 BDRM basement suite. Cou- : 
pie/single. N/S, no pets, close 
to downtown. Available Immed. = 
$575 month, utilities included. J 
Damage deposit required. 635- : 
7930, 0 
II 
2 BDRM suite clean, quiet, 0 
close to down town. Avail Aug : 
1st. $600 per month. 635-7058. J 
2 BEDROOM apartment (du- = 
plex), f/s, $390/month, Freshly 
painted. New Remo, Sea. de- 
posit and references required. ,: 
available now, Cell 635-6904. 
2 BEDROOM basement suite. 
Available July let, no smoking, J 
no pets, couple preferred, cell 
635.9684 $575/month, Damage : 
deposit & references required, e 
2 BEDROOM trsllar In Thorn- 
hill. $500 month plus damage , 
deposit. Available July 1st. Call 
e35.9~o. , 
B6 - The Terrace Standard. 
50+ WANTED.TO 
. ,  RENT.,. : I I I I  2 BEDROOM unit in 6 plex on 
Pear with f/s, hookups for w/d. 
$620/month, Also 2 bdr unit on 
Huagland. $600 month. No pets 
please. Call 635-5213, 
3 BDR house. Churchill Drive, 
Thornhill. No appl. No pets. No 
smoking. Avail. Immed. 
$750.00. Sac. Dep. and Rel 
road. 635.7569. 
3 BDRM doublewlde mobile in 
quiet adult oriented park. 4 ap- 
pliances, nat. gas heat. Thorn- 
hill location. No pets. Ref. re- 
quired. $600 plus damage de- 
posit. 635-7411. Suitable for re- 
tired couple. 
3 BEDROOM house for rent 
close to hospital and schools. 
Natural gas, hot water and heat. 
Available in July. $850.00 per 
month. References and dam- 
age deposit required. Call 635- 
5067 leave measape, 
3 BEDROOM or upper level 
basement suite, close to hospi- 
tal and schools, f/s, w/d, no 
pets, no smoking. Avail. immed. 
Call 638-0315. 
4-0,- cOMMERCIAL:  
SPACE FOR RENT 
4 BDR 2 1/2 bath, house. Appl., 
full basement, double garage, 
pdvate yard. Close to town and 
schools. N/S, no pets. Avail. 
Aug. 1st. $1100. 638-1472. ' 
4 BDR unit In town. Wood fire- 
place. Avail. Immd. 635-2932. 
4 BEDROOM duplex on south- 
side. July 1st (upper unit), heat 
included, $850/month, ref's and 
deposit required. Call 798-9554. 
46% LESS rainfall than Kitimat 
at Boulderwood MHP in 
Terrace, and 21% less snow. 
With only 5% down and $800 
per month you can own instead 
of rent. Call Gordon at 638- 
1182. 
5 BEDRROM home for rent. 
Refs. required, damage deposit. 
$850 per month. 635-6943. 
6 BDR house. Various options. 
2000 sq. ft. Johnstone Road. 
For rent or lease. Please enq. 
638-0207. 
AT LAKELSE Lake 3 bedroom 
house, full basement. Nat. Gas, 
heat. Avail. immed. 798-2229. 
ATTRACTIVE 1 bdrm suite 
available Aug 1/98 to non 
smoker, no pets, pdvate en- 
trance. 4 appliances, NG heat, 
hot water, cable, pay own hy- 
dro, references, $650/month. 
638-0436. 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 3 
bd apart. W/D, F/S, dishwasher. 
Clean downtown core. See. 
Dep $360, rent $725. No pets, 
references. 635-5954. 
3 BDROOM trailer in Thornhill. 
Fenced yard, good neighbour- 
hood, close to schools, $650 
month, pad fee Included, Avail- 
able July 21. 635-7507. 
3 BEDROOM house available 
July 1. 1230 sq ft, 2 baths, ja- 
cuzzi tub, natural gas heat, 5 
appliances, immaculate condi- 
tion. Located on southslde in 
quiet cul-de-ssc. $900 per 
month. Call 638-8084, 
3 BEDROOM 14x70 mobile 
home located on a private lot. 
Natural gas heat. $750 per 
month. Call 638-8084. 
3 BEDROOM 14x70 mobile on 
2 acres. Available immediately. 
small corral, hayshed. Pets o.k, 
Dog outside only. Inc. stove, 
fddge, DNV. Call Steve Cook 
Coldwell Banker 1st Terrace 
Realty 638-0371 or 638-7144 
anytime. 
CABIN AT Lakelse lake, Two 
bedrooms, bathroom, living and 
dining room, minutes from hots- 
prlngs or provincial park. Eva, 
Daniel: 604-730-8074. 
CLEAN AND spacious 2 BDR 
basement suite, 5 min. walk 
from community college. Avail. 
now. Call 638-1164. 
DUPLEX FOR rentl 3 bdrms, 
washroom/laundry room up- 
stairs. Living/dining room, kitch- 
en and washroom downstairs. 
Large fenced backyard. 
$7O0/month. Avail Aug 1st, 635- 
3636. 
HOUSE FOR rent. Quiet neigh- 
bourhood. 3 bdrms, full base- 
ment, attached shop, large 
yard. $825/month. Available 
mid July. 635-1288. 9am-3pm 
Mon-Fd. 
ONE BEDROOM apartment on 
site management, no pets, ref's 
required. Call 635-7429. 
COACHMAN 
APARTMENTS 
Taking applications 
now for I & 2 bedroom 
suites. Clean, quiet, 
parking under cover, 
on bus mute, security 
entrance, on site 
management, elevator, 
no pets, references 
required. 
638-8554 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY: 2 
bedroom apartment, quiet, 
clean, close to town, no pets, 
ref's required, laundry facilities, 
$575/month. Phone 635-5653. 
ONE BEDROOM furnished 
apartment in Thomhill, Single 
occupancy only. No pets. Refer- 
ences required. $360 + $180 
sac. dep. Ph, 635-2065. 
ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED 
suite, Suitable for a single per- 
son, Utilities included in rent of 
$475, No pets. Located behind 
Canadian Wholesale Club. 
Phone only after 6 pm. 635- 
2806. 
ROOM AND board. Suitable for 
male, Quiet and private accom. 
635-6141. 
nlll'll '1 
Summit  Square  
Apar tments  
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
Quiet & Clean • No Pets • 
Ask for Monica Warner 
Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts 
Call: 635-4478 
CUNTON MANOR 
WE ARE TAKING 
APPUCATIONS FOR A 
BACHELOR SUITE 
s420.00  monlh. 
No Pets, 
references required. 
Phone 635-3475 
HUNTINGTON 
APARTMENTS 
Taking Applications 
Now 
for1 &2.  
Bedroom suites 
• Clean, quiet renovated suites 
• Ample parking 
• Laundry facilities on each floor 
• Close to schools & downtown 
• On bus route 
• Security entrance 
• On site management 
• NO pets 
• References required 
To view call 
638-1748 
TWO BEDROOM suite avail- 
able September 1, 1998. Natu- 
ral gas fireplace, fenced private 
yard, washer/dryer included. No 
smoking. No pets. Call 638- 
8093. $675 per month. 
JUST A day awayl Queen 
Charlotte Islands North Beach, 
Rustic ocean front house keep- 
ing cabins. $40-$65 per day. 
Call or fax (250)626-5472 E- 
mail Iotsafun@beachabins.com, 
LARGE 3 bdr house at 4813 
Lazelle Ave. Avail. July 1st. Rel 
Recld. 635-2643. 
LARGE NEW 3 bdr condo. 
AppL, carport. N/G heat. Close 
to schools and hospital. Avail 
immod. 635-2932, 
NEWLY RENOVATED house. 
3 bdrs, 4 appl. No smoking. No 
pets please. $800.00 negoti- 
able. Ref reqd. Plus damage 
deposit. Avail immed, 5035 Me- 
deek Ave. Contact 635-8885 or 
(250) 624-6275. 
TIRED OF PHONE CALLS at 
2:00 a,m. or interviewing ten- 
ants for professional property 
management. Call Steve Cook 
638-7144 anytime. Coldwell 
Banker, 1st Terrace Realty 638- 
0371. 
TWO BEDROOM apartment 
with 5 appliances, gas fireplace 
and mini storage. No pets, ref- 
erences required. $750 per 
month. Call 635-4954 or 638- 
2071. 
TWO BEDROOM basement su- 
ite near schools. Available im- 
mediately. Phone 635-5960. 
SPACIOUS, NEW three-bed- 
room duplex on southside, two 
bathrooms, natural gas heat 
and hot water, carport, 
$850/mo. References and 
damage deposit required. Avail- 
able July 15th. Phone 635- 
6244. 
WANTED INDIVIDUAL to 
share spacious furnished house 
on bench. $450/month, includes 
utilities. Begin Aug 1/98. 638- 
1287. 
40. COMMERCIAL 
SPACE • FOR RENT 
• , '. • • • ' " . . ,  i . ' .  
RETAIL OR OFFICE LEASE SPACE 
Almarlin Budding 
3219 Eby St. 
2,500sq.fi. Retaff or Office, Ground R~ 
1,000 ~.h.lo UO0 sq.h. Office 2nd RAG,' 
Ph: 635-7191 
WANTED TO rent July 23 to 
Aug 15. Camper unit or camp- 
erized van. Phone Aqua Plumb- 
in.(] 635-7601. 
ROOMMATE WANTED to 
share new 2 bedroom mobile 
home. Have own bathroom, all 
utilities included, $375/month, 
must be clean and tidy. Call 
635-7125. 
1 YORK 2001 Universal Gym 
$120. 1 golfcart & two golfbags 
with assodment of clubs $100. 
2 sets of Welder weights $45 
each. (250) 849-5080. 
17 CUBIC ft., freezer for sale, 
good condition. Call 635.1543. 
$150,00. 
1996 MODEL MITSUBISHI 
SATELUTE PHONE. TRANS- 
PORTABLE M'r. COMPLETE 
WITH CHARGER, EXCEL- 
LENT CONDITION. ASKING 
$3500. PHONE 250-847-3653, 
42' MAN- Lift, Airless sprayers. 
Scaffolding. Various painting 
equipment. Phone (250)846- 
5003 (mess) or cell phone 
(250)877-1543, 
CABIN GRADE lathed house 
logs, 9 inch diameter up to 17 
inch diameter. Lengths from 10 
foot to 45 feet. Phone 1-250- 
845-7510 (evenings) or 1-250- 
845-7367 (evenings) 
FULL BDR suite with double 
bed. Kitchen table and chairs. 
638-0648 or 635-6294, 
I~@1~ 
• 
Terrace Professional Building, centrally 
located. 5,000 ft. available. This space can 
be divided. Exterior newly renovated. 
Contact John Strangway at 635-3333 
, , , ,  +o  ss,v  
IIII Phone: 635-7458 
FOR LEASE 
4816 Highway 16 West 
Prime commercial location ext 
to Home Hudware. 2,627 sq. ft. 
Warehouse space 880 sq. ft. 
Oreig Avenue - Central Location 
1,700 sq. ft. relail/office space 
90D sq. ft. retail/office space 
5002 Pohle Avenue 
951 sq. ft. warehouse/office 
c/w OH doer 
5008 Pohle Avenue 
998 sq. ft. new office/ 
gore ffonl 
2901 Kennff St. 
1,735 sq. ft. storefront w/ 
W~rehouse at hack/Off Door 
$ • .,PW,,'.'.'.'.'.q~ .1~/. ~. . ,  ,~f ,~7 ..%+ __  ' m 
, ., - . . .~  : - . - . '~ : ' - -=- - - - - - - - -  _ .  '~  , • 
~ ~  Ch.mney, Furnace, Duct, Sept.cs, ..), 
/ . ~ ~ ~ = - J ~ i l ~ , ~ ( ~ - d ~  Grease Traps, Misc. F ,  
~ .++ . . . . . . .  . . + ~ , ~ - ~ ~ -  Water & Debris Removal 
• ~- - -~ .~ " '~ Call An ime Free Estimates - -  
• ~ 14ust¢ial, Commercial, Residential, • 
I I  ~ ~ ~ , ~ : = ] i  RV, & Marine 
, " ~ - -, Ph 635-1132 Fax 635-1193 
~ .,,,,, m~ ,."=:,;. 13~ ~ A I I /  I ~ ~  I [S tum Remova l  
' II ~ ~ '~",~,= I~U - - -  "1 ^  .~ I I / FULLY INSURED ,~ . . . . . . . .  + . . . . .  ,~ I • 
, • 
_ +++ I + I I  
• r .......... I l + ~ I , ,~ • We chip your stumps to J " 
I ~00.~1~1 l+ il / / J~ ~,~, '  ~ nothing / 
~1 ~ ~o-  ~ ~-----=---~ II ~ ~-'~',//~ • Minimal landscape I " 
~"~1 t... . . . .  , j J~ l~t~'~ damage • l i~  
~J ~., ;  ,o,,~,~os~r~.(,,,.,,,'~ rT Raincoast Ch,pper Servme I~ 
1 I+111~'-'I~ Jl~+,U~tl ~) '&P~ " WIDTH: 75'~'8 + (Z3. l M) . , o+ + (0sin, II 638-1786 Call house with message ,~(~ 
. , ,+,,,+ + +,,, ,+ ,+,. 
% House Plans Ava,lable Through I I . , -=  . . . .  , I l+,+,.,,+,d',+ +,+ .+.4+.., 
I I I IO  =pg l  . . . . . .  
_ _ ,__ II I No.hw , m== e 
 'tace ll cou ,aoe  
~,t ,~_  .tJL ___. J . - - ._ I I yours, I I I~ /~ ~x~,~,~ ~r  
O ~ g l l  %,I a .~k~,~.~mk~. ,  I I , .u . ,  I I~ \  ~[TJI~P~ " Phone: 635-9280 ~I~'~ 
638-7283 Fox +I+oo~+ ~ terracebuilders@osg.net d111111 638-728: | /~  " : :~  ~?CHm~;~,.~,N . ~ 
~ ] 800470DOLT . . . . .  / ~ / /l~.J Ceme see us at eur NEW locationl !~4~1.,= ~1 -qz,~- " " ='mT,.p,,~/ I~- - - " - - I~~1 /1~ 4038MotzRd. Unit#10 ~1(  .1 
~ e  Terrace 635-62;;:3 ~ ] I T ' o Ol ,-°' 
Y~I I '  .Z , ,~- -~ '~1 I ITerro(e,e.C.VBGILQ ~ I I " ' " ' "  ="~'" ' ' " "  " ="_ . . . . . . .  V~ 
I ,' ~ ' I IPkm0163s.2.t __[ ~ I I  SALES ~ COMMEP, CIALI 
I . x ;a~L~"~'~/  I I Fox,'(20S)63S.3612J~J~ I I . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I . 
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I I R, Priec Sons Ltd, l 
JOE THORNTON #38/100 
mastercraftsman-sale@$40, 
Dominik Hasek gold/die-cut' 
leaf X-is sale@S40. Wayne 
Gretzky dealers-A.P, lists@240 
sale@70 firm. Paul Karyia-Pro- 
vlnclal#of 750 sale@S25. Call 
Brian 632-7978, 
KITCHEN CUPBOARDS, coun- 
ters, double sink and taps. Ideal 
for basement suite. $600. 635- 
0878 after 5:00 p.m. 
LITTLE TYKES: Large picnic 
table $50.00 F/S and cupboard 
$30,00 each. Med. size dog 
kennel $30.00 635-7941. 
SULLAIR COMPRESSOR 
MODEL JD4039D185CFM. EX- 
CELLENT CONDITION. ASK- 
ING $9,000. 250-847-3653. 
FOR SALE single bed mat- 
tress, box head and foot 
boards. Uke new. $200 o.b.e. 
635-4446. 
FIREWOOD FOR sale. Terrace 
Correctional Centre, Monday to 
Friday, 8 am to 11:30 am. 
$50,29/pick up load. 638-2171. 
FORESTER PORTABLE Saw- 
mills. Fully hydraulic log han- 
dling; Heavy duty construction; 
Completely portable; Power op- 
tions; Quality craftsmanship; 
Custom designs. #211-20701 
Langley Bypass (604)530- 
6500/604)574-2854 eves. Fax: 
(604) 574-2858. 
TUPPERWARE 
Sales, Service & 
Recruiting 
KAREN MA'I'rEIS 
635-7810 
"Nonce MINI cherokee" 
mountain bike. 20" wheels, 
Great condition, recent "All Sea- 
sons" tune up, Suitable for 8 to 
12 year old.$125.~ 635~4779.. ,.
~-_-. .  . . . .  .Skee+na . . . . . .  
V School  ' 
"The Keys to Safe Driving" 
I Girl Certificates J
Looking for that 
hard to find girl for 
Christmas, 
• Birthdays or 
' Graduat ion~ 
" Assessments (~' "~ )~ 
• o,ua+n, 
Terrace, Xmm~, .(#'#I 
Prince Rupert u=,~(/ : 
Toll Free !-800-665-7998 
. . . . .  PH~F_AX 635-7532 _ .. 
FOR SALE 
Former West Wing of the Skoglund Estate. Building 
(wing) has been moved off original site (Canadian 
Tire) and is blocked and ready for transport to your 
site. Moving assistance (labour) may be available 
Building is 902 sq. feet. Clear span with 12 
foot vaulted ceiling on massive 17" cedar glue 
lam beams. Double tongue and grove 3x6 full 
length cedar ceiling. Open light and very airy. 
One wall preppea r for patio doors or picture 
windows. End wall open for your choice of 
patio doors or picture windows. Built to last! 
~8 floor joists on 12" centres. End walls cross 
braced 2x4" 
Perfect for a great addition to your home or the 
summer house you have always wanted at the lake. 
First come, first served. Storage until spring 1999 
can be arranged if necessary. 
$7500 o.b.o. 
(8.32 per square foot) 
Contact Terrace Northmen Rugby Foolball Club, 
David D. Hull 
638-1327 (evenings) 638-7320 (days) 
638-8662 (fax) 
f 
Super Salvage Sale 
902 square foot building for salvage opportunity. 
Main roof supports containing" 
2 17"x5 1/2" glue laminate ~=ams 30 ~t  long 
1 17"x5 1/2" glue la?inate beam 32 fset long 
Floor slrudure conta,ning: 
24 2x8 23.5 Eel long 
12 2x8 9 feet long 
13 2x8 13 feet long 
Roof Ceiling Slructum containing: 
88 3x6 double tongue and grove cedar planking, 22 feet long 
24 3x6 double tongue and grove cedar planking, 18 feet long 
Balance of 2x4 walls, cross bracing, supports, pip- 
ing, plumbing fixtures etc. 
Please note all estimates of quantily and measure- 
ments are approximate. 
$.7500 o.b.o. 
hrst come, first served. 
Building has been moved off original site and is up 
on shoring in storage compound for easy access 
and convenient salvage. 
Storage until spring 1999 possibly arranged if 
necessary. 
To view call Terrace Northmen Rugby Football Club, 
David D. Hull 
638-1327 (evenings) 638 ,7320 (days) i 
+38-8++2(fox) i, ) 
< 
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EXPERIENCED ROCK/BLUES 
singer with lots of 
song mater ia l  looking 
for band or musicians 
to form one.  Call 635- 
8482. 
WANTED TO buy. Birch logs 
suitable to make lumber. Call 
627-1215 or 615-6213. 
1984 RX7, red on grey, near 
new paint, very clean e/c, must 
see, asking $5000. Make an off- 
er. 635-7180. 
1985 VOLKSWAGON GOLF 
86,000 kin. $1500. Mess 798- 
9559 or 635-4382. 
1986 PONTIAC Sunbird. 4 dr, 
good condition. $1,900. 635- 
0184. 
1987 TOYOTA SUPRA, 6 
cylinder, 5 speed, air condition, 
power seat and windows. Ex- 
cellent condition. $7000. Phone 
638-1156. 
1989 BLUE Firefly. 106,000 
kms. Seats 4. Auto. tape deck, 
new rebuilt engine and tires. 
$3000 O.B.O. 638-8109. 
1989 FORD Tempo, 4 door, 
a/c, new brakes, exhaust, tires. 
Good condition, exc funning 
condition. Very clean, asking 
$2900. Excellent grad gift. Call 
638-0377. 
1992 CHEV Cavalier 4 door, 
a/c, ec, am/fro/cassette, auto 
transmission, new front caB- 
pers. $7,900 obo. 635-2126. 
1992 CHEV cavalier, 4 door, 
a/c, EC, am/fro/cassette, auto 
transmission, new front cali- 
pers. $7,900 obo. 635-2126. 
1995 BLACK, Cavalier, 5 
speed, c/w, tinted windows, a/c, 
tape deck, one owner, good 
condition. Call Steve, 638-8939 
$10,500 obo. 
MUST SELL Price reduced. 
1985 Dodge Caravan. Seats 5. 
Grey in colour. Radio. Needs 
minimum work. $4500 O.B.O. 
638-8109. 
'89 TOYOTA Camry LE 4 door 
sedan. 5 speed, power locks 
and windows, cassette. $6,995. 
Call 638-8171 dlr#9662. 
'90 HONDA Prelude SR. Power 
sunroof, NC, 5 speed. $10,895. 
Call 638-8171 tilt#9662. 
'93 CHEW Lumina Euro Sedan 
V-6, auto, cruise, A/C, only 
66,000 km's. $13,995. Call 638- 
8171 dlr#9662. 
'93 HONDA Accord EX. Au- 
tomatic, NC, CD player, power 
windows, locks, mirrors, cruise. 
One owner. Excellent condition. 
$14,995. Call 638-8171 
dlr#9662. 
'93 HONDA Civic Sedan LX. 5' 
speed, AM/FM cassette, 1 own- 
er. $9,995, Call 638-8171 
dlr#9662..,...,: ¢ . 
1984 FORD CUBE VAN. 16' 
BOX, 460 ON PROPANE. 
GOOD CONDITION. ASKING 
$8500. PHONE 250-847-3653. 
1989 MAZDA B2200 cab plus 
pickup. Four cylinder auto. 
91000 kms. Includes C.D. play- 
er & snows. Well maintained. 
Great shape. $6950.00 O.B.e. 
635-8861. 
1990 CHEV/PU 3/4 ton 4x4 ext 
cab. Loaded, 6.2 diesel 4spd. 
Ac/pw/pL 635-7113. 
1990 FORD F150 4x4 5 speed. 
A]C, tilt, cruise, trailer hitch. 
90,000 km. Good running con- 
dition. Reduced to $5,100.00 
638-7780. 
1994 GMC 3500 dually 4x4 ext. 
cab SLE, 454 auto, gas/pro- 
pane. Loaded, 5th wheel pack- 
age, fibreglass boards. 632- 
6182 DN 5143. 
IMPORTS 
1995 GMC Jimmy. 69,000 kms. 
A/C, cruise, tilt, 4x4. CD player. 
Askin.q $19,000 obo. 638-1831. 
1996 GMC 3500dually ext cab 
SLT. 454-5 speed, leather, cus- 
tom canopy, stainless boards, 
loaded, warranty, mint. 632- 
6182 Ed or Brad DN5143. 
16 1/2 FRONTIER camper. 
Sleeps 4. Stove, oven, fridge, 
furnace, toilet. $1800. 1986 Ka- 
wasaki 200 dirt bike. Sea Ray 
boat inboard, 19' with trailer. 
(250)849-5463. 
1977 22' DODGE motorhome. 
Fully loaded. Air, shower, new 
carpet throughout, exc cond. 
Must sell. $8600 obo. 842- 
5870. 
1978 CLASS A motorhome. 
26'. Roof/air generator. Rear 
bedroom. Full bath. New interi- 
or. $15,500 O.B.e. 1-250-692- 
3683 or 692-3824. 
1984 20' Prowler travel trailer. 
Exc. condition. Awning. Asking 
$8000. 635-5569. 
1984 CHEV $10 Blazer 4x4 
and 1963 Starcraft Galaxy 24ft 
tent trailer. Both items for $6300 
o.b.o. 635.1620. 
19~88 SALEM Cobra 25ft 5th 
wheel travl trlr. C/W 15K tow 
champ hitch. Needs some work. 
Priced to selllll Don't miss out 
on this onelll Phone 638-0944. 
1996 8' FRONTIER camper 
(queen bed), Furnace, Frldge, 
Stove, Microwave, Hot Water, 
Flush Toilet, Shower, Etc, 
$10,500. 250-847-1713 after 
6pm. 
30' ALJO-ALLIANCE 5th 
wheel Double pull out, oak 
floors and dining tsbe. Fully 
loaded. $32,000 obo. 847-4845, 
30 FOOT park model trailer with 
2 expandos needs some work. 
This trailer is ideal for someone 
who needs a small place to live 
while building a home or would 
be great as a place of retreat at 
a lake. Asking $2500.00 O.B.e. 
Call 635-1326. 
TRIPLE AXLE 5TH WHEEL 
TRAILER WITH FLATDECK. 
21,00OLB CAPACITY. EXCEL- 
LENT CONDITION. ASKING 
$2800. PHONE 250-847-3653. 
WWW.BYLANDORSEA.COM 
INTERNET Recreational 
Advertising. Buy/Sell your boat, 
R.V., plane, lot or business 
$15/30 days, $40 until sold 
(includes picture). 1-250-287- 
2439. Fax 1-250-287-2447.h 
KEN'S 
MARINE 
Used Boat Trailer 
17'x20' galvanized 
1995 Yamaha 40 HP 
Iongshaft, comes with controls 
1982 Honda CXhO0 
Motorcycle 
Turbo, Mint shape 
'96 Yamaha 60 HP Enduro 
Outboard 
filler Handle 
Quick Silver 
l - -&ql  - -  J LL l !  - - - -  / ' t - -  ~["~=1-- I 
1991 Honda CR250 
NewTires 
Yamaha GP1200 
Water Craft 
Fastest Around 
Yamaha Grizzly ATVrs 
600cc 4x4 
m,.~ll :~rg ] ITIk'~ -~ '-,.- 
KEN'S 
MARINE 
4946 Greig Ave. 
Ph: 635-2909 
START YOUR own businessl 
40' houseboat. $18000.00. 
(250)721-2123. 
1977 DROI"r 40 excavator with 
digging bucket. Good running 
condition $10,000. 1973 Case 
Crawler 1150B, 8 way blade, 80 
percent undercarrige. Rebuilt 
transmission. Ex. cond. 
$30,000. 1-250-695-6440. 
1986 FREIGHTLINER logging 
truck with 1990 pull trailer. 
Ready to work. $28,000. 250- 
847-9672. 
1986 K.W. 1993 Peerless trail- 
er. Both in excellent condition. 
3200 hours on new motor and 
transmission. Has new rad., 4 
new batteries, new air seat, 
new exhaust.complete, H plate 
for 2 areas- logs and gravel, 
spare tire, many extras. 847- 
3368 or 847-4287. 
BADGER FORKLIFT, 2000 LB 
CAPACITY. GOOD CONDI- 
TION. ASKING $4950. PHONE 
250-847-3653. 
M.F. 245 Tractor only 280 hrs. 
c/w Allied Loader, snowblade. 
chains. $14,000.00 1-250-699- 
8507. 
FORD 5000 c/v front end loader 
with bucket, 3 point hitch 
$8000. Hale 2-horse trailer, 
$2500.3 ft off set disk, $1000. 2 
wheel swath turner, $350. Au- 
tomatic Bale Stooker, $400. All 
items in good working order. 
Call 250-699-6990 before 8 am 
or after 9 pm. 
LABRADOR RETRIEVER pup- 
pies: CKC registered yellows, 
blacks. Championship blood- 
lines. First shots, worming, vet 
checked. Guaranteed hip size. 
Ready to go July 20. $500. 250- 
379-2575 (Falkland). 
PURE BRED unregistered 
great dane puppies, blacks, 
harlequins, & boston. $350 to 
$450 1st shots, ready to go Aug 
lst/98. Call 635-5539 aft. 6pm. 
READY TO go first week in 
July. Unreg. toy poodle pups. 1 
black male, 1 black female. 
$350.00 firm. First shots, tails 
docked. New claws removed. 1- 
250-567-5001. 
TRANSFERRING. MUST sell 
beautiful german bloodllne fe- 
male reg. german shepard. 
Spayed. All shots. 2 year old. 
Will deliver. Paid $700 asking 
$300. (250)771-5710. 
FLAT COATED retriever pup- 
pies CKC registered champion 
bloodlines. Showing or obedi- 
encs. Very nice family dogs. 
Parents can be viewed. 
$550/ea. Available August 5th. 
Phone 1-250-547-6801. 
190. L IVESTOCK 
ROCKY ACRES agdmarketing, 
bonded livestock dealers, buy- 
ing and selling of all types of 
horses, purebred and commer- 
cial cattle, industrial and farm 
equipment. Phone or Fax 250- 
698-7692. rts 
www.canad iant i re .com 
Or Emai l  us at 
. www.cant i re . ter race@osg.net  
SAFEWAY 
I~ .~_~ www.safeway.com 
TAER E .,,,o.x. 
U ~  
www.terraceautomall.com 
www.ter racebu i lders .com 
TER "E TERSE 
terrace.automall@osg.net 
 ARD The Terrace Standard .etendard@kermode,net 
te r racebu i lders@osg,net  
Your  webs i te /emai l  address  
could be here! 
Contact  us  a t  638-7283 
i 
15' ZODIAC inflatable boat. Hy- 
palon fabric. Plywood floor 
boards. Rated to 65 H.P. Inflat- 
able keel. $950. 638-8088. 
16' EXTRA deep aluminum, 
newer 50 hp, new battery, new 
controls. Canopy, rebuilt trailer, 
great for work channel $4200. 
Call 635-5745. 
1987 21 1/2' Bayliner. 305 re- 
cantly rebuilt. Sleeps 4, alcohol 
stove, patti-patti, fishflnder, 
good condition. $23,000. 1-250- 
692-4380. 
1997 18 FT aluminum boat, 40 
hp Honda, trailer and fishfinder. 
$9500 or trade for larger boat. 
Burns Lake. 1-250-695-6954. 
2159 BAYLINER T~ophy. ve. 
OMC, two radios. Two 
sounders. Down riggers. An- 
chor. Spare Prop. $22,000. 
(250)964-6833. 
24 FT SeaRay Command 
Bridge Cruiser, 255 Mere, 
Cruiser 351 Ci, comes w/Tan- 
dem Trailer, G.P.S., V.H.f. CB,, 
Sniffer, flshfinder, rods, down 
riggers, life jackets, charts, 
swim grid, sleeps 4 or 5. Has 
toilet, needs nothing, ready to 
go, excellent condition, seller 
motivated. $18,000. 635-6352 
for more into. 
37' ALUMINUM cruiser, flying 
bridge 12 beam Volvo penta 
diesel motor, $40,000 or traka 
for machinery of equal value. 
Herring skiff 20'105hp Johnson, 
$9000 or trade? 2 Chev rebuilt 
450 C.I. Motors. 2 Volvo penta 
legs. 1.250-697-2474. 
37' ALUMINUM cruiser, flying 
bridge, 12' beam, Volvo penta 
diesel motor. $40000.00 or 
trade for machinery of equal 
value. Herring Skiff 20', 105hp, 
Johnson. $9000,00 or trade. 2 
chev rebuilt. 450 C.I. motors. 2 
volvo pants legs. 1-250-697- 
2474. 
FRONTIERSMAN CANOE. 16'. 
Nice condition. Comes with 2 
newllfe jackets and two pad- 
dles. $600.00 O.B.e. 635-5996. 
MARINE DIESEL 75 HP. chrys- 
ler ntssan reconditioned. 
$2500.00. 635-1679. 
l ~ ~ c ~ n ~  ~e #oo~t ~own ,qeadr~ 
a6id~s on atZYe~elk 
• Homeopathy ,Detoxification ,Preventative ,Nutritional 
,-Food Allergy Testing Programms Medidne Consultation 
• Vitamin & Botanical for appointments, call: 847-0144 
Supplmentation S~. 11-1188 Main St. Smithers, B.C. 
'] 'PIONEERsinceUPHOLsTERY1973 
FOR ALL YOUR UPHOLSTERY NEEDS 
Claudette Sandecki. 635-9434 
14.4 BAY 4-yr old mare, very 
affectionate, quiet broke, good 
pleasure horse, $1200. Older 
quiet mare, $800. Call Jessica 
842-6447. 
4 YEAR old breeding stock 
Paint mare. Started under sad- 
dle. Gentle, quiet, sire - B.C. 
Revenue Barlink. Dam - Scrib- 
btes Lady. Asking $3000. 1- 
250-698-7337 or 698-7885. 
5-YR old dark thoroughbred 
gelding, 15.3hh, schooled hunt- 
er and basic dressage. Wonder- 
ful on trail rides. Willing, quiet 
attitude, $3850. (250)847-4062. 
7 YEAR old," 16.2hh, Thor- 
oughbred x chestnut gelding. 
Pony Club, has C-1 Level. Ex- 
tensive english training. Good 
jumper, loads and trailers. 
$4400. 1-250-694-3564. 
ANGLO-ARAB MARE, chest- 
nut, 13 yrs, 14 hands, gentle 
fine disposition. Tack included. 
$3500. 847-2719 eves. 
FEED - oats, barley, prepared 
rations for all types of livestock. 
Clean seed oats, barley, high 
germination. Delivery available. 
Into and to order 1-250-694- 
3500 Southside Feeds. 
FEED OATS barley prepared 
rations for all types of livestock. 
Clean seed oats, barley, high 
germination. Delivery available. 
Into and to order 1-250-694- 
3500. Southside Feeds. 
HORSE PASTURE on Braun's 
Island complete with open barn 
and runninq water. 635-9102. 
LONE FIR - Hereford bulls. 
Good selection of quality polled 
bulls. Looking is free. View sire, 
dam & sibs. Priced for the com- 
mercial cattlemen (250) 690- 
7527 Ft. Fraser. 
PUREBRED ARABIAN mare. 
12 years old. 14.2 HH. Well 
trained english. Moves nicely. 
Trailers and handles well. Spirit- 
ed. Sweet disposition. Needs 
exp. rider. $1500. 842-5061. 
REG. 9 yr old 17hh Clydesdale 
mare. Balck and white, white 
stockings, producer of 7 healthy 
foals. Drives, logs. $1500. 1- 
250-695-6559. 
THE TACK STORE has moved 
to Hwy 16 in Telkwa. Now open 
Tuesday-Saturday, 10-6 p.m. 
Call 1-888-688-1566 or 846- 
9863. 
TIMOTHY, ALFALFA, Grass 
mix hay. Square bales, stored 
in barn, no rain. Also round 
bales. Excellent quality. Will 
trade for cattle. Phone 250-846- 
5504. 
RELOCATINGI RED Bird Flea 
Market. Effective July 18th. We 
will be at 3226 River Drive. 
Thornhill. 635-9702. 
FOUND BASEBALL glove at 
field behind Skeena Junior 
High. June 20th. Name inside. 
635-0833. 
FOUND- Ten-speed Sportster 
bicycle, in Thornhill, on Satur- 
day 27th June. Call R.C.M.P. 
638-7400 and quote file No. 98- 
3340. 
LOST BC iD card on Sat. June 
20th. Possibly at Grouchle's 
Beach. 635-1804. 
LOST: 1" wide silver native 
carved bracelet. Missing from 
picnic site, Lakelse Lake. Re- 
ward offered. 638-0052. 
LOST, BLACK with tan mark- 
ings, male cat. White feet. 
White mouth. Upper Thomhill. 
Black collar. "Wiggin" on tag. 
635-7776 or 635-9577. 
LOST- pet turtle. Approx. size 
of teenagers hand. 635-0762. 
4700 Block Hauflland. 
LOST: FEMALE long haired 
tabby cat. Missing from Boul- 
de=wood Trailer Court. 638- 
0052. 
MISSING, PINE Park, Thornhill: 
White, tan Himalayan cat. Blue 
eyes, mostly snow white. 
Name, Meeko. Generous re- 
ward offered. It is important that 
his eyes get his medicationl 
'Most important- this was a gift 
from Santa to a little girl" 638- 
2078. 
BC'S LARGEST Chatlinel Over 
4000 men and women call a 
day. Connect live or just listen. 
Call locally 310-chat. 18+ 
BC'S LARGEST chatlinel Over 
4000 men and women call a 
day. Connect live or just listen. 
Call locally 310-CHAT. 18+. 
IF ALCOHOL is the problem, 
many have found help with 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS. 
Phone 635-6533. 
LIVE PSYCHIC tell your future. 
Money, life, present, must be 18 
yrs. Call 1-900-830-2200 ext 
3137. 
SEEKING HONESTY, integrity 
and truth. Call our gifted 
psychics. Keisha, Brenda and 
Donna. Universal Connections. 
1-900-451-8814. 18 years + 
$2.99 per rain. 
PSYCHIC 
ANSWERS 
LIVE & PERSONAL 
RATED #1 IN  CANADA 
INAHLY LAYS TALK 
UVIE 1 ON 1 
Your Welcome 
Wagon 
Hostesses for 
Terrace, B.C. 
are: 
Elaine 635-3018 
Terry 635-6348 
Crystal 635-3531 
Gillian 635-3044 
If you have moved 
to Terrace or have 
iust had a new 
baby, or are get- 
ting married, or 
starting a new 
business, just ~ive 
one of US a ca.. j 
Desktop Publishing by Lee Burkitt 
Phone 638-0877 
• design and layout brochures, flyers, ads, menus, posters, etc. 
• scan photos, art work, loges for print or computer use 
~. j • design company loges, business cards, letterhead 
(~'~1 • small volume printing at affordable rates 
/ " ,  \ • business cards printed while you wait 
/ / ) . computer slide presentations 
Recover your health in a 
natural integrated way 
LIFg ENgRGYASSESSMENT 
Environmntal & Food Allugy Testing 
Aromatic Bodywork &Acuprcssurc 
Rcflcxology, Rciki, Hcrbology, Ear. Candling 
Frances Birdsell By Appointment 635-2194 
Natural Health Practitioner St. Malhew's Centre, 4506 l~kels~ Ave.,Terrace 
SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD. 
PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE 
Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to 
Terrace and relurn, and all points in between. Pick ~ 
up and delivery of goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and 
courier service. 
p.o. Box 217, stewart, B.C. 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
Terrace I)epok 635-7676 
i 
'97 Chrysler Inb'epid 
V-6, Auto, NC, Tilt, Cruise, 
Power Windows, Locks, 
Cassette 
was $19,995 now $18,995 
'97 Jeep Grand 
Cherokee 
6 cyl, Auto, NC, TiR, Power 
Window & Locks, Cassette 
was $33,995 now $29,995 
'96 Plymouth Breeze 
Auto, NC, Cruise Control, Tilt 
was $17,995 now $14,995 
'96 Chrysler Intrepid 
6 Cylinder, Auto., Cruise, 
Cassette/Stereo &more 
was $18,995 NOW $15,995 
'95 Dodge Ram Club Cab 
4x4 Laramie SLT 
V-8, Auto, NC,"flit, Cruise, Power 
Windows & Locks, Cassette 
Was $25,995 Now $23,995 
'95 Dodge Dakota SLT 
Clu5 Cab 4x4 
v.8, 5 speed, NC, Cruise, Tilt 
was $21,995 now $20,995 
'93 Dodge Club Cab 4x4 LE 
Delsel, auto, NC, Cruise, Tilt, 
power windows & locks, 
cassette, 
was $23,995 now $19,995 
'92 Dakota Club Cab LE 
4x4, NC, Auto, Cruise, Tilt 
was $15,995 now $14,995 
'94 Ford Mustang GT 
V-8, Auto, leather, a/c, cruise, tilt, 
power windows & lockS, 
27,000 kms 
was $19,995 now $17,995 
'96 Ford F~l~&~x4 
was ~ 1 6 , 9 9 5  
'95 Ford Escort GT 
5 Speed 
was $11.995 now $10,995 
'95 Ford Aerostar 
Ext, AWD, Fully Loaded 
$17,995 
'92 Ford F-150 4x4 
8 Cylinder, Auto, Cruise, 
Cassette/Stereo, NC, Tilt 
was $15,995 now $12,588 
'92 Ford Explorer 
"Eddie Bauer" 6 cyl, A/C, Auto, 
Leather & more 
$16,495 
'93 Chev 4x4 Extra Cab 
was $18,995 now $17,995 
'96 GMC 2500 
Extra Cab 4x4 
ve, Auto, a/c, cruise, tilt power 
windows & locks & more 
was $31,995 now $29,995 
'95 Chew Tahoe 2dr 
4x4 Sport, A/C, Tilt, Cassette, 
Power Windows & Locks, 
plus more 
was $29,995 now $25,995 
'94 GMC 4x4 
6 cyl, 5 speed 
was $18,995 now $17,995 
'92 Cbev 1500 Silverado 
V-8, Auto, NC, Tilt, Crulse, Power 
windows & locks, extra cab 
was $17,995 now $16,995 
'92 Chev Lumina 
6 cyl, loaded 
$10,495 
'97 Toyota Ray 4 
Only 25,000 kms, like new 
was $25,995 now $23,995 
'96 Toyota Tacoma 4x4 
Extra Cao 
was $21,995 now $20,995 
'96 Toyota 4 Runner 
V-6, 5 speed, Stereo Cassette, 
Power Locks 
was $30,995 now $29,995 
'96 Toyota 4 Runner 
Limited, V6, auto, leather, 
sunroof, loaded, 
was $42,995 now $36,995 
'95 Toyota 4Runner 
V-6, 5 speed, running boards 
was $27,995 now $26,995 
'93 Mazda 323 
4 cyl, Auto 
was $8,995 now $7,995 
'93 Mazda Pick-up 
5 speed, am/fm cassette 
was $9,995 now $7,995 
'92 Toyota 4 Runner 
6 cylinder, auto, cruise, tilt 
was $23,995 Now $21,995 
Partial List 
0nly Over 25 
More Pre.0wned 
Vehicles 
In $tockl 
@16 Hwy. 16 West 635.7187 
1-800-313-7187 DL¢ SgSS 
www, terraceautomall,©om 
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AREYOU SAFE? 
TERRACE TRANSITION HOUSE 
offers 24 hour safe sheller to 
women with or without children, 
You can call. Even just to talk. 
Battedng is not o.kl 
It is not o.k. for someone 
to hit you 
or push you 
or yell at you 
or scare you 
You can be safe. 
There are safe places. 
TERRACE TRANSITION 
HOUSE: 
635-6447 
24 HOURS A DAY 
' "I.. 
CURIOUS ABOUT Herbalife? 
Nutrition, weight loss, skin care 
products. Millions of customers. 
34 countries. Free consultation 
and support. Greyhound deliv- 
ery anywhere. Mary-Decker 
Lake, B.C. 250-698-7319. 
DO YOU need a licenced Bar 
Tender for 50 to 350 people? 
We do Weddings, and padles of 
all kinds. Reasonable rates, full 
table service available upon 
request, black tie or casual 
events, Call ~ for 
pricing and reservation 
information. 635-3763, 
DON'T PLANT your grassl 
High quality sod from Alberta 
delivered to anywhere-from 
Prince George to Prince Rupert. 
Very Reasonable price, any 
size order. Call 847-4083. 
I 
Bill & Val Karlsen 
are pleased to announce Lhe upcoming wedding 
of their daughter 
Kimberley Karlsen 
to 
Kensey Duarte 
son of 
Antonio & Carmen Duarte. 
The wedding isto take place on July 18th, 1998 
i 
!~2901B-~SINEss ' i  
OPPORTUN!TIES 
. GR.TJ~T BJRfftDAY & W' I~NG GIFTS. 
CATALOGUE COSTS ARE $ 6.00 EACH * ~,~ ~ ÷ 
TIC, DOC JOHNSON, SWEDISH EROTICA AND BENWA 
NOW CARRYING "PENIMAX" 
VISA • MASTERCARD • M.O.  
OPEN: 12 NOON TO 9 P.M. MOB. - SAT. CLOSED SUNDAY 
#2 - 3237 Kg~m SI~ TmTa~e, S.C VSG 2N4 
PH: |250) 638-1070 Fax: (250) 638-1021 TDLL FREE 1-888-638-1070 
: 240. ,BIRTHDAY~& 
~ANNIVERSARY 
• ' ,." . . , :  i :  " ' ; ;  
Happy 40th  
Deby! 
and Happy 21st  
Anniversary! 
Love~ . . . . .  
Rob Michael  and 
Lindsay 
[L'I L~ L~ Ul L'I ~ ~ MI ~ MI Ul Ul Ul Ul L'I L1 ~1 L1 L1 U 
th 
BIRTHDAY 
July 8 = 
ACME PEST CONTROL. Ants, 
wasps, other insects. Govern- 
ment licenced, bonded. 635- 
7929. 
CAPITAL DIRECT Lending 
Corp. Start saving $100's todayl 
To the Sweetest Little Girl 
in All The World 
Much Love 
Morn & Dad 
:Summer.Schedule:  Thank  You 
Our heartfelt gratitude 
to the Hospital staff 
for their efforts on 
Jason's behalf, to the 
community at large, 
who supplied moral 
support, hair cuts, gifts 
of food and flowers, 
and a special thanks to 
all who participated 
in the service. 
Thank you all for 
"being" there for us in 
our time of need. 
The  Thomson Fami ly  
Easy phone approvals. 1st, 2nd 
or 3rd mortgage money avilable 
now. Rates starting at 4.75%. 
equity counts, We don't rely on' 
ALUMINUM WORKS: Com- 
plete welding and mechanical 
repairs, from small engine to 
heavy duty, licensed heaw duty 
mechanic on duty. 535-6758 or 
635-7684. 
NATURE'S WAY Herbal Health 
Institute. Certified programs, 
Herbal consultant, Iridologist, 
Refiexologist, Reiki, Classroom 
& homestudy, Qussnel, B.C. 
Starting: September 96, HWHHI 
registered with, PPSEC. Tele- 
phone: (250)547-2281 Fax: 
(250)547-8911, 
CONSOLIDATE YOUR Pay- 
ments. One easy payment. No 
more stress. No equity-security. 
Good or Bad Credit. Immediate 
approval. Immediate relief. Na- 
tional Credit Counsellors of Ca- 
nada. For nearest office 1-888- 
777-0747. Licensed & Bonded. 
SMITHERS BASED TRUCK- 
ING COMPANY looking for full 
or partial backhauls from any- 
where in Albeda or Ssskatche. 
wan to deliver anywhere from 
Prince George to Prince Rupert. 
647-4033. 
WILL SET UP and maintain 
your small business bookkeep- 
ing requirements. 10+ yrs ex- 
perience. Excellent references 
upon request. Phone 635-9592 
or Email: manucomp@uni- 
serve.cam 
$$ GOVERNMENT PRO. 
GRAMS Information Govern- 
ment assistance programs in- 
formation to assist the start or 
expansion of your business and 
farm. Call 1-800-505-8866. 
$10,000 + per month. In home 
Freezer Food Co. with 12 year 
proven track record. Looking for 
self motivated person who is 
sales oriented to represent our 
company. Exc training package, 
Invest $39,900. Mr. Keefe 604- 
552-4249. 
49 YEAR old ex-president large 
corporation gives up 18 hr day 
career to work 18 hr week. 
Maintaining high 6 figure in- 
come and great lifestyle. What I 
do- anyone can duplicatel Call 
me: Ran Bidewell (604)9551-. 
2524. 
BARKERVILLE B.C. conven- 
ience store with living quarters 
and campsite. Vicinity of new 
"Destination Casino." Furnished 
buildings on four lots. Water 
and hydro. Owner retiring. 
$75,000. Phone (250)994-3201. 
BARKERVILLE B.C. conven- 
ience store with living quarters 
and campsite. Furnished build- 
://2.90. BUS NESS i :", 
; OPPORTUNITIES 
COMPLETE LAWN main- 
tenance service with equipment 
and customer list. Excellent op- 
portunity. Long established 
business only $19,900. Exclu- 
sive with Steve Cook. Coldwell 
Banker 1st Terrace Realty. 638- 
7144. 
ENTREPRENEURS DREAM! 
5-1OkJper month part time. Un- 
limited potential full time. Not 
mira, no meetlngsl Top training 
and support. 24hr recorded 
message. Phone 1-800-781- 
7048, ext #4469. 
FAMILY BUSINESS. 1-Hour 
Photo Shop next tO Zellers in 
busy Salmon Arm Mall. MLS in- 
ternet www. role.ca asking 
$264,900. Ph. Bob Dunn. 
Homelife Salmon Arm Realty. 
1-800-890-9166. 
FASTEST GROWING interac- 
tive marketing company from 
the States just expanded into 
Canada. No income ceiling. 24 
hr recordin~ 1-800-467-5352. 
FOR SALE 10 Placer Claims 
covering 5 km of McDane 
Creek, Liard Division. McDane 
Creek divides all claims. Good 
history on adjacent claims. 
Owner retiring. (250)635-6521 
or (250)635-4779. 
INTELLECT DATA Co. $2000 
every week from home[ Unem- 
ployed/pay cheque blahs? 
Proven bus. low & no cost start- 
up. W/huge returns. Time ltd. 
edition. Call now (Toll Free) 1- 
877-470-3377. H. Office. 
INTELLECT DATA Co. im- 
port/export surplus directory. 
Buy items far below wholesale 
pricesl great opportunity to 
make big $$$ Call now (toll 
free) 1-877-470-3377. H. Office. 
MOBILE REPAIR business 
serving Burns Lake to the 
coast. Excellent clientele base 
with numerous service and re- 
pair contacts. Reasonably 
priced with low overhead and 
good income. If you're mechani- 
cally inclined and want to be 
self-employed, here's the per- 
fact opportunity. Call 250-847- 
4236 eva,in,Is. 
MOTEL FOR sale. 24 unit mo- 
tel situated on prime property in 
Terrace, B.C. phone for more 
into. 250-632-5249. 
SALES EXECUTIVE. Flexible 
hours. No income ceiling. Mis- 
sion driven team. 24 hr record- 
inq 1-800-467-5352. 
WELL ESTABLISHED Exotic 
and Specialty Hardwoods 
Store. 6000 sq.fl, of retail & 
custom mill shop. Great poten- 
tial for further growthl Located 
on a busy main through fare. 
Existing lease to 2001. Inquire 
WANTED, CARPET SHAM- 
POOERS. Apply at 4718 La- 
zelle Ave. Friday July 10, 1998 
between 10am-Noon. 
WANTED 
L.E.J. International 
has an immediate 
opening for a 
Commercial 
~ansport  Mechanic 
Interested persons 
can drop off a resume 
Attention: 
Paul Monette 
LF, J International 
3467 Hwy 16 East 
,. Tar  Benders  
~;i Barlending Servkes 
¢. *Weddings and parties of all 
s kinds. 
*From 50 to 550 peop.le we 
custom deslgr!a package to 
suit)Ru.r neec is  
.Out ot town bookings welcome 
For more into 
Call Karen at 635"3763 
credit, incomeor age. Specializ- ingson fourlots. Water and hy- at 1-403-255-6044 or fax 1-403- Ce11.615-7052 
ing in the Cariboo. Call dro. Owner retiring. $75000. 255-6502. ' website @ ~f~i~!ii!~i~i:?~ii~i~!~:ii~i~:~i!::i:~:i!i~i:~ii~:!;i~i~;!iii:i!i:::i!i!i~;i!i:~!if~i;i~iiii~:~i~iii~:i:!::J!~!:~;~::!~i:.iii~i~i~i:::ii~:i:i~::i!~::~:!~i~::ii~!i~;~ 
Phone 250-994-3201. www.blackforestwood.com e- l l i i [  ~ 
erl/8001525"7747 anytime. B r O k - a n d  lender fees may apply. ~ U N " N ' ~ o n  mail @ blackforest  show wave ca li 
theWWW. HaveanonlJnecom- I SATELL ITF  $ ' I "STE ,~S 
NOTICE TO owners of private puter and digital camera? Want- li:J ~ S~NOIN ~ ~ w 
land with timber. We buy land ed agent for recreational inter- ll;~l t,\\\/If-~::~ aerm~UNMa~ 
with timber of just timber. Top net business. Contact Rick at liil ~v /~ j  I p N IB~.~ PR=O~.~,IN: 
prices paid for good quality tim. bylandorsea,com or fax 1-250- l!~i~::il '~ / / J~  ~ ~ ~n 
ber. We can also market your 287- 47. 
timber for asmall percentage or ~ ~  APPROXIMATE EXECUTIVE I;;i~il ~ nr~BSFO~VU&SUXaIOiOE 
fee. For into call collect 1-250- ~ ; ~ : ~ ~  ~ earnings from homel Not MLM. I!~i!ill J,P'~'~ r=" lnf~m¢~i~ call K=mm 
562-9294. Central Interior Tim- L~?~~:L~.~3 ~ Product Education. Endless liiiilJ ~ TERRACE, BC 250"638"0315 
ber Marketing. 
:~ The 
"~'~ Healing Rose 
i~ l '  Susan Moroney 
"-\ o~ Pr~ 
I:i~ i i!!~i~i~ ~i l i  ~ i~ : iiii:: !ik%~ii ii': ~::! !i:. ;:iii!~i ::~i~:':!iiii~iii~!~ !~ii i !~ii;:;;:: i i 
Iiii!i!: i !iN  !!iiii 
Rose dhtlns aI~o11~ lm. 
Byes  Mo~ 
~ Looking for '~ 
Child Care? 
Skeena Child Care Res0urce and 
Referral has information on 
child care options and on 
choosing child care. 
Drop by The Family Place 
at 4553 Park Ave. 
or call 638-1113. 
Skeena CCRR is a program of the 
Terrace Woman's Resource Centre 
and is funded by the Ministry tor 
Children and Families. 
! • 
LWING AIR 
Canada's most successful 
iJ QUEENSWAY 
!J LEATHER & TACK SHOP 
:i ,4493 Queensway Dr. Thomhill, B.C. VSG 3X2 
(250) 635.7721 
:~10~n Tues. to Sat. 1 o.m. to 5 p.m. 
Ideo franchise has an 
exceptional buelness 
opportunity for you. With no 
~ranchlse f e and proven 
success," this Is an Ideal way to 
become part of the exciting, 
mulU-biltion dollar video 
business. . 
We offer a complete t~'tnkey 
bus lneu ,  on-Mte trelnlng, 
ongoing eupport, end 
financial assistance. 
Gone Hollywood has an 
excellent location now 
available In Smithers, B.C. 
Call Gone 
t ~  Hollywood Today 
- - ~ ,  1-800-567-7710 
FOR AFTER HOUR SALES PLEASE CALL 
Pacific Cotton Candy 
~ ~ ~ .  Bayard Birthday Pmlles 
~~~_~.  e~n= . ~,~ 
~ .  SwUng Events 
~ ~ t "  Fund ReJsers 
~ ~ ~  Community Events (private/public) 
~~'~'~.  Popcorn & Steamed Hot Dogs 
Contoch Jeff Town 
3675 Walnut Dr. Terrace 
Ph: (250) 635-3259 Fax: (250) 635-0186 
ii!i! ;iil;~!:~ ;.!i :: !i : i:;!i :iiiii! i;~! iii:i.ii!!;;:~:: ::. ;.!i ;::ii~i;: h ::: :;iF:ii~ ~:: i:i i: !: i i i  ;:;:~i :::!::~:;ii:i:;;::: :i i'~:i~:i !;i:ill:: :~;ii;i 
Absolu e oo:e_ I Your WhoIeChiIdis 
Our Whole 6uslness TM 
Fun educational toys, books, 
AII Breed [ ~ Pet and gamesandawardwlnnlng 
Pet Greemer ~ ~j~r  l ~ Home Care software. Over 300 products, 
" from birth to adult. Home 
parties & catalogue orders. 
Jayne Bury Representative: Karen D. Hatzl 
ph, =~9t63 Phone: 250-638-1866 Reasonable Rates Fax 635-0130 
i:u/: 
DON'T PAY FOR A TOW, JUST CALL "JOE" S¢ ~-'~-'t" * COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHY Autamollve, Med. Duly Trucks, RVs, Hadeys, 
A'rVs, Pressure Washing, Jump Starts F ~ • CUSTOM FRAMING 
At home, at work, or on the side of the road 
Enclosad trailer with winch I 6 3 5 - 3 2 0 4 1  
JOE MAgNOWSlQ Ph./hx (250) 638-0352 FAX 635-1377 AL & NAN RICHARDSON 
4913 SCOIT AVENUE, TERRACE, B.C. VSG 2B7 
Leads/Fantastic Support. 24 hr, 
1 min. message- 1-800-497- 
6822. OianneR.(B.C.). ,,u-,°*ar';"h* ' 
CERTIFIED COMMERCIAL 
transport technician required, Det~alin& Parl2Renlnls 
must have dlesal engine experi- Wedd ings  & Spec ia l  Events  
once, must be willing to re- .Deco~ .BsdobleMcwJ~ne 
locate to Houston. Please fax ,C,~es "Arc~ 
resume to 845-3427 or call "~trepi~eJ . ~  
John at 845-2212 for more in to ,  "F lou~l~ts  .Ll&bls 
CERTIFIED DENTAL Assistant: ' t~ ,~: ) '4 '~)~:~.~ 
Progressive practise requires a 
highly motivated, team oriented, 
caring individual wha is commit- 
ted to excellence. Competitive 
wages and benefits based on 
qualifications and experience. 
Apply to: Donna Graf, 200 - 
4619 Park Ave. Terrace, B.C, 
V8G lV5 Phone 250-635-7811. 
Northern Hearing 
& Safety Training 
WCB OFA LEVEL 1 
July 18 
Aug 7 Aug, $75 
WCB TRANSPORTATION ENDORSEMENT 
July 25 
Aug22 $75 
WCB LEVEL 3 
July 13- 24 
Aug10-21 S595 
WHMIS (Also via computer) 
July23 $50  
TRANSPORTATION OF DANGEROUS GOODS 
July24 $100 
For groups A( 6 .or mlzre we can ,~pecialize 
a aare re suit your neem. 
Air purification systems 
for the home or office. 
Harness the power of a 
thunderstorm for indoor 
air environments up to 
2,500 square feet. 
Portable units use ozone" 
and negative ions. 
Your Independent Living 
Air Distributor is: 
Fresh Air Indoors 
Phone: 635 .4395 
Fax: 63542:1 .6  ~ ~  , ,~  ~,~..._- T'B r r r l l T  
Rre Suppression SlO0 $200 
lPaffic Control $150 
Failing & Bucking $200 
Chainsaw Safety $200 
Misty River Tackle, Hunting & Grocery 
~ . Hunting • Fishing 
• Camping • Groceries 
We have it all/ 
Hours: Monday To Saturday 6am - 11pro 
Sunday 7am - 11pro 
. 5008 Agar SL,Tmace, B.C. 
Ph: 638-1369 Fax: 638-85001-800-314-1369 
NEW SERIflCE!! 
WCB Audiomet~c HearingTesting Is/Vow Mobile. 
Phone to book a date at your site. 
: PHONE: 1250) 6: 5:5500:' FAX:..1250} 635:5524 
DMNE CANINE 
~ D'aLNA BIM]PSON 
PROFES:IONAL PET GROOMING 
PI-IOvl~. ,. (250)635-7856 
FAX. (2501 638-1880 
-ICBC Claims -Safely Glass -Plate Glass 
-Insurance Replacements -Screens 
Russell Billson Phone 638-0912 
5504 Uoyde Ave. Fax 638-09t6 
• r. . . .  B /', r i o / " .  4Bz  r_ll £1£ A~J I  
JANP_..'I::i HE I UALL~HY 
Ill I 
JANE TURNER ,1!:11 Balance Fashions I:: ~. 
~, !!i 
ffeeplckupanddellvery /11  ToseeBaJance'shgendarycothng ne I 
PLUS Original Pet Portraits ~ ,, !: I call me today I:: • v; 
':" ............................................................ Ii ' :~P~NIE YARDMAINTENANCE .... : 
I u.J. ~rwE.%tw~,~ or w,,mouw uJ.~ 114 mowing, clean-up rotor#ling, mulching 
~ermm¢l Imrtenoers I I  thatching, snow removal exterior washing 
liiil (houses & mobile homes) building flower beds 
Let us organlze your next party, lii!l R h . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . .  I:~l O Laplante #le - 4625 Graham Ave. 
for DOOKIngs Call Paul lsDrun a| liiiJ (280) 635.9216 Terrace, B.C. 
. !!i V8G :La,7 
638 8813 H AlSO SERVING KITIMAT 
I 
i i ~ 
' 320' woRK 
. . . .  WANTED il , 
1118 Sign ~ Excellence 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR re- COMMUNICATIONS TECHNI- Requires a 
qulred. Nenqaynl Treatment CLAN, Multi-Branch national 
Centre. You are an energetic, communication dealer has L icenced Techn ic ian  
serf determined professional immediate openings for senior 
with a deeply embedded pas- bench & field technicians for Please provide a handwritLen cover letter 
siGn for promoting First Nations their Richmond BC location, 
Health and Well Being. You are Qualifications must Incluc~e with  a copy of drivers abstract and 
fully conversant with and active, several years experience with resume to: 
ly respond to First Nations is- motorolla products. Above aver. 5130 A Highway 16 West, Terrace, B.C. 
sues and you have a strong de- age compensation for right Indi. 
sire to serve as a visionary vlduais reply In confidence to (250) 635-4344 Fax: (250) 635-4354 
leader with a goal of achieving Chds Ellis, Canadian Electron- 
breakthrough results in eddic. Ics Corporation #1123-20600 
lions treatment. Possessing a West Minister Hwy., Richmond, ADULT SPECIK  EDUCATION DE~T~NT 
solJd background of knowledge B.C., V6V 2W3. Fax 604-273- 
of cutting edge treatment for al- 6982. IN~I~U~ONAL ASSlST~]T 
cohol, drugs and inhalant abuse MOTEL MANAGER required 
you have demonstrated several for 25 units in Terrace. Duties Terrace B.C 
years of past success in the de- includes managing staff, rsser- 
vaiopment and delivery of ira- vations, etc.. Wage package in- TheAdult Spatial Education Department of Northwest Community College 
practful residential treatment cludes on site accomodattons in Terrace requiresan InstructionalAssistant i lhe Workplace Skills 
services. Personally you will plus salary based on experi- Tralning Program for studentg with cognitive disabillties. This posltion is a 
see yourself as a hands on ad- enos. Suitable for a seml-retired temporary part-time (21 hours per week) commencing August 31,1998 and 
terminating March 31,1999, with tuB possibility of extension. The salary will 
mlnlstratorwho fully recognizes couple, References required, be in accordanca wlth the college Agreemant with the BCGEU Support 
the virtue of participative team Reply to file #117 c/o Terr Stan, Staff scale, Level Six. 
work and leading by example. 3210 Clinton V8G 5R2, Terr 
FJnally, you will be particularly B.C. ~ Under the direction of the Instructor, the Instrudional Assistant will 
attracted to the extraordinary NEED CAREGIVER for two assist students with off campus assignments; model work skills and work- 
challenge of building local, pro- children ages 3 1/2 and 18mths, related behaviour at the work site; provide job coaching; obtain, set up or 
vinciai and national credibility of Must be energetic and reliable, prepare equipment and instructiopal resources; assist Individuals or small 
a evolving First Nations Treat- Wage and schedule to be dis- groups with various learning assignments, including a tutor-role following 
ment Centre located in Williams cussed. Phone 635-0181. the Instructional plans. The Instructional Assistant will also be involved in 
Lake, B.C. Preference will be arranging work placement sites. 
given to First Nations applic- REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY, 
ants. Please respond in con- caring, reliable, home support ~ Strong organizational, interpersonal and communication (written and 
fidence to: President, Nanqayni worker to do part time weekend oral) skills; ability to maintain confidentiality and use discretion in dealing 
Treatment Centre Society, Box and possibly some weekdays with students and records; Initiative and ability to work well without super. 
2529, V2G 4P2, Williams Lake, for a male quadraplegic at vision. The successful applicant will have an attitude and philosophy which 
B.C. $16.00 per hour. Call 635-1279. will promote and foster independgnce instudents. 
ENUMERATORS WALK for TRAVEL TEACH English: 5 
$$$ now. Update your Ter- day 40 hour August 5-9. TESCL Oualificetions:lsecial Service Worker Certificate or equivalent educational 
race/Kitimat City Directory in teacher certificate course (or background. Experience in,the field of adult special education. A valid B.C. 
your home area. No selling. No correspondence) 1000's of jobs driver'sllcenseanduse.ofavehidearsrequired. 
experience necessary. Paid availablel Free into pack 1-888- We thank all applicants for their interest, however, only those selected for 
weekly. Approx 3 weeks work 270-2941. an interview ill be contacted. Resumes should be submitted by July 17 to: 
starting approx. July 6. Prepare POSITION AVAILABLE: Fully 
to work min. 32 hrs/week. Apply trained collision repair technl- Competition 98.0809 
In writing giving street address, clan for the largest shop In the Director, Human Resources 
phone number, etc. to BC Di- Okanagan. This flat rate posl- Box 726, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4C2 
rectories, file no 118 C/O Tar-" tion will be of interest to a well 
race Standard 3210 Clinton motivated professional. Fax re- NORTHWEST COMMUNITY  COLLEGE 
street, Terrace, B.C. V6G 5R2. sume to: 250-545-2260. 
=.1 
HELPING THE WORLD J WANTED- a person who is 
[.: flexible, dependable, and caring 320. WOR K ; / 
WRITE_.,~NOW I'~ with a nursing background or a WANTED " : : 
~ I health care certificate, tO work ' ' ' . . . .  " 
J~c  o o e I casual hours, Monday to Fdday. s¢~.~r~c~o~ I Apply at Terrace & District EXPERIENCED CARPENTER, NEED CUSTOM built home, 
Richard Thornton Construction framing, concrete work or reno- 
,~ ,~.~o~gwo,u  j Community Services. 635-5135. available for renovations, re- vations? Call Edan Construc- For nlorm tion, c0111.800-661-£6~3 , . . 
" pairs or new construction. 20 tion. 635-1926. 
 STuRCron(s)  rsexpsdsnce Ca,,6386526 1167c CASE ELLER bun0her RESOURCES FRAMING CONTRACTOR for hire. Experienced with all 
Te ] [~ J .ce  B ,C ,  available. Free quotes for tram- types of logging. Owner opera- 
Northwest Community College has an opening for temporary instructor(s) in ing and concrete foundations, tor with 10 years experience. 
30 years experience. Call 635- Call 250-392-6328 after 6:00 
Terrace for the fall and winter 1998 terms. The salary will be in accordance with 1926 or cell phone 635-0341, pm. 
theCollegeAgreementwiththeBCGEUInstmctorscale. HOME IMPROVEMENTS. Ex- BAR TENDER, We specialize 
SeptembertoDesember1998 perienced carpenter will do in organizing and catering to 
NRES 140 Rsh and Wildlife-45 houm work in all aspects of construc- your every need when it comes 
Chamntedstics of fish and wildlife spades and their habitat hroughout the tion. Concrete, framing, siding, to Bar Service. We will custom 
Northwest. Impacts of natural an dman-made distrubanees on habitat and devel, etc. Workmanship guaranteed, design a package to suit your 
opment management options which incorporate biodivemity. Terrestrial and Call 638-8210. needs, from full Bar service to 
aquatic invantory techniques and surveys will be conducted. MOVING? TRUCK and 24' trail- working with in your budget, We 
will help to give you and your IRM 280 Rsh Biofoev and ManaGement- 60 houm er enclosed, will protect your 
Methods and practice of fish management including on.site analysis of f ish goods across town or across guests an event to remember. 
managementpmblemsassodatedwithrasourceextraction, country. Will assist, or load for For more Information please 
IRM285Wildlife BloloavandManaaement:60houm you. Reasonable rates. Call call Tar Benders at 635-3763. 
Methods and practice of wildlife management Including field study of manage- 635-2126. 
merit issue arising from natural and Industrial disturbances to habitat and 
population. 
. . . . . .  Jonuery te.~z4/1999 . . . . . . . . . . . .  I . .~ .~;~, .  
FRST461LcoScaltna-60houm ~ "" ' : 
Tope swill include sealing regulations, Uck Scaling, log grading, weigh soale 
sampling, and residue and waste aun~eys. 
A mlnlmuffi of 8 Bachelor's degree (prefer graduate ==el) in Forestry, Biology or ~lv~~~(A r t. & Design Graduate) 
other elsted isciplines combined with Industry or Instructional experience °r an ~ "  ~k ~E -o ,~ '~r ' .~ .~ ~ 
equivalent combination ofeducation and work experience, Knowledge of and 
Inters will be contacted, Resumes hould be sent by July 17,1998 to: 
Com petition 98,059B ~ Y/MA Brosdway Ave. Smlthenk B.C. ~' ~- i '~  V0~ 3PO 
Director, Human Resources . , 
Box 726, Terrace, B.C. VSG 4C2 (Facility Inspected by a Public Health OJ~cer) 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
i ,i i 
N ws  .,s N e t w o r k C I a s s i f i e d s ..t .ORT.E WEE  OFJULY 6, 1998 
A $ $ 0 ¢ I A t I 0 N Thoseadseppearlnapproxlmatelyl07 (~O(~i~l  for25words To place an ad call 
BrltL~ Cslsmtla =a~ ¥a~a, community newspapers In B.C.and Yukon ~- . . ,~,~ ~/$  6.00 each this paper or the BCY- 
end reach more than 3 million readers. 1 addltionalword CNA at (604) 669-9222 
AUTO BUSINESS EDUCATION LOANS EMPLOYMENT 
*NEW & USED* Car/'rruck OPPORTUNITIES BE A SUCCESSFUL CALL THE LOAN OPPORTUNITIES 
Financing. No turn downsl TRAVEL OPPORTUNITY OF WRITER. Wrlta for money ARRANGERI Secured or un- BRITISH COLUMBIA AND 
Good credit, bed credit, no THE MILLENNIUM Discover end pleasure with our unique secured Personal Loans to YUKON COMMUNITY 
credit, even bankrupt. No one why Travel Professionals home.study course. You get rescue you from hlghmonthly NEWSPAPER ASSOCIA- 
International Is the only way Individual tuition from profas- payments. Low rates. TION EXECUTIVE ASSIS- 
walks away, everyone drives to enter the travel Industry. siGnal writers on'all aspects Comfortable Payments. Call 1.604.844-2517 or 1-604- TANT. The British Columbia 
awayl Minimum $1000. Canadian company wlth legal of writing-romances,short 220-1207. and Yukon Community 
down. Stsve/Chrlst]ne 1-809- registration expanding In BC. 
514-1293. Minimum Investment $7500. stories, radio and TV scripts, MANUFACTURED HOMES Newspapers Association Is 
Financing available. 1-800- articles and children's tories, seeking a well-rounded pro- 
SACRIFICE- DIESEL or Gas 799-ge10,tplone@tpl.~. Sand today for our FREE OWN YOUR OWN manufec- fesalonal to work with the 
4x4 Club.Cabs, Ouad Cabs . BOOK. Toll Free 1.800.267. tured home lot In Sundre, BCYCNA Executive and 
on Duals, Crew-Cabs. COTTONELLE,3 Distributors 1829. Fax: 1-613-749-9551. Alberta. 50 lots remaining. 
needed In your area. Launch The Writing School 3046-38 6,700 sq.ft, ($17,928.) to Board topromote our organl- 
Loaded Diesel ee low as brand new produetl $60- McArthur Ave, Ottawa, ON 13,400 eq, ft, ($25,000.), zat]on and to provide a high 
$575/month. with 2000 Trade g0K/year potential, Minimum Please call the Sundre Town level of service to tts roam- 
or Down, No Down Required, Investment $6000. gueren- KILSR2. Office 403-638-3551, fax bars. You will be responsible 
Save-Blow-Out Prices. Many teed. Free audio/video pack. COUNSELLOR TRAINING 403-636-2100 or emall: sun- for the operation and man- 
Kozak - 464-3941. age. f-600-600-2899. Institute of Canada offers on- tire@act.net, agemont of the BCYCNA of- 
BUILDING SUPPLIES GREAT CANADIAN Dollar campus end correspondence MOBILE HOMES rice end its staff located In 
GRANITE, MARBLE, Slate Store franchise opportunity, courses toward a Diplomaln and ceramic tiles el rock bet. $65,000.-$75,000. Invest- Counselling Practice to begin QUALITY MANUFACTURED Vancouver, The successful 
tom prlcua. $1,000,000 of In- ment (Including etook), this month. Free catalogue, usedH°meSslngleLtd' ASkandaboUtdoubleOUr candldateground In willnewspapersneve e beCk.or a 
Member of Cenedlafl call24hrs 1.600-665-7044. wldee. "We Serve - We related field with a solid un. 
ventory at unbelievable Franchise Asancletlon, P,O. EMPLOYMENT Deliver', 1.800.339.5133, derstandlng of the business 
prloas: M~'blo from 50 cents, Box 250, Victoria, BC, VBW OPPORTUNITIES DU/6813. and have exceptional com. 
slate $1,50, granite $4,95 2N3, Fax 250-388.9763. RANCH COOK AND CLEAN-  PERSONALS munlcallon end strong ergo- 
and ceremlo from g5 cents. WANTTO BUILDA Flnenolal ER needed for 4 seasons KNOW YOUR Fate In '98. nizatlonal skills, You know 
Cerco/Quedra Stone, #300- Ptannlng Business? Supped. wilderness guest ranch 4 1/2 Truth, honesty and wisdom the importance of customer 
2550 Boundary Rd,, Training, Compliance, W.H, hours north of Vancouver, onromance, careersnd daily service, You're past experi- 
Burnaby~ VSM 3Z3. Phone: Stuart & Associates 1.800. Ffr positions, Available Ira- crisis. Genuine psychical 1- ence and general business 
(604)436.7789, 6 B 8 - 1 7 1 6 , mediately, Call (250) 238- g00.461-8778, 24hr$, 18+ knowledge allow you to build 
www.whstuart.¢om, 'The 2274, ~2.g9 per mln, I.C.C, 
BUSINESS Fastest Growing Independent strong relationships with the 
OPPORTUNITIES Financial Ptsnnlng Company GREAT ENVIRONMENT - ASHaROVE CHRISTIAN community newspapers 
DASH IN/CASH OUT in Canada'. .. Lakes, fishing, hunting, out- S I N G L E 8 . throughout BC and to under- 
Coke,Pepsi, Hostess, M&M. MEDICAL BREAK- door activities plus a modern Companionship/marriage. stand the Issues and trends • • Ages 18-85. Single, wld- 
Re-stock ealabltshed unique THROUGHI Aging 18 now an fully equipped dealership for 
vendors In your area. No soil- option, HGH can reverse the e licensed technician with All°Wed'ecrouadlv°rced'oanede.Statep.o.ege'Box th thetabllltyaffeCttothem'deal wlthY°Usev ralhave 
Ing, Full-time, part.time, aging proceua 10-20 years, Ford experience preferred. 20S, Chase, B.C. V0E 1M0. proJects or ltems and achieve 
Minimum Investment Sleep better, lose fat, build Excellent remunereUon, ben- Free Infernal]on, 1-250-679- constructive results. You un. 
$18,g80, 1-888.503.8884 muscle, enhance sexual eflte, relocation assistance, 3 5 4 3 derstand financial manage- 
(24hours I member B.B,B. pleasure, Free tape, 1-800- Apply In confidence to: Brtsn www.bewebeltes.comleer-" ment and how to work within 
.67'/.0860, Dunn, Qerend Jones, vlcas/Ashgrove, a budget. You provide lead. 
$15g,000/YR POTENTIAL as ,EDUCATION Monehan Ford, High Prairie, REAL ESTATE erehlp working with the Board 
an Information broker. 403-523.5000. Canada's fastest growing H E L I C O P T E R WORLD WIDE REAL ES- on Implement]nglnltiatives In 
LOGQING/811vloulture FOR 8ALE MISC, TATE Advertising for less e punclual fashion. You have 
Franohlae, Ex¢ludve oppor- Training, Man and women • SAWMILL $4895, SAW than $1 a dayl BC experience In aupervlslng of. 
tunlty. Profit from "the year train for exalting, hlgh peyfng LOG8 INTO BOARDS, Homeeallers Network toll flee staff, assigning responsl- 
2000 bug', employment end careers In growth sectors of planks, beams, Large caped- free: 1.888.248-5581. Buying bllitiee ta them with the ability 
computer based training, 1- the forest Industry, W.C.B, ty. Best sawmill value any- or selling, check our site: to develop theft skills, We 
888-879.2201, 'WorkaBle' recognized train- whel'e. Flee Information 1- www.bchomesallers,com, offer a competitive compen- 
Ing, Private Poet.secondary 800.500-88gg, Norwood TRUCKS aation package commensu. 
CHRISTIAN MINISTRY/ inailtutlon, Job placement as-" Sawmills, R,R.2, Kt]worthy, 0 DOWN O,A.C Guaranteed rate wlth experience. If you 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY. sleten¢e. I H-L Training 
Join growing network of Institute Ltd.(250)897.1188. OntedoPOE 1a0. oredlt approvals. Trucks, have what we're looking for 
Christian Franchises. Serve " TRAMPOLINES FACTORY 4x4'e, crew cabs, diesels, please mall or fax your re. 
the Lord end your A CAREER CHANaE? Train to be en Apartment/Condo DIRECT, 8plash, bouned, sport utilities. Rape'e, broken eume end e covering letter 
lessee, J~eevy duty equip- by July 10 to: FrankTeakey, 
Coffimunlty, Protected territo- Manager. Many Jobs-All mega bounce, Pat=, repairs, ment, Take over payments, c/o The NOW Community, 
dee. InVestment required, ereeel Free Job pls0ement all makes, gbaler Inqulrleg. Free delivery, Cell The 
81GNJFIDANT R01, Training uaietanca, 17 yeats el sue- 1.soo.ee~.==st, Visit our Untoueheb Be. now, 1-800- 788g 132nd Street, Surrey, 
& euppert, Call 1.800-693- easel For Into/brochure 881- webelte | t  g0S.307S, Vancouver s27. B.C., V3W 4N2, Fax: (604) 
7S28.  6450/1.800.005-8339,RMTI, www,trampoUne,¢~n, 77~. ~ 572.6438. 
] 
PAINTER 15 years experience. 
interior/exterior. Low Rates for 
seniors. Free Estimates. We do 
it ri.qht oncel Call 635-3783. 
RESIDENTIAL OR commercial 
cleaning service. Hourly or dai- 
ly. Flexible. $12.50 hr. Will pro- 
vide own supplies for residen- 
tial. Will do ironing. Senior dis- 
count. 638-8783. 
SUNFLOWER CHILDCARE 
Centre (licensed facility), 2903 
Kerr St. will be open during the 
summer months from June 29- 
Sept. 4/98 and Js accepting ap- 
plications for full time and part 
time childcare. Call 635-1512 
for more information. 
TERRACE DAY Care, 3425 
Kalum has full/part time spaces 
available. Please call 635-3424, 
TUTORING, 1998 Caledonia 
Honous Graduate. Available for 
all courses to grade ten. Ref. 
avail. Call 635-7106. 
-J3 G  
NOTICES ; 
B.C. LIVESTOCK Co-op Ranch 
& Farm Equipment Auction 
Sale, Saturday July 1 lth, 11 am 
at the Kamloops Stockyards. 
For more information call B.C. 
Livestock 573-3939. 
BEANIE BABY Show. Sat. July 
11th, 10am-4pm. Croatian Cul- 
tural Center, 3250 Commercial 
Drive, Vancouver. Adults $5. 
Kids $1. Into (604)253-6727. 
Camp Caledonia' We have 
camper spots leftl July 3-9 
(ages 12-15), July t2-17 
(ages7-9), July 19-25 (ages 10- 
12). More into? 250-846-5476 
(Judy) 250-638-1990 (Susan). 
EQUIPMENT AUCTION Satur- 
day, July 11, 1 p.m., 2828 
Longhill Road, Kalowna, 
features truck MTO Pitman 8 
ton crane. 1976 Western TA 
dump truck. 1988 Melroe 743 
bobcat. 1980 GMC dump truck. 
One ton service truck. 8'x16' 
jobsite office trailer. Portable 
100 CFM air compressor. Weld- 
ers, tools, fuel tanks, construc- 
tion level, power chain saws, 
Honda washer. John Ritchie, 
Auctioneer. 861-3377. 
NEW DRIVING range. Hwy 16 
West. New Remo. Open dally 
1:00-9:00 p.m. 
I co~NzTY  
I 
I Stmday,~..~!¢ r ic o~I~: 45 
! A,t '~ .~11 ~jz~,u~i  Ha]! 
Teees & Ad~t ~ible Classes 
St~d~y's Cool C]~ F~ ~es 2.12 9:3( 
co,,~ ~ . . . . . .  • .... %.~; ~.o.p. 
AdUltc ~"~"S P~r- "~6~- "~'~M~~'lld'w~ckl]]lUlc St~di. e~
T~Zdays e~0-1~IL.CO o=- y 
~stgr  ~ookcr  
Christ Lutheran 
Church 
3229 Sparks St. 
Sunday Worship 
11 am 
The little church 
in the heart of the 
horseghoe. 
Pastor Terry Simonson 
635-5520 
z~NIRVANA METAPHYSIC 
& HEAUNG CENTRE 
i!;i!i!i!!iiiiiNe ':'i! !!!!)ii iii 
Starts July 13 
Cottonwood Centre 
7:30 pm Outlines Available 
At Both Our Locations 
Variety of Topics 
Open To All 
$10 Fee 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, July 8, 1998- B9 
The Skeena Valley Fall Fair 
is now taking applications for 
Concessions 
and the 
Beer Garden 
for the 1998 Fall Fair, held 
September 5 - 6 
Written applications should be addressed to: 
Skeena Valley Fall Fair Association 
PO Box 495 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4B5 
Or for more information phone Sandra at 6380322 
*Beer Garden applicants are responsible for liquor 
licence and garden security. 
~OPJ:J'L~H ESTABLISHMENT OF RECREATION ='=r~ [JJMBIA TRAILS AND OBJECTIVES 
Notice is hereby given that pursuant to Section 6 (1) and Section 6 (3) of the 
Forest Practices Code of British Columbia Act, the following areas are established 
as MinistP/of Forests recreation trails, effective January 31, 1998, and obJecth/es 
are to be established, effective July 6, 1998. 
American Creek Recreation Trail (900-0964) 
Bemite Mountain Recreation Trail (900.0530) 
Big Cedar Recreation Trail (900-6459) 
Hal Lake Recreation Trail (900-3549) 
Ore Mountain Recreation Trail (900-0996) 
Sleeping Beauty Recreation Trail (900-0645) 
Thomhill Mountain RecreaUon Trail (900-0585) 
Copies of the establishment order and the order establishing the objectives, and 
a map showing the location and the boundaries of the site and/or trail will be avail. 
abls for viewing at the following Forest Distdct and Regional office. 
K~um Foi'est Distdct Pdnce Rupert Forest Region 
Ken Newman Gemj Pinkerton 
5220 Keith Avenue 3726 Alfred Street 
Terrace, British Columbia Smithere, BritTsh Columbia 
(250) 638-5100 (250) 847-7500 
B.D. Downle, District Manager, K~um Forest District. 
School District 82 (Coast Mountains) 
is requesting sealed tenders for the place- 
ment of the foundation for the School 
District 82 (Coast Mountains) maintenance 
facility at 1515 Kingfisher Avenue in 
Kitimat British Columbia. 
Details of the clearing, excavating, trenching, back- 
filling and the foundation plan 
available through 
H.J. Eberts@3211 Kenney Street, Terrace, 
Telephone 638-4405 
or Hugo Tse@175 7th Street, Kitimat, 
Telephone 632-3825. 
All interested parties must obtain a set of plans and 
specifications before tendering. A site inspection is 
also mandatory. 
--vSealed tenders will be requested until 12:00 noon, 
on Monday, July 20th, 1998 at: 
School District 82 (Coast Mountains) 
3211 Kenney Street 
Terrace, BC V8G 3E9 
Afln. HJ. Eberts, Maintenance Superintendent 
School Dislfict 82 (Coast Mountains) 
is requesting sealed tenders for the 
mechanical portion of the maintenance 
facility at 1515 Kingfisher Avenue, in 
Kitimat British Columbia. 
Details of the HVAC and the plumbing 
requirements are available through: 
H.J. Ebgrts@3211 Kenney Street, Terrace, 
Telephone 638-4405 
or Hugo Tse@175 7th Street, Kitimat, 
Telephone 632-3825. 
All interested parties must obtain a set of 
mechanical specifications before tendering. 
Sealed tenders will be requested until 12:00 noon, 
on Monday, July 20th, 1998 at: 
School District 82 (Coast Mountains) 
3211 Kenney Street 
Terrace, BC V8G 3E9 
Atln. H.J. Eberts, Maintenance Superintendent 
PUBLIC VIEWING 
Notice is hereby given that, Thomson Industries Ltd. will hold a public viewing of 
the assessments required pursuant to Section 6 of the Operational Planning 
Regulation of the Forest Pradices Code of B.C. for Forest Licence A16837. These 
assessments cover t~e Denise Inlet and Work Channel geographic areas. 
The assessments are available for review by resource agencies and the public 
before approval is consider~:J by the Ministry of Forests. All approved operation- 
aJ plans and higner level plans that encompass the development areas will be 
made available for vie',', ir g at this time. 
The assessments will be available ['or review during ~e week el: .July 23 to 30, 
1998 at the following bcations; The Prince Rupert Public Library, 101-6th Ave 
West, Prince Rupert, B.C. during normal business hours (Men 1 pm to 9 pro, "rues 
10am to 9 pro, Wed 1 pm to 9 pm, Thurs 10 am to 9 pm and Fri, Sat, Sun 1 pm 
to.5 pro), t~e Ministry of Forests- Prince Rupert district office, 125 Market PE, 
Pnnce Rupert, B.C. and Thomson Industries Ud.'s Terrace office, 3974 Old Lakelse 
Lake Road, Terrace, B.C. during normal business hours (Men to Fri 9 am to 4 
pro). 
A representative of Thomson Industries Ltd will be available at the Crest Motor 
Hotel roam 428 From 12 noon to 9 pm on Tuesday Aug 04, 1998 to discuss the 
proposed plans and receive comments. To ensure consideration before appravaJ 
is considered by the .Ministry of Forests, written comments must be reciev~:J at 
3974 Old Lakelse Lake Road, Terrace, B.C. V8G-3V1 by Sept. 14, 1998. 
If any interested parties are unoble to review the assessments during these times, 
arrangements can be made to view the assessments at a time convenient ['or them. 
Please conlad Rod Fowler at 635-6956 or in writing at 3974 Old Lakelse Lake 
Road, Terrace, B.C., V8G-3V1. 
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Local skater strikes gold 
By JULIA MITCHELL 
EVEN IN THE heat of July, ice-skating beckons Terrace's 
newest riple-gold skater, Grace Mitchell. 
Mitchell competed in a test day for high level figure 
skaters in northwest B.C. on May 23 in KitimaL 
She passed gold frceskate, competitive skills levelI and 
diamo,d rhumba dance. 
These tests were the first she had taken since last sum- 
mer wheu she trained at the Racquet Club of Victoria, 
where she was coached by Sandy Leard and Greg Ladret. 
Skating to a pia,o version of Schindlcr's List, Mitchell 
received excellent marks by the national-level judge in 10 
of the 12 freeskate disciplines. 
The piece was choreographed by Jennifer Kuehne, a for- 
mer Terrace Skating Club member, who is now the head 
coach at Mount Raiue Figure Skating Club in Stewart. 
Mitchell joined the Canadian Figure Skating Association 
test aud competitive stream in 1990 at age 10, She earned 
her novice, competitive and silver artistic tests. 
She was the first Terrace Skating Club member to medal 
in fi'eeskate at the B.C. Winter Games in Comox when she 
won silver in the 1995 juvenile ladies catcgoryl 
Mitchell is coached by Nicolc Page, an 18-year Terrace 
Skatiug Club member. Page's experience as an award- 
winni,g skater, amateur and profcssioual coach at the 
Nechako club in Vanderhoof sharpened Mitchell's kating. 
But in Kitimat's spring school, Mitchell relied on the 
coaching skills of fellow competitor, Shelley Lcfebvrc. 
Lcfcbvrc passed hcr 
competitive skills level 
I test, a gold-lcvcl 
cquivalcnt, to cam tri- 
Over the years, pie gold fcet. She 
each skater made passed her gold frees- 
every hour of ice kate and gold dances 
time, quality time. whcu skating with 
both the Terrace Skat- 
ing Club and Snow 
Valley Skating Club in 
Kitimat. 
Lefebvre's combined skating, amateur and professional 
coaching years also amount o 18 years with the Terrace 
Skating Club. 
Lefebvrc was Hazelton's head coach last season but She 
plans to coach professionally in Oliver, B.C. next year. 
In the meantime, Lofebvre hopes to freelance in Pentic- 
ton, Osoyoos and Grande Forks. 
One other triple gold feet member graces the Terrace 
Skati,g Club, Jessica Lambright. 
Lambright skated in both the Terrace and Kitimat clubs 
to attain her gold freeskate, gold variatiofi dauce and gold 
artistic tests with coach, Kari-A,u MacDonald. 
She earned her novice and junior competitive t sts and 
skated novice pairs and frecskatc at provincials. 
Both womeu plan to build on their skatiug experience in 
their future careers. 
A recent high school grad, Mitchell will attend I~ouglas 
College coaching programs in the Lower Mainland. 
Lambright moves from Physical Ed,,cation and Recrea- 
tion at Douglas College to Human Kinetics at UBC to 
study the development and growth of children. 
Mitchell's choreographer, Kuehne recently completed 
three years at Douglas College and has a Coaching Diplo- 
ma ill Sport Science. Coaehhlg Diplomas cover vast 
grouud including technical work as students work with 
highly-trained instructors to become first-class coaches. 
Over the years, each skater made every hour of ice ti~qF, 
quality time. 
Though skating requires trict discipline, dedication and 
hours of hard work, skaters are rewarded with a lifetime of 
pleasure. 
Both skaters chose to put iu hours of amateur coaching 
time, thereby giving back to their club a little of what they 
received from professional coaches throughout the years. 
Shelley Lefebvre, Grace Mitchell and dance skating 
partner Ron Pesano in KJtimat at the end of May. 
q i ,  
Score Board 
Women's  Soccer  
June game results 
June 2 
Blessings Children's Wear 2 ~ Green Hornets 1 
Central Flowers 3 --Almwood Contracting 0 
June4 
h.rtistic Hair/Northern Savings 1 - -  Green Hornets 0 
Oasis Sports Club 4 --Almwood Contracting 1 
June 9 
basis Sports Club 0 - -  Central Flowers 0 
Artistic Hr./Nrthrn Svgs. 4 ~ Blessings Chldrn's Wr, 2 
June 11 
Green Hornets 1 - -  Almwood Contracting 1 
Artistic Hair/Northern Savings 2 - -  Central Flowers 1 
June 16 
Team Sexsmith 2 ~ Central Flowers 2 
Blessings Children's Wear 3 ~ Oasis Sports Club 3 
June 18 
Artistic Hr./Nrthrn Svgs. 3--Almwood Contacting 0 
TERRACE 
June 23 
Almwood Contracting 4 ~ Blessings Chldm's Wr. 2 
June 30 
Team Sexsmith 5 - -  Almwood Contracting 1 
Artistic Hair/Northern Svgs. 1 - -  Oasis Sports Club 0 
NOTICE 
All playing fields at the Terrace, Thornhill & KitJmat 
area schools will be fertilized monthly. This 
program will run from May through October 1998. 
ii II 
Calling all sports fans! 
DOU YOU play, coach or even watch local sports events on a regular basis? 
Beginning Aug. 1, we aim to print a monthly calendar of games, tournaments, 
and special events happening around town, so bring us your schedulesl 
Address them to Christiana Wiens and get them to us by deadline day, July 
22. Don't be latel 
For more information, call us at 638-7283. 
Hid you know that KC,.'s Children's Hospital has the province's only 
Molecular g]agnnst]c laboratory and Medical Genetics Counselling 
Service, and acts as a national genetic research centre? (~E&bn's Hospital 
BC's BEST BUY 
Class i f ied  Ad Serv ice  
The  Best  Buy at  The Best  Pr ice  
I • 
BC's Best Buy 
Options 
 carlho  ss 
 ROUF 
~ MetroVa~ 
Newspape~ 
BC Region 
Covered 
BC's 
Northcoast & 
Interior 
Vancouver 
Island 
Lower 
Mainland 
All of the 
Above! 
Total 
Circulation 
139,011 
215,125 
440,724 
794,860 
Per Insertion 
(Max.  25  
words) 
$8o.oo 
$8o.oo 
$8o.oo 
$199.00 
S,TANDARD 
3210 Clinton St. 638-7283 
SEARS 
At Sears we are big enough to have what ,ou want... 
but small enough to care who you ire. 
Plus everyday good values 
Kemode Friendship Soczo l 
Summer Youth Program [ 
WHO: 
WHAT: 
WHEN: 
WHERE: 
For 13 - 1 8 year 01ds. 
And 7 - 12 year olds. 
Activities for the youth include swimming 
hiking, camping and much, much more. 
NO FEE TO J01N IN ON THE FgN!!!I 
July6 to August 29, 1998,1 - 9. 
Kermode Friendship Centre. 
PRE-REGISTRATION AND 
IMMUNIZATION RECORDS REQUIRED 
Register at the Kermode Friendship Society, 
3313 Kalum St., beside Coppperside II1. 
Ask for Kathy or Peter. 
635-4906 
mmm m m m m m n m mm m m mm 
Let Students Do 
Your Odd Jobs! 
They can wash windows, 
trim the hedge, paint the 
deck.., the list goes on. 
Contact  the Human Resource 
Centre for Students  at 
635-7134 local 303 
or 
or fax us at 635-4073, 
m m u m m mm 
I 
I 
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now 6998 
Save $231. Kenmore 'Super Capacity 
Plus' Team. 11-program washer. #47672. 
Sears reg. 719.99. $599 
12-cycle dryer. #88672. 
Sears reg. 509.99. $399 
now s598 
Save $151. Kenmore 
'Ultra Wash' dishwasher, 
5 cycles, 10 electronic control 
pads, Water Miser feature. #15831. 
Sears reg. 749.99. 
Black also available 
now s788 
Save $61. Kenmore 
18-cu. ft. refrigerator. 
With top-mount freezer, 
3 adjustable sliding shelves. 
#6o811. Sears reg. 849.99. 
FEATURING CLOSE-OUTS ON ALL  KENMORE e~ 'SUPER CAPACITY PLUS' WASHERS & DRYERS 
WHLE auAr,rrm ES~ST 
owned and : . . . . .  ':; 
operated by ...... ! 
MclntyreBrlan ~ i i ; i ) ) ! i i  '~i~:" ~,. ~:~,; 
Brand 
Cenzrral   
THE BRANDS YOU WANT 
AT THE STORm YOU TRUST ® 
3228 Kalum St. 
Terrace B.C. 
V8G 2K1 
Monday - Friday 
9:30am - 5:30pro 
Saturday 9:3earn - 4:00pro 
07910 Copyright 1998, Searl Canada Inc, 
L 
